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Public office is a privilege, not a right, and people who accept the privilege of holding office in the Government must of necessity accept that their entire conduct should be open to inspection by the people they are serving. —HARRY TRUMAN

- A new corruption that is extremely difficult to detect is taking over our political system.
- It is most lucrative; instead of thousands of dollars, the sums amount to millions or even billions.

The 2016 election left Americans deeply divided. Some found themselves enthused and encouraged by the outcome. Others were disappointed and depressed. But the vast majority of the American people were unified about one thing: the belief that corruption is rampant in Washington. Polls revealed that three out of four Americans believe that there is “widespread government corruption” in Washington, and perhaps the holdouts are not paying attention. The concern over widespread corruption is growing. The number was two in three back in 2009.2

Politicians who practice corruption have created a crisis of confidence in our government. Only 19 percent of the American people in a recent survey trust the federal government to do the right thing.3

Americans have known for quite some time that some politicians make themselves rich through public service. Who could forget Louisiana congressman William Jefferson stashing $90,000 in bribes in his freezer?4 Or Congressman Randy “Duke” Cunningham who created a “bribery menu” that netted him $2.4 million?5 Then there was the 2006 Jack Abramoff bribery case that led to a flurry of convictions in Washington. The lobbyist had given gifts to politicians in exchange for favors. Abramoff was sentenced to four years in jail.6 Congressman Bob Ney pleaded guilty to taking bribes from Abramoff and was sentenced to thirty months in jail.7 Congressional aides for no less than five congressmen pleaded guilty to corruption, conspiracy, obstruction of justice, and bribery charges, as did executives in the Bush administration from both the Department of the Interior and the Justice Department.

Other forms of corruption have been exposed over the past decade that, while not leading to jail time, have led to great public scrutiny and embarrassment. In my book Throw Them All Out, I exposed insider trading on the stock market by members of Congress. When the book was published and featured on 60 Minutes, it set off a national firestorm that led to the passage of the
Stop Trading on Congressional Knowledge (STOCK) Act. In my book *Extortion*, and in another *60 Minutes* story, I revealed how politicians enriched themselves using mafia-like tactics. In *Clinton Cash*, I laid out how the Clintons monetized access and official favors. Polls conducted in 2015 and 2016 showed that a sizable portion of the American public believed that the Clintons were corrupt. And the Federal Bureau of Investigation launched an investigation based on the book’s findings.

Following the money in those projects was simpler, using financial disclosures required by law.

The corruption by proxy that is the subject of this book is far more troubling and difficult to detect. Because the transactions involved do not fall under disclosure laws, they are invisible or, at least, hidden from public scrutiny. Financial deals channeled through politicians’ family members do not require disclosure. Identifying deals and the parties involved takes intense research. These transactions nevertheless make good money for a politician and his family and friends. Politicians are constitutionally obligated to make decisions that are best for the people they serve. These deals direct the politician’s loyalty elsewhere.

We are used to the typical “revolving door” corruption where government officials will carry out policies and then, after leaving office, take a job from those who benefited. But with most of the deals covered in this book, these politicians do not wait until they leave office. The accumulation begins while they are still serving. Rather than personal accumulation, the wealth flows to someone who is important in their life—a child, another family member, or a close friend. Those relatives are not required to disclose publicly how much money they are making or from whom. It is a pernicious form of what I call corruption by proxy.

Politicians are like the rest of us in that they avoid overtly criminal or publicly embarrassing behavior. Today, only the most arrogant, desperate, or stupid politician would take a direct payment from someone in exchange for a favor. Even without a clear exchange, savvy politicians are likely to avoid transactions that lead to a dramatic increase in their own net worth, lest they draw negative attention from an already skeptical public.

So a new corruption has taken hold. It involves larger sums of money than ever before. Instead of stuffing tens of thousands of dollars into a freezer, they stuff multibillion-dollar equity deals done in the dark corners of the world into family members’ bank accounts.

As some political leaders are making influential decisions that affect everything from national security to our standard of living, large sums of money are funneled to their families and closest friends. Only the most naive would believe that these deals are a coincidence. This money often flows from foreign governments or oligarchs. The timing of these transactions and the amounts involved raise serious questions about the leaders’ integrity and decision making. The high-level policy choices make the news, but the transactions quietly taking place below the surface do not.

How do I define corruption? By corruption, I mean when officials “abuse their positions for private gain . . . Corruption is the dishonest or fraudulent use of power for personal gain.” It is often illegal—but not always. Some forms of what most of us would regard as corruption are still technically “legal.” These cases, where abuse of power is most certainly occurring, and where the public appears to have no legal recourse short of voting the abuser out of office, are especially demoralizing to Americans. In the old days of the Tammany Hall machine, this was known as “honest graft.” George Washington Plunkitt, who helped run the
corrupt Tammany machine, explained that often what he called honest (legal) forms of corruption were more profitable than the illegal forms. “There is so much [honest graft] in this big town that they would be fools to go in for dishonest graft,” he famously said.

In the world of finance, everyone understands the subterfuge of “offshore” assets. Corporations and high-net-worth individuals stuff their assets and money into obscure limited liability companies or bank accounts in places like Panama, Belize, and Cyprus. By doing so, it becomes very difficult, if not impossible, to map out their transactions. Some do it to avoid taxes. Others try to obscure how and with whom they do business.

When it comes to corruption in Washington, the same sort of thing is occurring. The American political class is “offshoring” its corruption.

Sometimes, politicians will literally offshore corruption by moving the location of the deal, the entities, and the players involved, abroad. Other times, they offshore corruption metaphorically by shifting the cronyism out of their own hands and into those of their children or a close friend to leverage from afar and avoid detection. Either way, the results are the same: like the financier who puts his assets in a bank in Belize, it becomes very hard to track the flow of money and exchange of services. Politicians and their families are increasingly able to avoid public scrutiny and accountability for the selling of influence. And the sums involved are enormous.

So exactly how are politicians “offshoring” their corruption?

First, the foreign entities that are providing the funds and favors for politicians oftentimes have fewer disclosure rules than those in the United States. Again, to use the analogy of offshore banking, the financier who is trying to hide his assets would rather put his money in the Bank of Belize than in the Bank of America. The Bank of Belize has far fewer disclosure rules than the Bank of America. Corrupt politicians like this. A Chinese firm providing deals for them or their family is not required to disclose much of anything when compared to a U.S. publicly traded company. So in a strange way, corrupt politicians would rather seek financial opportunities from shady foreign entities than American corporations. Bigger paydays with less scrutiny result.

Second, by offshoring their corruption via deals for their family and close friends, politicians are not required to disclose such financial gains. In American politics, great scandals have fortunately led to ethics crackdowns. The Bobby Baker scandal, which rocked the U.S. Senate, exposed influence peddling, tax evasion, fraud, and theft by an influential Senate aide. This led to the creation of a Committee on Standards and Conduct in 1964. The Senate created its first ethics code four years later following another financial scandal involving Senator Thomas Dodd. In 1991, a scandal involving then senator David Durenberger forced the Senate to ban members from receiving speaking fees. In the House, a scandal involving Adam Clayton Powell Jr. led the House to establish a Committee on Standards of Official Conduct in 1967 and to pass ethics codes in 1968 and 1970.

As a positive result of these crackdowns, politicians have been required to disclose their income, assets, and financial transactions, as well as those of their spouses. In short, if a politician or a politician’s spouse directly gets a big payday, it would be illegal to hide. Failing to report it would be a violation of federal law. Yet failing to report that their adult child or friend got a big payday as a result of the politician’s policy actions is not against any law. It is “offshore.” None of those jackpots needs to be disclosed to the public.

Besides being off the disclosure grid, offshore transactions provide plausible deniability
when facing scrutiny. If money lands in a politician’s bank account, there is evidence of a direct benefit. Even if it shows up in the bank account of their spouse, questions would be raised. But what if the money, the job, or the business opportunity falls to a politician’s adult child or best friend? Even if that transaction were to become public, there would be an added layer of legal protection.

In short, this is corruption by proxy. It is essentially a form of “political arbitrage,” where friends and family members of powerful political figures have positioned themselves to serve as conduits or middle men between those seeking influence and those who possess political power. This creates previously unimaginable pathways to wealth for the political class. Better still for them, because of limited disclosure rules, much of it can go on undetected.

Foreign governments and oligarchs like this form of corruption because it gives them private and unfettered gateways to the corridors of Washington power. There are a myriad of things they may want: approval to take over an American company; the transfer of sensitive technology; trade deals; or favorable policies concerning military or national security matters. Foreign entities cannot legally make campaign contributions, so using this approach creates an alternative way to curry favor and influence America’s political leaders. Simply camouflaging these transactions as business agreements provides another shield of plausible deniability.

Such corruption is especially bad because it makes American politicians vulnerable to overseas financial pressure. The political leaders identified in the chapters to follow have often seen themselves and their families become wealthy with a single deal provided by a foreign government. So we have American politicians whose wealth is tied up with being in the good graces of foreign governments. What could possibly go wrong?

Using a politician’s adult child or close friend as a proxy may provide only an indirect benefit to a politician, but that does not make it less troubling or threatening to the public interest. Indeed, the law says that if an elected official performs an act for someone’s benefit and that someone provides a benefit to their family or close friend—it is still illegal. Just as a foreign bank account set up under a foreign limited liability company does not shield the financier from scrutiny for trying to avoid taxes, proxy corruption should not limit scrutiny of the politician or his shell game.

Make no mistake: enriching a friend or family member of a politician and getting something in return still constitutes a bribe. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is an international body of the world’s largest economies. As the OECD’s Anti-Bribery Convention notes, “individuals and companies can also be prosecuted when third parties are involved in the bribes transaction, such as when someone other than the official who was bribed received the illegal benefit, including a family member, business partner, or a favourite charity of the official.”

Direct bribery is only the most obvious form of corruption. Politicians (at least those who are halfway smart) avoid that sort of behavior. It has long been recognized that direct bribes are the least of our concerns when it comes to corruption. Even a century ago, a scholar noted that there are far more troubling and sophisticated forms of bribery. As Professor Robert Brooks wrote back in 1909, “It is this condition of affairs which makes the subtler aspects of corruption so much more dangerous and so much less easy to cope with than common bribery.”

Brooks also noted that the smart politician of his day would avoid obvious bribery. “Corruption in its more insidious forms is not the vice of low intellects,” he noted. And so it
still is today. Corruption by proxy takes some sophistication.

AMERICAN PRINCELINGS

Throughout human history, almost regardless of culture, the family has proved to be an effective gateway to curry favor with the powerful. In Europe, Africa, and Asia, high-ranking political figures and oligarchs have used marriage and family as a means of gaining political standing and influence. European kings would marry off their sons and daughters to rivals or competitors, thereby striking a bargain or alliance. It was an efficient—if less than romantic—means of accumulating power and wealth. In Europe, the royal houses often intermarried out of political expediency. Famously, Mary, Queen of Scots, was crowned after her father James V died while she was but an infant. After a betrothal to Henry VIII’s infant son, Edward, failed to ameliorate tension with England, she was sent to France, her mother’s homeland, as a five-year-old. There she was betrothed to marry Francis, the heir to Henry II, king of France. After the ineffectiveness of the first betrothal, it was part of what was hoped to be a Franco-Scottish alliance against England.\(^\text{20}\)

In the United States, these arrangements have also been historically true, even if the stories lacked the titles of kings, queens, and princes. American politicians from the earliest days would marry their children off to the wealthy, leading to some powerful alliances. As Stephen Hess has pointed out in his classic study *America’s Political Dynasties*, “the correspondence of Presidents John and John Quincy Adams is filled with tales of money miseries; then the latter’s son married the daughter of Peter Chardon Brooks, Boston’s first millionaire.”\(^\text{21}\) The powerful Livingston family of New York in one generation had five girls marry U.S. congressmen, creating a powerful commercial-political alliance. The great industrialists of the nineteenth century often married their daughters off to politicians so they could literally be “wedded” to power in Washington.\(^\text{22}\)

Of course, today such arranged marriages would be considered outrageous. The notion of an American politician offering his daughter to a Chinese oligarch in an arranged marriage for convenience or alliance offends our modern sensibilities. But such “marriages” still take place. Instead of taking the form of matrimony or vows of fidelity, the union instead comes in the form of private equity or business alliances. The tie that binds is not marriage but money. The cross-border marriage has been replaced by the cross-border joint venture. Foreign oligarchs are eager to “marry” into notable American political families via lucrative financial deals, thereby leveraging access to the highest reaches of political power.

The alliance of American political family members with foreign powers is a relatively new phenomenon in the United States. Certainly, there have been occasional examples that were considered scandalous behavior in the past. Billy Carter, brother of President Jimmy Carter, famously took money from the Libyans.\(^\text{23}\) President Bill Clinton’s brother Roger took money from the South Koreans.\(^\text{24}\) President George W. Bush’s brother Neil got a nice deal from a Chinese computer company backed by the son of the Chinese president.\(^\text{25}\)

These alliances seem essentially ad hoc and haphazard, and the amounts of money small when compared to the alliances revealed in this book. Instead of hundreds of thousands of dollars, we are now seeing hundreds of millions of dollars involved in calculated unions that exploit American political family ties.
It is becoming more commonplace, more lucrative, and more systematic for the children of powerful American politicians to go into highly profitable business because people want to curry favor with their important parents.

This is, after all, the way corruption often occurs in other countries. In almost every country, family ties are exploited for financial gain. In many parts of the world, the children of powerful political figures go into business and profit handsomely, not necessarily because they are good at business, but because people want to curry favor with their influential parents. In China, for example, hundreds of children of high-ranking Communist Party officials have gone into business over the decades. They thrive precisely because someone wants something from their powerful parents. They even have a term for them: the Princelings.26

As we will see, many of the deals discussed here involve Chinese state-owned companies doing deals with family members of America’s most senior politicians. China employs a strategy with other countries to make friends with foreign officials and politicians to advance their interests.27 In Canada, the head of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service noted a few years ago how Chinese officials were “cozying up to politicians” to score favorable policies. A Canadian member of Parliament went on national television and described how when his colleagues traveled to China they were offered lucrative business deals by Chinese officials.28

China, of course, is not alone in doing this. As we will see, other countries employ this strategy as well. And they largely do it through the family members of politicians because that is the way such deals are done in their own countries.

The problem, of course, is not commercial deals with China per se. I believe that business and trade relationships between American and Chinese firms are healthy. The problem is commercial and financial deals between Chinese government entities and the families of American politicians. It is hard not to see these sorts of deals as sophisticated payoffs or bribes.

Part of the reason that China figures so prominently is because the world’s most populous country is one of the fastest-growing economies on the planet. There is lots of money to be made and passed around. China also boasts a political culture that is comfortable with juicing “Princelings” into deals, which is one of the reasons Sarah Chayes, in her book on global corruption, considers it “one of the world’s most corrupt countries.”29 But China is not alone: countries like Ukraine and Russia also figure prominently in this story because they also have political and economic cultures that are deeply corrupt. And America’s top political families appear all too eager to sign fruitful deals with them.

The American media has run endless stories on the Chinese Princelings. But as we will see, American Princelings are the sons, daughters, siblings, and closest friends of America’s most powerful political figures—presidents, vice presidents, cabinet officials, senators, and congressmen—who have accrued financial benefits because of the political power that their parents, family, or friends wield. And it is not just federal officials who have been attracted to the Princeling method. Even mayors have embraced it, striking alliances with corrupt officials halfway around the world.

Foreign governments and oligarchs are seeking personal financial relationships with America’s political elite. And many of those elite appear all too happy to oblige, their increased wealth perpetuating their family empire’s elite status. America’s political elite thus focus their loyalty and obligation on their kids’ financial interests, or the family financial “empire,” over loyalty owed to their country. While we admire people, including politicians, who prioritize love
and support of their families, especially their children, we must also clearly hold them as public servants to a standard that does not compromise our nation by abusing their vested power on behalf of family and friends.

GLOBALIZATION OF CORRUPTION

The explosive growth in global business markets has changed the face of corporate America. As American corporations have become global economic players, they have lost much of their American identity and loyalty. Back in 1996, Ralph Nader wrote to the chief executives of one hundred of America’s largest corporations. After pointing out the fact that these corporations received substantial tax benefits and subsidies from the United States, he urged them to show support for “the country that bred them, built them, subsidized them, and defended them” by opening their annual stockholders’ meetings with the Pledge of Allegiance. Only one corporation responded favorably (Federated Department Stores). The others dismissed the idea on the grounds that, in the words of the Ford Motor Company, they are “multinational,” not American.30

It has been argued that globalization leads to greater world peace by the blurring of national borders. Commercial relationships between countries and people cause them to share more common interests and become more cooperative, so the reasoning goes. But as commercial relations bring countries closer, they will certainly bring political elites together. What happens when American political elites and their families create strong, that is lucrative, commercial ties with foreign governments? Compromised national security does not equate with world peace.

As our business markets have become globalized, so too has corruption. Globalization is blurring how our politicians view their first allegiance to country. Those exposed in this book would all vehemently deny that their families’ commercial deals with foreign governments and oligarchs influence their decision making or make them sympathetic to the political needs of their commercial partners. Not only does this seem preposterous on its face, but by doing so they are denying a central tenet of the commercial globalism that they endorse. Free trade and exchanges between nations generally create goodwill between countries, but profitable commercial deals between foreign governments and America’s political elite undermine the latter’s vision for leadership by warping their priorities.

American corporations have broadened their allegiances because their customers and operations are increasingly global. In other words, their financial interests extend far beyond America’s borders. The same is happening to some American politicians. Those whose families strike profitable commercial deals with foreign governments or corporations can naturally be expected to show greater sympathy to those foreign entities. But how will they handle issues when the interests of their foreign commercial partners collide with the interests of the United States? Foreign governments looking for favorable treatment from the powerful in Washington easily attach financial strings in the guise of “globalization.”

Foreign governments and oligarchs have become more aggressive in Washington over the past half-century. This coincides with foreign governments spending more and more to court our politicians. For example, the late Harvard professor Samuel P. Huntington allows that in “the mid-1980s Mexico was spending less than $70,000 a year on lobbying Washington, and President Miguel de la Madrid (a graduate of the Harvard Kennedy School of Government)
lamented the difficulty he had getting his diplomats not just to deal formally with the State Department but to develop close relations with the congressmen who had the real power to affect Mexico’s interests.”

Today, the government of Mexico and Mexican companies, along with many other countries, hire armies of lobbyists and government-relations operatives to get what they want from Washington. Foreign governments who cultivate commercial ties directly with our politicians and their families have realized that this is a more efficient investment.

At a minimum, these sorts of deals make foreign oligarchs and governments unofficial constituencies that politicians are incentivized to please, thanks to these economic ties.

The bottom line is that globalization has transformed the world economy, but it has also, in the words of Laurence Cockcroft in his book *Global Corruption*, “both exposed and accelerated corruption.”

**SMASH AND GRAB**

It has been said that to the extent that government can do something for you, it can also take something from you. And sometimes nearly destroying an industry or business can create opportunities for a powerful politician’s friends, who create wealth by proxy, and can then channel some of it back to the politician’s interests or war chest.

We traditionally think of cronyism as politicians doing favors for well-heeled allies and friends. Maybe it takes the form of corporate welfare—that is, providing government grants or favors to connected businesses. Cronyism could take the form of government bailouts for a failing business or perhaps government-backed loans. In short, traditional cronyism uses the power of government to provide commercial opportunities or favors for connected friends and family members.

But there are other favors that the government can perform. In recent years a new method of cronyism has emerged that we will call “smash and grab.”

Ask any street cop and he or she will describe the crime this way: someone sees a wallet or a purse sitting on the front seat of a locked car. The culprit wants it. So he smashes the window, grabs the wallet or purse, and takes off.

Smash and grab in government works in a similar way, only while one guy smashes, another grabs. Say there is a particular company or industry with large assets. The government, by their words or policies, “smashes” the industry on the grounds that it is bad, destructive, or dangerous. This is often done because an industry or company is deemed harmful to the environment or damaging to public health, or it exploits vulnerable people. Once “smashed,” the valuation of that industry or company drops dramatically. But then something else happens. Investors or financiers closely tied to that politician suddenly buy the company or buy into the industry for pennies on the dollar. The company or industry is then resurrected to its previous luster and its valuations rise dramatically under new owners who have close ties to the politicians.

Smash and grab is an effective form of cronyism because, as with Princelings, it is by proxy and thus hard to track. Unlike traditional forms of corporate welfare, the action of smashing a company or an industry is often wrapped in a benevolent light. The very act of smashing an unpopular industry is presented to the public as a virtue, not as a vice. This, of course, can obscure the larger crony pattern.

As we will see, in recent years the federal government has smashed a variety of industries—
coal, for-profit colleges, oil companies, payday lenders—while politically connected financiers who are close to those doing the smashing have then swooped in and bought up those same companies at a deep discount. The politician gets to claim a virtuous act done in the public’s interest, while his or her closest friends and money supporters clean up financially. Smash and grab is profoundly destructive because it not only manipulates the economy, but also generates wealth for the close friends of politicians by first destroying someone else’s wealth.

BEYOND DISCLOSURE

With the public keenly resentful of and focused on traditional corruption, these new proxy methods have become increasingly popular with politicians. When corruption is detected and exposed, it has consequences. Recent political history demonstrates that people are very concerned about political corruption and leaders lose power when it is exposed. For example, a series of scandals in 2005 and 2006 resulted in the resignation of four Republican members of Congress. The Republicans lost their majority status in the 2006 election.35

In 2016, persistent questions about Bill and Hillary’s financial transactions in light of her duties as secretary of state, as well as the scandal involving her secret e-mail server, damaged her popularity with voters and helped cost her the election.

Much of the media focus on the question, “What are politicians required to disclose?” They track individual campaign contributions, donations from political action committees, and independent expenditures for campaigns. Transparency is essential in these areas and requires ongoing public vigilance to be effective. Yet there is so much more hiding offshore. While traditional forms of corruption continue to occur, many politicians use proxies to cloak their transactions.

Our legal system ends up unevenly applying justice and failing to prohibit the corrupt practices that most threaten sound government. Think about it: failing to disclose a $2,700 campaign contribution, or making a quid pro quo deal for that donation, will land a politician in legal trouble. But what about a multibillion-dollar private equity deal involving a family member and foreign government? While the $2,700 contribution must be disclosed by law, the billion-dollar deal does not need to be reported. And while trading favors for a campaign contribution can get you sent to jail, the legal system essentially says about a private equity deal, “Nothing to see here. Move along.”

In earlier eras, corruption was mostly limited to individuals exploiting their positions of power and influence. It could be beaten back, if not completely expunged. Today’s corruption is different—harder to see, financially complex, and therefore harder to combat. Most interestingly, perhaps, the political class possesses an ideology that in a true Marxian sense serves to justify its authority and privilege in its own eyes. Its members would have us see no conflict between their self-interest and the public good. Its members would have us believe that those private deals will not influence their judgment.

“Trust us,” they say.

Boss Tweed, who ran the Tammany Hall operation, used the typical bandwagon defense: “The fact is New York politics were always dishonest—long before my time. There never was a time when you couldn’t buy the Board Alderman. A politician coming forward takes things as they are. This population is too hopelessly split up into races and factions to be governed by
universal suffrage, except by bribery of patronage or corruption.”

You hear echoes of the same in Washington today. Many political elites see inside deals as the oil that keeps the machinery of government working, and keeps smart people like them in public office. It is dishonesty in the name of empire-building.

Others will argue that corruption really does not matter; that it is a victimless crime. So what if politicians and their families get rich? Who cares? It doesn’t affect me.

But corruption plays a profound role in the kind of leadership we get, because corruption is upstream from governing.

A spill of toxins upriver from where you are drinking will foul the water you consume—and even make it poisonous. Those who believe that corruption does not really affect them fail to see that corruption is not a by-product or an afterthought in bad policies. It pollutes policies even as they are fashioned.

As we will see, vast amounts of toxins are being dumped upstream.

Machiavelli in his classic work *The Prince* offered blunt advice to those interested in political power. He declared that it was a good idea to be mean and ungenerous. He encouraged political figures to be harsh and to show no mercy. These were quality characteristics that could help someone stay in power. But there was one vice that he admonished his readers to avoid: corruption. “Being rapacious and arrogating subjects’ goods and women is what, above all else . . . renders him hateful.” Machiavelli declared that it was better to be feared than loved as a leader, but you did not want to be hated. Hatred led to conspiracy. And conspiracy, he warned, could bring down governments.
American Princelings: Two Sons and a Roommate

- The son of Vice President Joe Biden and the stepson of Secretary of State John Kerry profited immensely from secretive deals they struck with companies connected to the Chinese government.
- These deals occurred as Biden and Kerry were negotiating sensitive issues with the Chinese government.
- The deals involved billions of dollars.

Joe Biden and John Kerry have been pillars of the Washington establishment for more than thirty years. Biden is one of the most popular politicians in our nation’s capital. His demeanor, sense of humor, and even his friendly gaffes have allowed him to form close relationships with both Democrats and Republicans. His public image is built around his “Lunch Bucket Joe” persona. As he reminds the American people on regular occasion, he has little wealth to show for his career, despite having reached the vice presidency.

One of his closest political allies in Washington is former senator and former Secretary of State John Kerry. “Lunch Bucket Joe” he ain’t; Kerry is more patrician than earthy. But the two men became close while serving for several decades together in the U.S. Senate. The two “often talked on matters of foreign policy,” says Jules Witcover in his Biden biography. When John Kerry was the Democrat nominee for president in 2004, Biden had been on the “short list” as his running mate. It was widely believed that if Kerry had won in November, he would have selected Biden as his secretary of state.\(^1\) So their sons going into business together in June 2009 was not exactly a bolt out of the blue.\(^2\)

But with whom their sons cut lucrative deals while the elder two were steering the ship of state is more of a surprise.

What Hunter Biden, the son of America’s vice president, and Christopher Heinz, the stepson of the chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (later to be secretary of state) were creating was an international private equity firm. It was anchored by the Heinz family alternative investment fund, Rosemont Capital.\(^3\) The new firm would be populated by political loyalists and positioned to strike profitable deals overseas with foreign governments and officials with whom the U.S. government was negotiating.

Hunter Biden, Vice President Joe Biden’s youngest son, had gone through a series of jobs since graduating from Yale Law School in 1996. First, he had taken a position as an executive
with MBNA, a major credit card–issuing bank based in Delaware, the state his father represented in the U.S. Senate. The young Biden handled legal matters for MBNA, one of his father’s largest campaign contributors. He then moved on for a brief stint in the Clinton administration at the Department of Commerce, serving under Bill Daley, brother of Chicago’s mayor. By 2001 he joined with William C. Oldaker, a longtime Washington, D.C. hand and campaign adviser to his father, to open a lobbying shop. The law firm of Oldaker, Biden, and Belair, with offices on Connecticut Avenue (just blocks from the White House), represented clients including online gambling firms, universities, and Native American tribes. Hunter stayed in the firm until 2008, when having a son as a lobbyist apparently did not cast the right image for his father, who had been picked as Barack Obama’s running mate.

Hunter had tried other ventures. In 2006, he joined forces with his uncle, James Biden, to dive into the hedge fund business. The two purchased an investment firm called Paradigm Capital Management, which reportedly had $1.5 billion under management. It was founded by Dr. James Park, who happened to be the son-in-law of Rev. Sun Myung Moon, head of the Unification Church.

Hunter Biden took the helm as chairman, but things did not go well with Paradigm almost from the beginning. The Bidens quickly discovered the firm didn’t have $1.5 billion under management; it had far less than half that. And the news got worse. A tenant named Ponta Negra Group that was subleasing an office from Paradigm was charged with orchestrating a multimillion-dollar investment fraud. Paradigm also became associated with Stanford Capital Management, which was exposed as a giant Ponzi scheme in one of the largest cases of financial fraud in American history. Paradigm managed a fund for Stanford Capital but was never accused of any wrongdoing. The Bidens did end up in major litigation involving charges of fraud and misrepresentation regarding their purchase of Paradigm. The Bidens insisted that they did nothing wrong and settled the suit in December 2008.

Much of Hunter Biden’s professional career followed in the shadow of his father’s trajectory. And he, along with the rest of the Biden family, “formed the nucleus for [Joe Biden’s] political operations.” Politics was a closed loop, a family affair. Hunter’s job during his father’s many campaigns over the years included standing below the podium while Biden was speaking and pointing to his watch to remind him when to stop talking. And the Bidens mixed politics, family, and business on basic levels. When Joe Biden ran for office, he threw campaign dough in the direction of his family members. By 2008, Biden’s campaigns had paid more than $2 million to family members and their businesses.

By their own account, Joe and Hunter are extraordinarily close. “The single best thing [I learned from my father],” Hunter once said, “is family comes first. Over everything.”

“We have an expression in our family,” says Vice President Biden. “If you have to ask for help, it’s too late. We’re there for each other.”

By 2009, Hunter’s father was the vice president of the United States.

With Joe Biden arguably the second most powerful man in the world, Hunter Biden became a social fixture in Washington, photographed regularly with the powerful and the beautiful. He and his then wife, Kathleen, mourned with his father and mother at Arlington National Cemetery when Senator Edward Kennedy was laid to rest in August 2009. In November 2009, Hunter secured a prized invitation to the state dinner for the visit of India’s prime minister. He took in
the Georgetown University versus Duke University basketball game at the Verizon Center in Washington. He had courtside seats—next to his father and Barack Obama.\textsuperscript{20} He also participated in celebrity events like one organized by musical star Usher’s foundation.\textsuperscript{21}

By the summer of 2009, the thirty-nine-year-old Hunter joined forces with the son of another powerful figure in American politics, Chris Heinz. Senator John Heinz of Pennsylvania had tragically died in a 1991 airplane crash when Chris was eighteen. Chris, his brothers, and his mother inherited a large chunk of the family’s vast ketchup fortune, including a network of investment funds and a Pennsylvania estate, among other properties.\textsuperscript{22} In May 1995, his mother, Teresa, married Senator John Kerry of Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{23} That same year, Chris graduated from Yale, and then went on to get his MBA from Harvard Business School.\textsuperscript{24}

Joining them in the Rosemont venture was Devon Archer, a longtime Heinz and Kerry friend.\textsuperscript{25} He had been roommates with Chris at Yale and then proved himself to be more than Chris’s wingman by emerging as a star fund-raiser for Senator John Kerry’s 2004 presidential campaign. By aggressively using his contacts, he helped raise millions of dollars for the race and, at the ripe age of thirty, landed a spot as the cochairman of the Kerry campaign’s finance committee. It was an impressive achievement.\textsuperscript{26}

Archer was tenacious. “If you’re a real doer,” he told the \emph{Observer} at the time, “you get respected, and that respect is reflected in how the campaign treats you, because there are a ton of people out there who are a lot of hot air.”\textsuperscript{27}

Archer proved he was anything but hot air. After the campaign, he went on to become a trustee of the Heinz Family Office, a sprawling network of investment funds worth close to $1 billion, of which Rosemont Capital is a part. He was also selected to join the board of the family’s Howard J. Heinz Trust.\textsuperscript{28}

So the three friends Biden, Heinz, and Archer, established a series of related LLCs.

The trunk of the tree was Rosemont Capital, the alternative investment fund of the Heinz Family Office. Rosemont Farm is the name of the Heinz family’s ninety-acre estate outside Fox Chapel, Pennsylvania.\textsuperscript{29} The small fund grew quickly. According to an e-mail revealed as part of a Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) investigation, Rosemont described themselves as “a $2.4 billion private equity firm co-owned by Hunter Biden and Chris Heinz,” with Devon Archer as “Managing Partner.”\textsuperscript{30}

The partners attached several branches to the Rosemont Capital trunk, including Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC, Rosemont Seneca Technology Partners, and Rosemont Realty.

Chris Heinz served as the managing director and cochairman of Rosemont Capital. (In 2014, he stepped down as cochairman, but remained a founding partner, vested in the firm.)\textsuperscript{31} Devon Archer was the cofounder and senior managing partner at Rosemont Capital. Hunter Biden was the managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners.

Of the various deals in which these Rosemont entities were involved, one of the largest and most troubling concerns Rosemont Seneca Partners.

Rather than set up shop in New York City, the financial capital of the world, Rosemont Seneca leased space in Washington, D.C. They occupied an all-brick building on Wisconsin Avenue, the main thoroughfare of exclusive Georgetown. Their offices would be less than a mile from John and Teresa Kerry’s twenty-three-room Georgetown mansion, and just two miles from both Joe Biden’s office in the White House and his residence at the Naval Observatory.\textsuperscript{32}
Over the next seven years, as both Joe Biden and John Kerry negotiated sensitive and high-stakes deals with foreign governments, Rosemont entities secured a series of exclusive deals often with those same foreign governments. Some of the deals they secured may remain hidden. These Rosemont entities are, after all, within a private equity firm and as such are not required to report or disclose their financial dealings publicly.

Some of their transactions are nevertheless traceable by investigating world capital markets. A troubling pattern emerges from this research, showing how profitable deals were struck with foreign governments on the heels of crucial diplomatic missions carried out by their powerful fathers. Often those foreign entities gained favorable policy actions from the United States government just as the sons were securing favorable financial deals from those same entities.

Nowhere is that more true than in their commercial dealings with Chinese government–backed enterprises.

For U.S. financial firms, the gold rush for the past two decades has been business in China. The opportunities appeared endless in the most populous country, with one of the highest growth rates, in the world. So the Rosemont team set their sights on the Middle Kingdom.

Effective diplomacy, according to Joe Biden, is about forming personal relationships with foreign leaders. “It all gets down to the conduct of foreign policy of being personal.”

Doing business in China often entails having the right contacts and relationships; simply having the right family name can be an enormous benefit to getting deals. Unlike in the West, in China, surnames appear first. Political connections are especially important: despite outward signs of a freewheeling capitalist economy, Chinese government officials still wield great power that can make or break a deal.

To jump-start deals, some financial firms like J. P. Morgan began making it a practice to hire the children of Chinese government officials to curry favor with their powerful parents. These children are sometimes called “Princelings” because they are the children of senior government officials. J. P. Morgan was ultimately charged with violating the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) by U.S. officials for engaging in the “Princeling” practice. Whether they should have been charged or not is a question for another time.

But it is important to note that the FCPA prevents American corporations from hiring or doing special business deals with the children of foreign officials. It does not prevent foreign entities from hiring or doing special deals with the children of American officials.

Whatever the case, the fact remains that those prospering the most in China are often the relatives of powerful officials, especially their children. The Princelings have become a powerful source of deal making in a country where familial ties matter. Having the proper connections or family ties in China is so important that there is a single word for it: guanxi (pronounced gwan-Chē). It is a word that describes the system of social networks that facilitate business in China. The word means more than its literal English translation of “connection” or “relationship” because those words do not capture the power of mutual obligation, reputation, and trust that are central to guanxi. Having guanxi refers to a certain weightiness of the people involved and with whom they are ultimately associated.

While guanxi in business and personal matters may be a noble cultural practice, when it involves American politicians and their families, whose weightiness comes from their elected office, guanxi crosses the line into corruption.

Such was the case when Rosemont Seneca joined forces in doing business in China with
another politically connected consultancy called the Thornton Group. The Massachusetts-based firm is headed by James Bulger, the nephew of the notorious mob hit man James “Whitey” Bulger. Whitey was the leader of the Winter Hill Gang, part of the South Boston mafia. Under indictment for nineteen murders, he disappeared. He was later arrested, tried, and convicted.

James Bulger’s father, Whitey’s younger brother Billy Bulger, serves on the board of directors of the Thornton Group. He was the longtime leader of the Massachusetts State Senate and, with their long overlap by state and by party, a political ally of Massachusetts senator John Kerry.

Less than a year after opening Rosemont Seneca’s doors, Hunter Biden and Devon Archer were in China having secured access at the highest levels. Thornton Group’s account of the meeting on their Chinese-language website is telling: Chinese executives “extended their warm welcome” to the “Thornton Group, with its US partner Rosemont Seneca chairman Hunter Biden (second son of the now Vice President Joe Biden).” The purpose of the meetings was to “explore the possibility of commercial cooperation and opportunity.” Curiously, details about the meeting do not appear on their English-language website.

Also, according to the Thornton Group, the three Americans met with the largest and most powerful government fund leaders in China—even though Rosemont was both new and small. To put these meetings in perspective, it was as if the son of the Chinese premier held a single meeting with the heads of Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, J. P. Morgan, Merrill Lynch, and Blackstone. Except, in this case, these were government entities with trillions of dollars of capital to invest. The delegates spent two days meeting with the top executives from China’s sovereign wealth fund, social security fund, and largest banks. Hunter posed with them for a series of pictures.

The timing of this meeting was also curious. It occurred just hours before Hunter Biden’s father, the vice president, met with Chinese president Hu in Washington as part of the Nuclear Security Summit.

There was a second known meeting with many of the same Chinese financial titans in Taiwan in May 2011. For a small firm like Rosemont Seneca with no track record, it was an impressive level of access to China’s largest financial players. And it was just two weeks after Joe Biden had opened up the U.S.-China strategic dialogue with Chinese officials in Washington.

* * *

On one of the first days of December 2013, Hunter Biden was jetting across the vast expanse of the Pacific Ocean aboard Air Force Two with his father and daughter Finnegan. The vice president was heading to Asia on an extended official trip. Tensions in the region were on the rise.

The American delegation was visiting Japan, China, and South Korea. But it was the visit to China that had the most potential to generate conflict and controversy. The Obama administration had instituted the “Asia Pivot” in its international strategy, shifting attention away from Europe and toward Asia, where China was flexing its muscles. Before the plane took off, Beijing had unilaterally declared a new air defense zone over disputed territories in the East
China Sea. Other countries, notably Japan and South Korea, also laid claim to the territory.\(^4^9\) The area was reportedly rich in energy and natural resources, making it a valuable economic prize.\(^5^0\) The Chinese move was a declaration of sovereignty requiring international airlines to register their flights with the Chinese military before flying over the disputed territory.\(^5^1\) Biden’s visit was under scrutiny across Asia.

For Hunter Biden, the trip coincided with a major deal that Rosemont Seneca was striking with the state-owned Bank of China. From his perspective, the timing couldn’t have been better.

Before China, they briefly stopped in Japan. The vice president held a series of meetings with the Japanese deputy prime minister and members of the Japanese parliament. Later he met with the Japanese crown prince and finally dined with Japanese prime minister Abe. Japan was concerned about the Chinese move, but Biden said little on the subject publicly. What he did say did not placate Japan. He voiced concern about China’s air defense zone but did not call for a reversal.\(^5^2\) On Wednesday, December 4, the delegation flew on to Beijing where the heavy lifting was expected to take place.

Vice President Biden, Hunter Biden, and Finneghan arrived to a red carpet and a delegation of Chinese officials. Greeted by Chinese children carrying flowers, the delegation was then whisked to a meeting with Vice President Li Yuanchao, and talks with President Xi Jinping.\(^5^3\) As he chatted with Vice President Li, Biden explained how he saw the world: the Beijing-Washington axis was the “central, sort of, organizing principle” of international relations. It was a view that was warmly and eagerly welcomed by Beijing.\(^5^4\)

Biden spent five and half hours in conversation with President Xi. They “covered every single topic in the U.S-China relationship,” as one senior administration official described it.\(^5^5\) Despite the recent Chinese action of declaring a defense zone in the East China Sea, the subject did not dominate the talks. Indeed, Biden never even publicly mentioned the defense zone during his visit.\(^5^6\) This trip was all about “practical cooperation.”\(^5^7\) Biden was hoping, in the words of White House officials, “to build a different kind of relationship for the 21st century.”\(^5^8\) As one regional observer put it:

A somber and tired Biden couldn’t break the ice except by urging Beijing to exercise caution and restraint in policing the zone to avoid accidents and miscalculations. In the end, the United States allowed its commercial carriers to comply with China’s requirements for flight information, to the dismay and disappointment of Japan.\(^5^9\)

That night, the Bidens stayed at the luxurious St. Regis Hotel, and the following morning they met with the U.S.-China Business Council.\(^6^0\) Then it was off to Villa No. 5 of the Diaoyutai State Guesthouse. This was where Richard Nixon stayed during his famous 1972 visit, and where Madame Mao made permanent residence during the Cultural Revolution. Biden, wearing a light blue tie and dark suit, had another meeting with Vice President Li. When Biden arrived, they “chatted as if they were old chums,” according to the media pool reporter. Vice President Li Yuanchao told pool reporter Steve Clemons of the Atlantic, “Vice President Biden is a good friend to you and to me.”\(^6^1\)

Hunter and Finneghan Biden joined the vice president for tea with U.S. ambassador Gary Locke at the Liu Xian Guan Teahouse in the Dongcheng District in Beijing.\(^6^2\) Where Hunter Biden spent the rest of his time on the trip remains largely a mystery. There are actually more reports of his daughter Finneghan’s activities than his.
One of the few public sightings of Hunter Biden occurred after that tea, when Vice President Biden and his son, along with granddaughter Finnegan, halted the motorcade and began walking along the south side of a shopping street. Hunter Biden, dressed in a dark overcoat covering a deep blue zip-up sweater, tagged along as his father stepped into a small shop. With the world’s media in tow, they emerged a few minutes later with the vice president holding a Magnum ice cream bar. The vice president raised his Magnum ice cream bar to show the world’s press how personable Joe Biden could be, defense zone aside. Intentionally or not, Hunter Biden was showing the Chinese that he had guanxi. The picturesque visit to the shop and the deep diplomatic significance of the visit were widely reported by the Chinese and world media. What was not reported was the deal that Hunter was securing. Rosemont Seneca Partners had been negotiating an exclusive deal with Chinese officials, which they signed approximately ten days after Hunter visited China with his father. The most powerful financial institution in China, the government’s Bank of China, was setting up a joint venture with Rosemont Seneca.

The Bank of China is an enormously powerful financial institution. But the Bank of China is very different from the Bank of America. While both have massive financial resources, the similarity ends there. The Bank of China is government owned, which means that its role as a bank blurs into its role as a tool of the government. The Bank of China provides capital for “China’s economic statecraft,” as scholar James Reilly puts it. Bank loans and deals often occur within the context of a government goal.

As one Chinese scholar puts it, these government-owned entities are difficult for Westerners to fully comprehend because the methods of government control are deep. “Chinese SOEs [state-owned enterprises] are embedded in a complex state-controlled network” including state ministries, security forces, and the Communist Party. As a result, such a bank is extraordinarily linked to the government’s ruling elite. For example, the chairman of the Bank of China, Tian Guoli, also serves as secretary of the Communist Party of China Party Committee at the bank. Tian was familiar with both Joe Biden and John Kerry. Vice President Biden had met with executives of the Bank of China during his 2011 official visit to China.

Ten days after Hunter Biden left China with his father, Rosemont Seneca and the Bank of China created an investment fund called Bohai Harvest RST (BHR), a name that reflected who was involved. Bohai (or Bo Hai), the innermost gulf of the Yellow Sea, was a reference to the Chinese stake in the company. The “RS” referred to Rosemont Seneca. The “T” was Thornton. The fund enjoyed an unusual and special status in China. BHR touted its “unique Sino-U.S. shareholding structure” and “the global resources and network” that allowed it to secure investment “opportunities.” Funds were backed by the Chinese government.

In short, the Chinese government was literally funding a business that it co-owned along with the sons of two of America’s most powerful decision makers. The Chinese government-funded Bohai Harvest RST prominently mentioned Rosemont Seneca’s involvement in the fund on its website, that is, until inquiries were made about Biden’s and Heinz’s involvement. Subsequently, any mention was scrubbed or abbreviated “RST.”

Jonathan Li, chief executive officer of Bohai Harvest, says, “BHR represents a mixture of private enterprise and SOE [state-owned enterprise].” Xin Wang, managing partner of the firm, notes the advantages of having a connected Western business partner like Rosemont Seneca.
“Just by virtue of being an SOE there is the perception—rightly or wrongly [sic]—that there will be some cross-cultural issues. Having us and our global resources there as a financial investor, and serving as a conduit, can facilitate the transaction.”

Rosemont Seneca’s role, according to internal Chinese documents, was to spearhead efforts in the United States.

The deal was remarkable. Rosemont Seneca was getting something for the first time that no other Western firm had in China, a private equity cross-border investment fund formed in the Chinese government’s Shanghai Free-Trade Zone. The Shanghai Free-Trade Zone had been established only months earlier by the Chinese government’s State Council, and “personally championed” by China’s prime minister, Li Keqiang. Why, with all the financial firms doing business in China that had far more experience, a larger footprint, and a history of doing deals there, did the Chinese government pick Rosemont Seneca?

The advantages that Biden and Heinz’s firm got were enormous. Along with Chinese government capital to invest, by operating from the Shanghai Free-Trade Zone they could take Chinese government funds and invest there, or take them out of the country and invest them in the United States or elsewhere. No one else had such an arrangement in China.

Rosemont Seneca was essentially placed first in line.

The Chinese government’s deal in December 2013 with the sons of America’s vice president and secretary of state occurred in lockstep with aggressive territorial claims it was making in the Pacific. Ely Ratner, writing in Foreign Affairs, described how “in early 2014, China’s efforts to assert authority over the South China Sea went from a trot to a gallop. Chinese ships began massive dredging projects to reclaim land around seven reefs that China already controlled in the Spratly Islands, an archipelago in the sea’s southern half. In an 18-month period, China reclaimed nearly 3,000 acres of land.” Contrary to assurances by the Chinese president Xi Jinping that they had “no intention to militarize the South China Sea,” Beijing began “rapidly transforming its artificial islands into advanced military bases, replete with airfields, runways, ports, and antiaircraft and antimissile systems. In short order, China has laid the foundation for control of the South China Sea.”

The Rosemont Seneca deal was lucrative for the Bidens and Kerry’s stepson, and appears, on behalf of the Chinese government, strategically timed to go along with China’s aggressive territorial claims. But it was not the only deal that occurred at this critical time.

* * *

The following year, in July 2014, Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Beijing for a series of sensitive, high-level meetings with Chinese government officials. As the Washington Post put it, Chinese and U.S. relations were in a “downward spiral.” Kerry was there as part of the so-called Strategic and Economic Dialogue (S&ED), which had been erected to provide a forum to hash out such tough diplomatic, commercial, and military issues between the two rivals. In 2014, there were several of those issues: sanctions against North Korea; opening up China to greater investment from the West; containing and dealing with Iran’s nuclear program; those Chinese territorial claims in the South China Sea, and a climate change agreement.

Before the talks began, Kerry, dressed in a blue blazer and khakis, walked the Great Wall of
China. He was joined by the U.S. ambassador to China Max Baucus and Treasury secretary Jack Lew. He was cautiously optimistic about what might be accomplished.

The Chinese government had greeted his appointment as secretary of state a year earlier with a sense of relief. They found his predecessor, Hillary Clinton, too hawkish on China for their tastes. As a lengthy editorial in the official government *China Daily* put it, “Clinton always spoke with a unipolar voice and never appeared interested in the answers she got. Kerry understands the true multipolar nature of the 21st century world. He listens to the answers he gets.” They liked his low-key and quiet style. “Although he may not abandon traditional US concerns on promotion of democracy and human rights issues, he will express them in talks privately and quietly, without trying to embarrass or undermine his interlocutors.” With his arrival at Foggy Bottom, they surmised, “there is . . . an excellent chance of Sino-US ties improving significantly during his term of office.”

Even more auspiciously, the deal between his stepson’s Rosemont Seneca and the Bank of China had been inked seven months earlier.

Kerry spent two days in intensive talks with Chinese officials in Beijing behind closed doors. The morning of July 9 commenced with John Kerry standing next to Chinese president Xi Jinping in front of a collection of interspersed Chinese and American flags. President Xi called for a commitment on both sides to “boost Sino-US economic ties.” Kerry echoed these sentiments before the leaders went into a private session. Much of what was discussed occurred behind closed doors, but there were some flashes for the public. After a lunch in the Great Hall of the People, John Kerry was invited to pick up a musician’s guitar, which he strummed for the assembled guests.

In private discussions, Kerry’s focus was on North Korea and Chinese hacking of American computers. Publicly he touted the economic ties between the two countries. As he put it, “China and the United States represent the greatest economic alliance trading partnership in the history of humankind, and it is only going to grow.”

Meanwhile, as the secretary of state was engaged in high-stakes secret discussions with his Chinese counterparts in Beijing, other private, commercial discussions were being held with Chinese officials. These talks did not involve the U.S. government. A former subsidiary of a Chinese government company that was close to the Chinese military was beginning discussions with another Rosemont entity. The Chinese company, Gemini Investments, was interested in purchasing Rosemont Realty, a firm controlled by John Kerry’s stepson and whose leadership included Hunter Biden and close Kerry adviser Devon Archer. At this important diplomatic juncture in U.S.-Chinese relations, with so much at stake in military, diplomatic, and economic terms, a Chinese government–connected company was looking to become business partners yet again with the families of America’s secretary of state and vice president. The eye-popping, multibillion-dollar deal that would result a year later would make those connected to the company a lot of money and raise serious questions about a massive conflict of interest.

Archer and others were all too happy to tout Rosemont Realty’s political ties to Vice President Joe Biden. As Archer was described in a 2014 corporate biography, “Mr. Archer is the General Partner and Chairman of Rosemont Realty which he founded together with Mr. Hunter Biden.” Rosemont Realty played up the connection when pitching opportunities for investors. In a company prospectus from Rosemont Realty watermarked “CONFIDENTIAL,” it was a “key consideration” that “Hunter Biden (son of Vice President Biden) is on the advisory board.”
To run Rosemont Realty, Heinz, Archer, and Biden tapped another close Kerry confidant to run the day-to-day operations. They tasked fellow Yale graduate Daniel Burrell with building the real estate business from the ground up. Burrell, who hails originally from upstate New York, worked on Kerry’s 2004 failed presidential campaign. Burrell called John Kerry “an incredible mentor.” A *Los Angeles Times* article from October 2004 described Burrell’s move to Los Angeles to run the local campaign. He came to L.A. with “no car, no place to stay,” living, as a favor to Kerry, at one of his supporters’ place, and arranged for fund-raisers featuring Hollywood types.

In 2009, Burrell ventured out to the foothills of north-central New Mexico to set up Rosemont Realty’s corporate headquarters. He settled into a building in the state capital, Santa Fe, on historic Garfield Street near the Railyard, a cultural hub in the center of the city. Rosemont put the mayor of Santa Fe on the payroll, which is legal in New Mexico. Within a year, the company had purchased the state’s largest commercial real estate company, BGK, which had a $1.5 billion commercial real estate portfolio. As Burrell describes it, he was soon “jetting around looking for trophy buildings” in several states. Within a matter of the next four years, the company accumulated office buildings from the Southwest to New England. Rosemont Realty erected regional offices outside their headquarters: in Albuquerque; Atlanta; Dallas; Denver; Houston; New York; Peoria, Arizona; San Antonio; Washington, D.C.; and Tulsa.

In mid-2014, just as the Rosemont Seneca deal with the Bank of China was getting off the ground, Burrell began holding discussions with a Chinese subsidiary called Gemini Investments Limited about buying Rosemont Realty. Gemini might have appeared to be just like any other investment company; publicly traded on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, it offered itself as a conventional real estate investor. However, as can often be the case with China, tracing corporate ownership yields some interesting results. While Gemini Investments is a publicly traded stock, it is called an “indirect subsidiary,” and control of the company is retained by its parent company, Sino-Ocean Land. Gemini Investments’ director and honorary chairman is Li Ming. His corporate ties are to some of the most sensitive and politically important corporations in China. He also served for several terms running as a member of the Chinese Communist Party’s elite so-called People’s Political Consultative Conference.

Gemini Investments’ parent, Sino-Ocean Land, is a development company with a “large footprint in Beijing,” as one journalist put it, and is “one of the largest real estate companies in Beijing.” In an old bio, Devon Archer describes it as “the largest SOE real estate developer in China.” It has deep ties to the Chinese government. Sino-Ocean Land, for example, launches and funds programs under the direction of the Central Commission of the China Communist Youth League and the government’s Ministry of Education, according to corporate records.

In turn, Sino-Ocean Land is connected to a company called the China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO). The chairman of Sino-Ocean Land is also chairman of COSCO. The Sino-Ocean Land website states that “Sino-Ocean Group originated from COSCO.” Until 2011, Sino-Ocean Land was a subsidiary of COSCO, and one of its website backgrounds is a photo of the COSCO headquarters; they share the same address.

COSCO was founded in 1961 and is a state-owned company. With palatial headquarters in Ocean Plaza in the Xicheng District in Beijing, its corporate offices face the headquarters of another pillar of Chinese government power, the Bank of China—Rosemont’s partner in the
Bohai Harvest deal. COSCO is one of those state-owned enterprises (SOEs) that populate the corporate world in China. But even within the ranks of Chinese government–controlled companies, COSCO is unique. COSCO is widely seen by authorities in Asia and the West as deeply embedded in and tied to the Chinese military establishment. In particular, COSCO had strong organizational links with both the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN). As the academic journal Maritime Affairs puts it, “It is well known that the state-owned China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO) has close links with the PLA. The Chinese call COSCO the fifth arm of the PLAN, and [COSCO’s] ships are often referred to as ‘zhanjian’ (warships).”

COSCO has a long history of clandestine work overseas and general troublemaking as far as American interests are concerned. According to leaked secret State Department cables, COSCO was reportedly shipping material for Syria’s weapons development program—probably from North Korea. In 2015, officials in Colombia detained a COSCO vessel that was alleged to have been illegally shipping thousands of cannon shells and explosive material. (The company had listed the cargo as “grain” on a shipping manifest.)

In 1996, two thousand smuggled Chinese assault rifles were seized near San Francisco, and were known to have been brought through the Port of Oakland on a COSCO ship.

More broadly, COSCO has built a global footprint covering vast corners of the world. U.S. naval experts say that those commercial activities by COSCO are perfectly structured to align with Chinese naval strategy. According to Rear Admiral Michael McDevitt, USN (retired), “With the China Ocean Shipping Company, a state-owned enterprise providing global logistical services, Beijing enjoys built-in shore-based support structure at virtually all the major ports along the Pacific and Indian Oceans . . . this has become a successful approach to logistic sustainment halfway around the world from Chinese bases.”

So when you navigate your way through the ownership of the Rosemont entities in the United States and Gemini Investments, it becomes strangely clear that a company connected to sons of the vice president and secretary of state was negotiating to secure a deal with a company whose ties could be traced back to the “fifth arm” of the Chinese navy.

It would be the second large and profitable deal that the son of the vice president and the stepson and friends of John Kerry would strike with Chinese government–connected companies as both statesmen were negotiating with Beijing.

In short, as Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe Biden were engaged in sensitive, high-stakes negotiations with the Chinese government, their sons’ companies were cutting yet another deal with a company connected to the Chinese government.

During his tenure as secretary of state, Kerry was criticized for being soft on China despite China aggressively laying claim and expanding its presence in the South China Sea. Alarm bells were going off all over the region because of this unilateral expansion. But Kerry played it cool. As Bloomberg News put it in one headline, “Kerry’s Soft Words Blunt U.S. Hard Power in the South China Sea.”

Critics noted that when it came to Chinese territorial claims in Asia, Beijing wanted to have negotiations with countries in the region individually, excluding both the United States and Japan, to make it easier for the large power to intimidate smaller regional players who questioned their territorial claims. In a move that surprised and troubled some in the region, Kerry effectively endorsed China’s strategy to isolate countries like the Philippines in these negotiations by refusing to have the United States take a side in the territorial dispute.
another observer put it, “If these efforts by China succeed, then the U.S. (and Japan) will effectively be sidelined. Which itself would be a win for the Middle Kingdom.”

Kerry was also clear to state publicly that he saw no need to “contain” China. This was in contrast to his predecessor Hillary Clinton’s posture. His words and position were praised by Beijing.

Chinese government officials praised Kerry for his low-key approach to relations with China. Consider this dispatch from the Chinese embassy about a meeting between Kerry and Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi: “John Kerry agreed with the ideas and way of thinking from the Chinese side on developing the US-China relations. He said that the US side appreciates China for its positive and conducive efforts in promoting the talks on [the] Iranian nuclear issue and the political settlement of the Syrian issue and others. The two sides should continue to strengthen communications and consultations in major regional hot spot issues, and to enrich the contents of the new model of major-country relationship between the US and China.”

Privately, the business negotiations between the Biden and Kerry families and Chinese entities continued. Publicly, Secretary of State Kerry engaged with the very same Chinese government in diplomatic negotiations. In November 2014, Kerry hosted the Chinese foreign minister in his hometown of Boston, where they dined on Maine cod and Boston cream pie while overlooking Boston Harbor.

By December 2014, Gemini was negotiating and sealing deals with Chris Heinz’s and Hunter Biden’s Rosemont on several fronts. That month, Gemini bought out the Rosemont Opportunities Fund II, an offshore investment vehicle run by Rosemont, for $34 million. Larger deals would follow.

In May 2015, Kerry went to Asia to meet with his Chinese counterparts to readdress the difficult issues between the United States and China. As Josh Rogin recounts, “Chinese officials told me that the Chinese saw further weakness when Secretary of State John Kerry visited Beijing in May. According to the Chinese readouts, Kerry told his hosts that the U.S. wanted to work with them on a range of issues, including North Korea, Iran and Syria, and the two powers shouldn’t let the South China Sea issue get in the way of broader cooperation. The Chinese interpreted it as a signal that the U.S. was not ready to confront them.”

By August, Rosemont Realty announced that Gemini Investments, still run from COSCO headquarters, was buying a 75 percent stake in the company. It was the second major deal Rosemont struck with China in just eighteen months. The terms of the deal included a $3 billion commitment from the Chinese, who were eager to purchase new U.S. properties.

Rosemont Realty was rechristened Gemini Rosemont.

“Rosemont, with its comprehensive real estate platform and superior performance history, was precisely the investment opportunity Gemini Investments was looking for in order to invest in the U.S. real estate market,” declared Li Ming, Sino-Ocean Land Holdings Limited and Gemini Investments chairman. “We look forward to a strong and successful partnership.”

The plan was to use Chinese money to acquire more properties in the United States. “We see great opportunities to continue acquiring high-quality real estate in the U.S. market,” one company executive said. “The possibilities for this venture are tremendous.”

So during a critical eighteen-month period of diplomatic negotiations between Washington and Beijing, the Biden and Kerry families and friends pocketed major cash from companies connected to the Chinese government.
The consequences of those deals are as surprising as the fact that they were conducted in the first place.
Nuclear and Other Consequences

- The circle of family and confidants around Biden and Kerry participated in private deals that ended up serving Chinese military and strategic interests to the detriment of the United States.
- A Chinese company in which they invested was stealing U.S. nuclear secrets, according to the FBI.

The partnership between American Princelings and the Chinese government was just a beginning. The actual investment deals that this partnership made were even more problematic.

The initial announcement of Rosemont Seneca’s and the Chinese government’s Bohai Harvest joint-investment fund in December 2013 revealed plans for a $1 billion investment. Seven months later, they increased it to $1.5 billion.¹ The deals began to emerge almost immediately. Many of them would have serious national security implications for the United States.

Bohai Harvest RST (BHR), with funds provided by the Chinese government, not surprisingly gained access to private-equity deals and highly prized initial public offerings (IPOs) affected by the strategic “privatization” of Chinese state-owned firms. Many were listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange.

BHR investments generally fit a pattern of buying stakes in companies that controlled technology of interest to the Chinese government. When BHR took Chinese funds and invested in the United States, it bought up companies that fit the same profile.

It is important to keep in mind that Rosemont Seneca was not passively involved in the investment decisions being made. Devon Archer, close Kerry confidant who helped run the Heinz Family Office, served as the vice-chairman of BHR with responsibility for investments. As he has explained on his website, “As vice chairman of Bohai Harvest RST . . . Mr. Archer helps guide one of China’s most prominent mutual fund management companies.”²

In 2015, BHR joined forces with the automotive subsidiary of the Chinese state-owned military aviation contractor Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC) to buy American “dual-use” parts manufacturer Henniges.³ Formed initially during the Korean War as the Bureau of Aviation Industry, AVIC is a major military contractor in China.⁴ AVIC owns 50 percent of the military arms business of CATIC—the China National Aero-Technology Import and Export Corporation.⁵ It operates “under the direct control of the State Council” and produces a wide
array of fighter and bomber aircraft, transports, and drones—primarily designed to compete with the United States. The company also has a long history of stealing Western technology and applying it to military systems. The year before BHR joined with AVIC, the Wall Street Journal reported that the aviation company had stolen technologies related to the U.S. F-35 stealth fighter and incorporated them in their own stealth fighter, the J-31. AVIC has also been accused of stealing U.S. drone systems and using them to produce their own. In 2011, AVIC and the People’s Liberation Army signed an “Agreement on Military and Civilian Integrated Support for New Army Aviation Equipment.”

In short, AVIC sits at the heart of the Chinese military industrial complex.

In September 2015, when AVIC bought 51 percent of American precision parts manufacturer Henniges, the other 49 percent was purchased by the Biden-and-Kerry-linked BHR. Henniges is recognized as a world leader in anti-vibration technologies in the automotive industry and for its precise, state-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities. Anti-vibration technologies are considered “dual-use” because they can have a military application, according to both the State Department and Department of Commerce. Part of Henniges had previously been owned by GenCorp, an American rocket and missile manufacturer now known as Aerojet Rocketdyne Holdings, Inc. The technology is also on the restricted Commerce Control List used by the federal government to limit the exports of certain technologies. For that reason, the Henniges deal would require the approval of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), which reviews sensitive business transactions that may have a national security implication. The U.S. intelligence community and congressional intelligence committees have long recognized that the Chinese government is “committed to the acquisition of Western machine tool technology,” especially those where it is difficult for outsiders “to distinguish between civilian and military end-uses of the equipment.”

According to BHR internal documents, the Henniges deal included “arduous and often-times challenging negotiations.” The CFIUS review in 2015 included representatives from numerous government agencies including John Kerry’s State Department. The deal was approved in 2015.

Then there was the involvement of Rosemont Seneca in the investment in a controversial nuclear power company. In December 2014, the Biden-and-Kerry-linked BHR became, in Bohai’s words, an “anchor investor” in China General Nuclear Power Corporation (CGNPC or CGN), a state-owned nuclear company involved in the development of nuclear reactors. CGN had been wholly owned by the Chinese government and was now selling off a small stake to outside investors. Because the nuclear industry is considered a strategic sector in China, it would remain under the direct control of the Chinese State Council, and the government would remain the controlling shareholder.

BHR also got a piece of Sichuan Sanzhou Special Steel Pipe (SZSSP), which manufactures special piping for use in the nuclear and petrochemical industries, including cooling systems for nuclear reactors.

That Kerry allies and Biden family members were making money courtesy of the Chinese government was troubling enough. The quagmire of Rosemont’s participation in these sensitive Chinese industries deepens with the additional fact that CGN was under FBI investigation and eventually charged with stealing U.S. nuclear secrets.
In November 2013, a Chinese American engineer traveled to China at the expense of the Chinese government. Ching Ning Guey was paid by the Chinese government for sensitive information on American nuclear technology. He worked for the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and passed along tightly controlled information concerning American nuclear reactors, which was then being transferred to CGN.

Guey soon received the attention of the FBI. (He eventually pleaded guilty to federal charges and would cooperate with the FBI in its broader investigation of CGN.) Guey started talking, and soon led the FBI to another engineer named Allen Ho, who, ironically, lived in Wilmington, Delaware, just five minutes from Joe Biden’s house. Allen Ho, under the direction of CGN, had been working to steal American nuclear secrets since 1997. According to the FBI, he was looking for information that would help CGN’s small modular reactor program, advanced fuel assembly programs, fixed in-core detector system, and “verification and validation of nuclear reactor–related computer codes.” These were prized secrets that engineers were not allowed to share or discuss with foreign engineers, companies, or government officials.

In April 2016, Ho and CGN were charged by the U.S. Justice Department with stealing nuclear secrets from the United States—actions prosecutors said could cause “significant damage to our national security.”

This was no haphazard spy ring. The federal government’s U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission cited the Ho case in its annual report as an example of Chinese espionage that constituted a “large and growing threat” to American national security.

According to U.S. attorneys, CGN instructed Ho to hire American nuclear engineers as consultants and attempt to get them to share sensitive information. Other information was obtained by outright theft. Of particular interest to CGN was Westinghouse’s AP1000 system, an advanced nuclear reactor that has military application. It could be used commercially to generate power for civilians. But it also had application for developing nuclear submarines.

When Ho was arrested by the FBI he was using a “random code generator” so he could gain access to funds provided to him via the Bank of China.

Why the Chinese interest in the Westinghouse AP1000? Even though the AP1000 is a civilian nuclear reactor, the design poses a “dual-use” concern, according to American national security officials. In other words, it could have important military applications, especially in submarines. Piping systems that were a particular target of this espionage strongly resemble the coolant pumps used in U.S. nuclear submarines.

CGN’s espionage efforts were intense and prolonged. According to the indictment, Ho allegedly, under the direction of CGN executives, “also identified, recruited, and executed contracts with U.S.-based experts from the civil nuclear industry who provided technical assistance related to the development and production of special nuclear material of CGNPC in China. Ho and CGNPC also allegedly facilitated the travel to China and payments to the U.S.-based experts in exchange for their services.”

The Obama Justice Department was blunt: Ho “conspired with others to knowingly act as an agent of China.” He told recruits that “China has the budget to spend.” According to DOJ documents, “Ho made clear that he was charged with obtaining necessary expertise from the United States at the direction of the CGNPC and the China Nuclear Power Technology Research Institute, a subsidiary of CGNPC, and that he was to do so surreptitiously.”

It is clear from the transcripts of the FBI’s interrogation of Ho that they considered the stakes
in the investigation high and that what they ultimately prized was intelligence on CGN. There is no evidence that the FBI was aware at the time that Biden and Kerry family members or confidants were involved with the company.

During the interrogation, FBI agents told Ho: “You give us a deep understanding of how things at CGNPC, CNPRI, how they go up, how they are—how the government of China pushes down, and how they interact . . . We think that you have knowledge. You’ve been over there a long time. You’re a senior consultant [to CGN], an executive consultant. I’ve seen pictures—I’ve seen emails where you talk about the CEO being your friend.”

The FBI was also cognizant of the fact that because CGN was a state-owned company it was a diplomatically sensitive case, but because of its serious nature, they were intent on pursuing it. As one agent told Ho during the interrogation, “It’s a big statement for the U.S. government to charge a Chinese state-owned company, and they don’t take it lightly.”

What the Chinese government couldn’t buy from the United States, it would steal. Chinese companies have a long history of stealing American nuclear secrets. As scholar Ralph Sawyer puts it in his masterful book *The Tao of Spycraft*, “No nation has practiced the craft of intelligence or theorized about it more extensively than China.”

This time, of course, family members of America’s most powerful political figures had exclusive financial interests in the rogue Chinese company stealing American secrets.

Anyone with a basic knowledge of Chinese commercial espionage, particularly in a sector like nuclear power, should know that spying will play a role in the company’s activities. The involvement of Kerry confidants and Biden’s son in CGN should have set off alarm bells for all of them.

Repeated attempts to seek comments from Joe Biden, John Kerry, Hunter Biden, Chris Heinz, and Devon Archer have gone unanswered.

When did the partners in Rosemont learn of CGN’s intelligence activities? What we do know is that after the charges were filed and Ho pleaded guilty, Rosemont did not change its relationship with its Chinese partners, nor did BHR divest from the state-owned Chinese company that had been stealing America’s nuclear secrets.

***

In 2016, the Biden-and-Kerry-linked BHR made another strategic investment in unison with a Chinese state-owned company, China Molybdenum. Over the past decade, China had been in an intense race to accumulate mineral assets from around the world. China Molybdenum operates to accumulate its namesake and other rare-earth minerals. Molybdenum is used to strengthen metals, particularly to make “tough, steel alloys,” and is found “as a by-product of copper mining.”

During World War I, when the British introduced the tank, they made an important discovery. One inch of steel fused with molybdenum offered better protection against a direct hit than three inches of regular (manganese) steel. It was soon being used on a whole variety of military vehicles and applications. It is also used in the nuclear industry.

The company, China Molybdenum, does not hide the fact that the minerals it acquires have direct military application. In its 2015 annual report, the company explains how its products are used: “Molybdenum alloy steel is used for manufacturing alloy components and parts of
warships, tanks, guns and cannons, rockets and satellites.” The company is also a major producer of tungsten, which, as it points out, “is widely used in military engineering.”

The company, as you might expect, has deep ties to the Chinese government and the Communist Party of China.

China Molybdenum is China’s “biggest producer of molybdenum” and China and the United States have been locked in a global battle for the control of molybdenum assets. As one U.S. mining executive described it in the magazine *National Defense*, “Molybdenum, for example, is a key component in the manufacturing of armor plating . . . Unfortunately, it’s increasingly becoming a zero-sum game to procure these minerals as demand soars and the United States’ access to these resources is put in jeopardy.”

Just how intense is the battle between China and the United States for control of critical minerals?

In 2012, President Obama entered the Rose Garden of the White House to announce that the Obama-Biden administration was filing a complaint against China with the World Trade Organization. The administration was charging Beijing with attempting to control the world rare-earth minerals market, including restricting Western access to molybdenum. Japan and the European Union joined the Obama administration in the complaint, and in March 2014 the WTO ruled that China was indeed violating international agreements in what the *New York Times* called a “hard” ruling against Beijing.

How ironic then that barely two years later, on May 9, 2016, China Molybdenum announced that it was buying more than half of the massive Tenke Fungurume copper mine in the Democratic Republic of Congo for $2.65 billion. Tenke is regarded as “one of the world’s prized copper assets.” Even more ironic: a few months later, BHR announced that it was buying another 24 percent stake in the mine for $1.5 billion. China Molybdenum helped BHR acquire its ownership stake, thereby further consolidating Chinese control over the coveted mine. The mine is also an important source of cobalt, a critical resource for China’s lithium-ion battery industry.

So while the Obama administration was laying out the challenge posed by China in the global minerals race, the son of the vice president and a confidant of the secretary of state were invested in deals that would help Beijing win that resource race.

In short, these investments served the Biden-Kerry families’ investment interests, and also served Chinese strategic interests. On top of it all, these deals served ultimate Chinese strategic interests by forging financial ties with the families of key American politicians. They provided a legitimizing factor, a Trojan horse, if you will, for these Chinese investments and made them seem far more benign than they actually were.

Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary of State John Kerry were managing policy on America’s relationship with China while their sons and close associates were receiving deals from the Chinese government and government-related entities. The next chapter shows how the business model was not limited to China.
Bidens in Ukraine

- While Vice President Biden was overseeing U.S. policy toward Ukraine, his son joined the board of one of Ukraine’s most profitable and corrupt energy companies.
- The Bidens could be potential billionaires as a result of the deal.
- Did Joe Biden look the other way when $1.8 billion in taxpayer money disappeared?

Half a world away, the father-statesmen, Biden and Kerry, were also deeply involved in a complex and difficult situation in Ukraine. The country was facing Russian aggression in the east, political turbulence at home, and powerful oligarchs fighting over the country’s resources. In the middle of it Kerry and Biden were making critical decisions about Ukraine’s future with Hunter Biden and Devon Archer on their heels.

Ukraine is blessed with a treasure house of energy resources, particularly oil and natural gas. These riches are a target for Russian covert operations, corrupt oligarchs, and powerful mafia dons, who all sought to control them. Burisma is a secretive Ukrainian natural gas company with deep political ties in the country, and the nation’s second-largest private natural gas producer. Many of Burisma’s assets are heavily concentrated in the contentious eastern reaches of the country. This border area with Russia has been the source of conflict with Moscow for decades.

Burisma was created in 2006 with a Cypriot registration by Mykola Zlochevsky, the barrel-chested, bald-headed, and future ecology and natural resources minister under the pro-Russian government of Viktor Yanukovych. How did a government minister end up owning a massive energy company? In a story far too familiar in that part of the world, Zlochevsky gave himself the licenses to develop the abundant gas fields. Of note, he took the license for the country’s largest natural gas field, Sakhalinska, from someone else and gave it to a company connected to Burisma.¹

To complete the portrait, Zlochevsky had a reputation for lavishness while in government service, with a taste for Bentleys and the occasional Rolls-Royce.² His other business ventures also reflect his reputed lifestyle. He owns a super-exclusive fashion boutique in downtown Kiev named Zlocci. With chandeliers, marble-topped tables, and recessed interactive panels, Zlocci sells accessories made of alligator, ostrich, eel, and lizard. At Zlocci, a set of matching crocodile dress shoes and belt will set you back $2,800. The average Ukrainian would have to spend nearly nine months’ wages to pay for it.³

In 2012 President Yanukovych removed Zlochevsky as ecology and natural resources
minister and appointed him to the National Security and Defense Council. But fortunately, a year earlier the ownership structure of Burisma had been quietly transferred to a Cyprus-based company called Brociti Investments. The island nation has become a favorite venue for Russian activities, where oligarchs, mafia, government officials, and intelligence operatives park their assets because of the very tight secrecy laws. Zlochevsky’s name was still attached to the company, but Burisma’s major subsidiaries now listed the same business address as the natural gas firm controlled by a controversial Ukrainian oligarch named Ihor Kolomoisky. The UK’s Guardian newspaper in 2015 reported Kolomoisky to be perhaps Ukraine’s “most troubling oligarch of all.” For a country rife with corruption, war, self-dealing, and cronism, that is something. But he would prove to be a worthy business partner for Joe Biden’s son and John Kerry’s inner circle.

Pudgy with a thick crop of silver hair, wire-frame glasses, and a tight beard, Kolomoisky was born into a family of engineers from the eastern half of Ukraine. His power base was Dnipropetrovsk (since May 2016, Dnipro), an industrial center in the country that has been a cradle to a succession of powerful Ukrainian figures. Dnipro is known as the stomping ground of ex-presidents Leonid Kuchma and Oleksandr Turchynov, as well as oligarchs like Victor Pinchuk. Before the breakup of the Soviet Union, the area was the power base for Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev. Through his company the Privat Group, Kolomoisky controlled Ukraine’s largest financial institution, PrivatBank, through which the Ukrainian military got paid and government pensions were distributed. He also controlled media companies and airlines. Sometimes known as “King Kolomoisky” inside the country, his office features a gigantic shark tank, but he does most of his business from his luxurious home in Switzerland.

Kolomoisky does not seem to care much for the rules. He holds Ukrainian, Israeli, and Cypriot passports, which is a problem because the Ukrainian constitution forbids dual citizenship. When asked about that fact Kolomoisky quipped, “The constitution prohibits double citizenship but triple citizenship is not forbidden.”

Kolomoisky’s reportedly violent and brutal business practices stand out even in this rough corner of the globe. A British judge upbraided the billionaire for taking control of a company in Ukraine “at gunpoint.” Rival oligarchs have sued him in British courts, alleging that he was involved in “murders and beatings” in relation to a prior business deal. Kolomoisky allegedly used “quasi-military teams” and sent “hired rowdies armed with baseball bats, iron bars, gas and rubber bullet pistols and chainsaws” to take over the Kremenchuk Steel Plant in 2006. He also used “a mix ofphony court orders (often involving corrupt judges and/or registrars) and strong-arm tactics” to purge rival board members. Kolomoisky vigorously denies any illegal activities.

Why young Biden and those close to Kerry viewed Kolomoisky as an appropriate business partner is not known. Repeated calls and e-mails to both about their work with Burisma went unanswered.

Kolomoisky built his multibillion-dollar empire by “raiding” other companies, a violent Ukrainian form of mergers and acquisitions involving guns. Matthew Rojansky, director of the Kennan Institute at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, has done an in-depth study of the practice: “there are actual firms in Ukraine . . . registered with offices and business cards, firms [that specialize in] various dimensions of the corporate raiding process, which includes armed guys to do stuff, forging documents, bribing notaries, bribing judges.” Although the practice is common, Kolomoisky stands out. Rojansky calls him “the most famous oligarch-
raider, accused of having conducted a massive raiding campaign over the roughly ten years up to 2010.”

Given all this, it should come as no surprise that Kolomoisky’s business practices have long received the attention of U.S. law enforcement officials. Because of his activities, he was eventually placed on a U.S. government visa ban list, prohibiting him from entering the country legally. As we will see, he would be taken off that list shortly after Hunter Biden and Devon Archer joined the board of his energy company.

It is important to understand the events in Ukraine that were unfolding as Biden and Archer, who was on the board of the Heinz Family Office, joined Burisma. It may also explain why they were invited to join.

In February 2014, a series of protests and strikes across western Ukraine culminated in a political revolution. President Yanukovych was chased out of office, implicated in both rampant corruption and shameless brutality. He was also very cozy with the Kremlin. (He was eventually exiled to Moscow.) The wave of protests brought into power a coalition government that was nationalist and determined to loosen the country’s ties to Russia. Vladimir Putin, sensing an opportunity, pushed Russian military forces into the Crimean Peninsula and then the easternmost region of Ukraine. He also armed pro-Russian militias in eastern Ukraine who savagely fought the new Ukrainian government. Crimea is a strategic peninsula that offers a warm water port into the Black Sea and has long been a sought-after Russian prize.

The Ukrainian government responded by mobilizing the army. There was vicious fighting in the eastern region of the country, including Dnipropetrovsk. Burisma has many of its energy assets in the area. Kolomoisky was appointed governor of Dnipropetrovsk. Never one to leave his sentiments unknown, Kolomoisky offered a $10,000 bounty for each Russian “saboteur” caught by the public. Putin called the billionaire a “unique imposter.” Kolomoisky fired back, calling the Russian president “a schizophrenic, short in stature.”

The international community rightfully reacted to Putin’s move with shock and anger. The response from Washington was almost immediate. And for Biden and Archer, there was again the opportunity to strike deals in the wake of the vice president and secretary of state’s official duties.

In early March, only days after the Russian move into Crimea, Secretary of State John Kerry visited Kiev, arriving with a pledge of $1 billion in American loan guarantees and offers of technical assistance. He also announced clear-cut American political and moral support for Ukraine. As he walked along Instytutska Street in the heart of Kiev, a Ukrainian woman beseeched him, “We hope Russian troops will leave Crimea, and we also hope for your assistance.”

“We are trying very hard,” Kerry responded.

Kerry spoke forcefully about the U.S. commitment to an independent Ukraine. But it was Vice President Biden who would end up being “point person” in the Obama administration’s policy toward Ukraine. “No one in the U.S. government has wielded more power over Ukraine than Vice President Joe Biden,” noted Foreign Policy magazine. Indeed, his power as it relates to Ukrainian policy extended far beyond just Washington; he was “considered the voice of the country’s western backers.” Biden consulted regularly with the Ukrainian president by telephone and made five trips to the Ukraine between 2014 and 2017. He did so at the same
time that his son and his son’s business partners prepared to strike a profitable deal with controversial and reportedly violent oligarchs, Kolomoisky and Zlochevsky, who would benefit from his actions.

On April 16, 2014, Devon Archer made a private visit to the White House for a meeting with Vice President Biden. We do not know the duration because, according to White House records, the meeting lasted until 11:59 p.m., the end-of-the-day placeholder when the meeting’s end was not recorded.25

Less than a week later, on April 22, there was a public announcement that Devon Archer had been asked to join the board of Burisma. Three weeks after that, on May 13, it was announced that Hunter Biden would join, too. Neither Biden nor Archer had any background or experience in the energy sector.26

As was the case with their deals in China, the foreign company, Burisma here, did not hide the fact that the son of the vice president and the financial manager for the family of the American secretary of state were joining the board. Far from it. They mentioned it in the first paragraph of their press release (as translated): “Devon Archer is an iconic figure in American politics today. According to US media, he is the part of the Family Foundation Directorship Heinz Family Office with Christopher Heinz, John Kerry’s stepson (the current US Secretary of State). He has served as Senior Adviser to John Kerry and in 2004 during the presidential campaign. Today he is the co-founder and managing director of Rosemont Seneca Partners, where his partner is Hunter Biden, the son of the current US Vice-President Joseph Biden.”27

The timing of the announcement is significant. The day before Archer’s appointment, on April 21, Vice President Joe Biden landed in Kiev for a series of high-level meetings with Ukrainian officials. The vice president was bringing with him highly welcomed terms of a United States Agency for International Development (USAID) program to assist the Ukrainian natural gas industry, and promises of more U.S. financial assistance and loans. Soon the United States and the International Monetary Fund would be pumping more than $1 billion into the Ukrainian economy.28

The younger Biden, for his part, tried to put the best possible face on the deal. He claimed that by joining the board of the scandal-laden natural gas producer, he would “contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”29

Biden also said that his role would be “consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities.” His responsibilities also included providing “support for the company among international organizations.”30 At other times they would describe his role as offering “strategic guidance to Burisma.”31

Biden and Archer’s appointment to the Burisma board did not go unnoticed in China, where Rosemont Seneca enjoyed continuing progress with its BHR investment fund with the Chinese government. The Chinese government media ran several stories about Biden’s Ukrainian venture. The main Chinese government news outlet China Daily noted, “The decision immediately sparked speculation over whether the US government had a role in Hunter Biden’s promotion, as his father has frequently spoken about the need to increase Ukraine’s energy independence.”32

Another ally of Secretary of State Kerry was soon added to the Burisma payroll. Less than a month after Kerry’s protégé Archer joined the board, Burisma hired a new lobbyist in
Washington named David Leiter, a former Senate chief of staff for Kerry. Burisma’s access to the corridors of power halfway around the world in Washington was looking bright.

At the end of June, four U.S. senators (Senators Markey, Shaheen, Wyden, and Murphy) drafted a letter to President Obama requesting greater U.S. aid for the Ukrainian energy industry. In a statement, Burisma immediately “applauded the range of U.S. legislative support for development of Ukraine’s broad and untapped resources and an increase in transparency and good governance.” In 2016, Burisma organized and cosponsored Ukrainian president Petro Poroshenko’s meeting with top U.S. lawmakers in Washington. In an event in the congressional auditorium at the U.S. Capitol Visitor Center, Devon Archer joined Poroshenko and members of Congress and the U.S. Senate to discuss Ukrainian issues.

The choice of Hunter Biden to handle transparency and corporate governance for Burisma is curious, because Biden had little if any experience in Ukrainian law, or professional legal counsel, period. He seemed undeterred by the fact that as he was joining the Burisma board the British government’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO) was seizing $23 million from Zlochevsky’s bank accounts. The SFO was also seeking access to his Swiss bank accounts and the company’s account at BNP Paribas in London. British officials aggressively pursued the case for more than a year but ran into a roadblock when Ukrainian prosecutors refused to cooperate in the investigation. By January 2015, the SFO had unblocked the accounts.

Doing business in the Ukraine is not for the faint of heart. According to the World Economic Forum, Ukraine is one of the most corrupt places in the world. Out of 148 nations studied, it ranks

- #122 for “diversion of public funds”
- #143 for property rights
- #130 for “irregular payments and bribes”
- #133 for “favoritism in decisions of government officials” (i.e., cronyism)
- #146 for “protection of minority shareholders’ interests”

As one Reuters writer put it, “Corruption in Ukraine is so bad, a Nigerian prince would be embarrassed.” Indeed, Ukraine was rated as more corrupt than Nigeria by Transparency International.

But even in such a corrupt climate, Burisma seems to stand out. Biden and Archer were joining one of the most corrupt firms in a very corrupt country. One year after Hunter Biden joined the firm to offer help on compliance and legal matters, experienced industry observers warned investors that Burisma was still a company to be avoided. “Anyone considering investing in Ukrainian gas or this influential player [Burisma] should understand that the next stop [for their money] will be Switzerland,” declared one industry publication. It went on: “Burisma—registered in Cyprus in 2006—fails to pass the most basic due diligence check. Its registration documents are impossible to run down. It publishes no asset information or financial records nor does it release any audited financial statements. The complete lack of transparency means that anyone interested—including potential investors—must rely solely on press releases about Burisma’s future plans and intentions.” It was hardly what you would call a ringing endorsement.

Yaroslav Udovenko, managing director of the investment firm Empire State Capital Partners
in Kiev, says there is a very short list of legitimate gas companies in Ukraine. “Burisma isn’t on it.”

Despite the persistent legal questions swirling around Burisma, Archer and Hunter Biden carried the flag around the globe, serving to legitimize the activities of the company. Devon Archer represented Burisma at the Louisiana Gulf Coast Oil Exposition in late 2015. Hunter Biden attended and addressed the Energy Security for the Future conference in Monaco. Sponsored by Prince Albert II of Monaco, Biden joined him onstage along with former vice-chancellor of Germany Joschka Fischer.

How much were Biden and Archer paid by Burisma? There is no way of knowing. They are not required to disclose their compensation. One can only imagine that lending one’s name to a suspect company would require a large sum. Given the large sums businesses pay for advertising, public relations, and marketing, one wonders how much Burisma would invest in gaining credibility by appointing two very politically connected Americans to their board.

Professor Oliver Boyd-Barrett, who has written about Ukraine, estimated that the deal with Burisma could be enormous. “Potentially,” he wrote, “the Biden family could become billionaires.”

While we cannot trace the sums of money going to Hunter Biden and Devon Archer, we can map the funds and benefits flowing to Burisma’s owners at the direction of Hunter Biden’s father, Vice President Joe Biden, and Devon Archer’s confidant, Secretary of State John Kerry. The transactions raise questions not only because of their timing but also the large sums of money involved.

Recall that controversial oligarch and Burisma owner Kolomoisky had been barred entrance into the United States because of legal concerns about his activities in the Ukraine. But in 2015, after Biden and Archer joined the board, that changed. With the intervention of the U.S. embassy in Kiev, he was given admittance back into the United States.

Then there was the disappearance of $1.8 billion in U.S. taxpayer-guaranteed money. Both Joe Biden and John Kerry championed $1.8 billion in taxpayer-backed loans to be given to Ukraine courtesy of the IMF. The funds were being loaned to the country to keep the country’s financial markets liquid. Much of that money would go through Kolomoisky’s PrivatBank. And more than $1 billion from Privat just simply disappeared.

Where did that money go?

We can actually follow the egress of this large sum of money into offshore private accounts, thanks to investigative work by a Ukrainian anticorruption watchdog group called Nashi Groshi (“Our Money”). Nashi Groshi mapped the complex flow of money by researching a series of court judgments of the Economic Court of the Ukraine’s Dnipropetrovsk region, where Kolomoisky was governor until he left the country. It “worked like this,” the watchdog says,

Forty-two Ukrainian firms owned by fifty-four offshore entities registered in Caribbean, American, and Cypriot jurisdictions and linked to or affiliated with the Privat Group of companies, took out loans from PrivatBank in Ukraine to the value of $1.8 billion. The firms then ordered goods from six foreign “supplier” companies, three of which were incorporated in the United Kingdom, two in the British Virgin Islands, one in the Caribbean statelet of St. Kitts & Nevis. Payment for the orders—$1.8 billion—was shortly afterwards prepaid into the vendors’ accounts, which were, coincidentally, in the Cyprus branch of PrivatBank. Once the money was sent, the Ukrainian importing companies arranged with PrivatBank Ukraine that their loans be guaranteed by the goods on order.
Of course, it was all a scam, and the complex corporate structure a decoy screen. No “supplier” companies provided any goods. The $1.8 billion effectively disappeared from Privat, laundered through a network of offshore entities. “This transaction of $1.8 billion . . . with the help of fake contracts was simply an asset siphoning operation,” the watchdog explained.

By December 2016, Ukrainian authorities were forced to nationalize Kolomoisky’s PrivatBank when it was discovered that the bank was collecting savings from Ukrainians and then engaging in “massive insider lending” whereby mysterious front corporations were taking large loans and then not paying them back. Huge sums of money had simply disappeared. The Ukrainian government, supported by taxpayer dollars from the West, was forced to take ownership of the bank and make sure customers did not lose their money. One Ukrainian lawmaker called it the “greatest robbery of Ukraine’s state budget of the millennium.”

When money disappears, the people who lent that money want answers. And so at the behest of angry officials in the United States and the West, an investigation was launched.

Burisma company founder Mykola Zlochevsky, the stocky former environmental minister, worked deftly to avoid criminal charges. In February 2016, Ukrainian authorities seized his property on suspicion that he had engaged in “illicit enrichment.” Zlochevsky fled the country and was placed on Ukraine’s wanted list. The Ukrainian Prosecutor General’s Office actually seized Burisma’s gas wells. Tax authorities began investigating him for suspicion of tax evasion.

But then, almost as quickly as the investigation into Zlochevsky and Burisma was launched, it was halted.

On January 16, 2017, Air Force Two was descending on Boryspol Airport, just southeast of Ukraine’s capital. This would be Joe Biden’s last foreign trip before leaving office. It was cold and dark. Dressed in an overcoat, he descended the stairs quickly and was met by a delegation from the Foreign Ministry on the tarmac. This was his Ukrainian “swan song,” as Reuters put it, “a farewell visit by one of Ukraine’s strongest political supporters.” The Obama administration, under Biden’s direction, had poured some $3 billion into the country. Later that evening he met with the prime minister of Ukraine, and then a late-evening meeting with his friend Petro Poroshenko, the Ukrainian president. As the Kyiv Post reported, that latter meeting was to be “behind closed doors, and details of most of their discussion won’t be made public.”

Four days before Biden arrived, Burisma made a dramatic announcement: the Ukrainian criminal investigations into the company and its founder had been ended by Ukrainian government prosecutors. “Since all legal proceedings against Burisma Group are closed,” the company announced, “it will allow us to increase production volumes and the flow of foreign investments in Ukraine, consider attracting international companies in the country, fulfill social and investment responsibilities, as well as duly pay in full all required tax liabilities in the budget. This is a big step forward for Ukraine in general and Burisma Group, in particular.”

Joe Biden met with Ukrainian president Poroshenko and was warmly greeted by Ukrainian officials who saw him as their strongest advocate in the West. Biden urged the United States and the West to stand behind the Ukrainian government: “The international community must continue to stand as one against Russian coercion and aggression,” he told reporters, standing beside Poroshenko.

Despite the enormous evidence of corruption and criminal activity involving Burisma, Devon Archer remained involved with the company through the end of 2016, while Hunter Biden as of
this writing still serves a member of the board and provides legal assistance. They have never disclosed their compensation. And the more than $1 billion that disappeared from their business partner’s bank has never been recovered.

* * *

The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota is a world away from the Ukraine, but the story here helps put Archer’s global activity, and Rosemont Seneca’s methods, in context. Home to one of the poorest Native American tribes in the United States, the Oglala Sioux, it has struggled over the years to attract investment and business opportunities for tribal members.59 Beginning in 2014, the tribe was fleeced courtesy of a complex, fraudulent scheme involving a known con artist, a man once proclaimed “Porn’s New King,” and Kerry confidant and Rosemont Seneca partner Devon Archer. It was an audacious scheme. For more than two years, Archer worked with a handful of other individuals to extract more than $60 million in bond money from the tribe. Proceeds that were supposed to go to the tribe ended up being used to purchase luxury goods and line the coffers of the scammers.60

Caught up in the scheme was a company called Burnham Asset Management. Hunter Biden served as the vice-chairman of the company. Devon Archer sat on the board of directors. Millions would flow through an entity run by Archer called Rosemont Seneca Bohai.61 It would end with the May 2016 arrest of Devon Archer by federal agents.62

In March 2014, a large man with a long record of fraudulent financial schemes ventured to Las Vegas, Nevada, to attend the National RES (Reservation Economic Summit).63 It was an economic development conference for Indian reservations from across the country. John Galanis, with a heft of nearly four hundred pounds, had been behind the pump and dump stock deal involving the “Hair Extension Center” and a real estate deal in which he bilked Eddie Murphy and Sammy Davis Jr. out of money. In 1988 he was sentenced to twenty-seven years in prison for tax shelter fraud. In 2000 Forbes magazine called him “one of the biggest white-collar criminals of recent decades.”64

His son Jason was reportedly involved in investment schemes of his own. In 2003, he was dubbed “porn’s new king” for his early online-porn payment-processing site.65 According to Forbes magazine, while in jail John was directing Jason’s financial activities and was calling his son collect thirty times a day to discuss business matters.66

In Vegas, the Galanises sat down with the leaders of the Wakpamni Lake Community Corporation, a tribally chartered economic development corporation owned by the Oglala Sioux. They suggested that the tribe issue bonds to raise capital for economic projects. Tribal leaders were eager to invest in a winery, among other ventures.67

With a deal in the making, Jason reached out to Devon Archer and another finance guy, Bevan Cooney, to offer them a part of it. On April 4, 2014, Jason wrote them an e-mail with the subject line: “Oglala Native Spirits Memo.docx.” The body of the e-mail said, “$20m bond approved. Proceeds are $15mm to us and 5mm to them for a winery investment they want to make.”68

Devon Archer, and his association with Biden and Kerry, would prove to be an attractive, legitimizing factor for the Galanises’ activities. As Jason Galanis sought investors, he would e-
mail promotional materials to use “when appropriate to demonstrate who your financial sponsors
are.” Under “Leadership,” the first name to appear was Devon Archer, “Managing partner of
Rosemont Group, a $2.4 billion private equity firm co-owned by Hunter Biden and Chris Heinz.”
It went on to note that he was “Vice-Chairman and Investment Committee member of Bohai
Harvest RST.”

In August, the first bond issuance worth $27 million was released. Less than two months
later, on October 1, a second bond issuance of $15 million took place. Who bought those bonds?
According to the SEC, the proceeds were diverted from the first bond sale to buy into the second,
using Rosemont Seneca Bohai, LLC, to do it.

Around August 15, 2014, Jason Galanis, whose nickname was “Greek,” sent another e-mail
to Archer and Cooney about the legal execution of the bond sale. “This is pure genius alla [sic]
Greek!”

On September 24, 2014, $15 million was transferred into the Rosemont Seneca Bohai
brokerage account in New York from an entity called Thorsdale. But the money did not stay
there long. On October 1, Rosemont Seneca Bohai, LLC, purchased the entirety of the second
tribal bond issuance for $15 million. When a brokerage firm associated with the deal asked
where the $15 million had come from, the government alleges that Archer lied and said, “The
funds used to purchase the bonds were from real estate sales through my business Rosemont
Seneca Bohai, LLC.” But of course, that was not true. The funds had been misappropriated from
the first tribal bond issuance.

A little more than six months later, on April 9, 2015, Rosemont Seneca Bohai, LLC,
transferred those $15 million in tribal bonds into an obscure brokerage account in Bermuda
called VL Assurance. As U.S. prosecutors would point out, “Rosemont did not receive anything
of economic substance, such as an equity interest in VL Assurance (Bermuda) Ltd., in exchange
for this transfer.”

According to federal investigators and prosecutors, the proceeds of these bond sales were
misappropriated and went into various projects. Money that was supposed to go to the tribe
ended up being used for the benefit of the Galanises and Devon Archer. Some of the proceeds
went into a legal defense fund for John and Jason Galanis, who had legal bills related to another
financial scheme. Some went to luxury items. The Galanises poured tribal bond money into
purchasing high-priced items from Prada, Gucci, and Valentino, among others. Other money
ended up in Devon Archer’s pockets, including over $700,000. Some ended up in the accounts
of Rosemont Seneca Bohai. Some of that money may have found its way to another Rosemont
entity.

Rosemont Seneca Technology Partners, which listed Hunter Biden as an adviser and Chris
Heinz as an investor, created a joint venture with the state of Hawaii called mbloom to incubate
high-tech companies in the islands. On May 19, 2015, a small high-tech company called Code
Rebel had an IPO on the Nasdaq Stock Market. The company was headed by Arben Kryeziu, a
Kosovo-born German citizen who was running mbloom. As alleged by the SEC, Jason Galanis
and the two others used tribal bond proceeds to buy up to 87 percent of the stock on that day,
driving the stock up from its $5 offering price to $15 a share. Buying the remaining shares were
Devon Archer and a few other investors.

The scheme began to unravel when tribal leaders wondered where the money was going.
Federal authorities launched an investigation and on May 11, 2016, Devon Archer and the others involved in the scheme were arrested and charged with “conspiracy to commit securities fraud.”

They had also used pension funds to buy the bonds and quickly faced civil cases as well. The pension fund for workers at Michelin, the tire company, sued Archer and the others in court alleging that the defendants had “raided the proceeds from closing the bonds in order to create a ‘slush fund’ that would pay certain Defendants, directly and indirectly, to support their lifestyles, legal fees, and speculative ventures.” According to the criminal complaint, $700,513 ended up going to Archer via the Rosemont Seneca Bohai, LLC, account.

Both the criminal charges and the civil lawsuits name Devon Archer, but no one else connected with Rosemont Seneca. Did Archer go rogue? While there is no direct evidence that Hunter Biden or Chris Heinz knew of the tribal bonds scheme, the corporate structure of their business together suggests that they could have—and maybe should have—known.

In the criminal complaint, prosecutors noted that Archer was the founder of Rosemont Capital, LLC, and was connected with Burnham Asset Management. Hunter Biden’s name was not mentioned. The business that was used to transfer the money was Rosemont Seneca Bohai. According to legal records in New York, Rosemont Seneca Bohai uses the same business address as the other Rosemont entities involving both Biden and Heinz. It is also interesting to note that Rosemont Seneca Bohai, LLC, is also listed as a shareholder on the Bohai Harvest RST deal in China. There were large sums of money—sometimes $15 million—passing through the Rosemont Seneca Bohai bank accounts.

Hunter Biden was a partner in Rosemont Seneca. He was also the vice-chairman of Burnham. Did he not notice?

Devon Archer was arrested in May 2016 for his alleged role in the tribal bonds scam. The Ukrainian News Agency story said it all: “Burisma Holdings Board Director Archer Arrested,” blared the headline. As of this writing, he is awaiting trial. (Jason Galanis has been sentenced to fourteen years for his involvement in the scam.) Following Archer’s arrest, his name was removed from the Burisma board. Hunter Biden remains on the board and as an adviser to Burisma.

The environs of the White House are not the only place you will find American Princelings. They also roam the highest levels of Capitol Hill.
McConnell and Chao: From China with Profits

- Senator Mitch McConnell and his wife, Elaine Chao, benefit from close ties to the Chinese military-industrial complex.
- Chao’s family has reaped large profits thanks to the Chinese government.
- McConnell has become less critical of Beijing as those relationships have blossomed.

Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell and his wife, Elaine Chao, operate at the highest levels of government. They are one of the most powerful couples in the United States, with McConnell climbing to become the senior senator in the United States, while his wife, Chao, has been a member of the cabinets of two presidents: secretary of labor under George W. Bush and secretary of transportation under Donald Trump. She previously was the head of the Federal Maritime Commission. Along the way, she has served on numerous corporate boards.1

McConnell and Chao have seen their wealth increase dramatically in a matter of just a few years. In 2004, they had an average net worth of $3.1 million according to public disclosures—well below the senate average of $14.5 million. Ten years later, they had a net worth of between $9.2 million and $36.5 million. The key: in 2008 they received a gift from Elaine Chao’s father, James. The Chao family fortune comes from the Foremost Maritime Corporation (later renamed Foremost Group), a shipping firm that her father founded, and which remains a family business. James Chao is the chairman, and Elaine’s youngest sister, Angela, is deputy chairwoman, running the day-to-day operations. Another sister, Christine, is Foremost’s general counsel. Elaine worked for the company in the 1970s. “Shipping is our family tradition,” Elaine said in a 2016 speech at the National Taiwan Ocean University.2

So what family role do McConnell and Chao play, exactly? As these two have held court in Washington, Foremost has thrived, thanks in large part to close relations with the Chinese government. As McConnell and Chao have risen in political stature, these relationships have only strengthened.

Senator McConnell’s father-in-law and sister-in-law have served on the board of directors of a Chinese government-owned military contractor. Another sister-in-law has been appointed to the government-controlled Bank of China, only the second foreign national to serve on that board. The Chaos’ shipping company has done large volumes of business with the China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC). While Foremost is based out of the United States, their ships have been constructed by Chinese government shipyards, and some of their construction
financed by the Chinese government. Their crews are largely Chinese. (Ironically, Elaine Chao as the U.S. secretary of transportation has maintained that ships crewed by Americans are “a vital part of our national security.”) And their cargo vessels have done considerable business with Chinese state-owned companies.

The story of the Chaos has all the elements of a classic immigrant success story. James Chao came to the United States to continue his education in 1958. His wife, Ruth Mulan Chu, and three daughters, including eight-year-old Elaine, joined him in 1961. In 1964, James Chao launched Foremost Maritime Corporation.

Once in the United States, the Chaos welcomed three more daughters. They all excelled academically, each attending elite colleges. As the family grew, so did the business.

Elaine became a White House fellow during the Reagan administration and rose to become the chairman of the Federal Maritime Commission. In 1987, she met a relatively new senator named Mitch McConnell who had taken office in 1985 to represent the state of Kentucky. The Chao family began donating heavily to McConnell’s campaigns. Mitch and Elaine started dating in 1991 and were married in 1993. Elaine describes the relationship as a bit of a surprise. “I thought I would marry a nice Chinese boy,” she recounted for one reporter, “but I’m too tall.” So she found a nice senator from Kentucky. Still, James Chao remained the traditional head of the family. “When there is a family dinner, no one touches the food before James Chao,” not even Senator McConnell.

The wedding was a traditional affair. Senator McConnell described it as “an exceedingly joyful day.” But who attended spoke of what would lie ahead. Wedding attendees included family, friends, and the Chinese representative to the United Nations, a family friend.

Months after the wedding, in December 1993, Senator McConnell found himself in Beijing for a series of private meetings with the most senior officials in the Chinese government. This was not a congressional trip or something arranged by his senate office. The meetings were arranged by McConnell’s new father-in-law, James Chao, and came at the invitation of the China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC). McConnell met with Chinese president Jiang Zemin, a classmate of James Chao at Jiao Tung University in China decades ago. There was also a private meeting with the Chinese vice-premier, Li Lanqing.

So why was McConnell in Beijing for these meetings? Were the meetings political or commercial? The answer is they likely were both. As is so often the case in Beijing and Washington, politics and business are deeply intertwined.

At the time, in 1993, China was isolated internationally. In June 1989 the Chinese government had sent thousands of troops into Tiananmen Square, leading to the massacre of an unknown number of Chinese students—perhaps over five hundred. An estimated ten thousand people were arrested. McConnell was only the second Republican U.S. senator to visit the country since the massacre; the Chinese government made sure to publicize his visit.

But this also had the appearance of a business meeting. According to the Chinese government, McConnell and the Chao family “arrived [in Beijing] at the invitation of the China State Shipbuilding Corporation.” In 1997, there was another private meeting among Jiang, Senator McConnell, and Elaine Chao, this time around the official state Chinese dinner in Washington. There would be future private meetings with the Chinese leaders who would follow Jiang.
The CSSC would come to play a central role in the family’s financial success, and Mitch McConnell would increasingly avoid public criticism of China.

As the Chaos and the Chinese government went into business together, the Chaos-McConnells tied their economic fate to the good fortunes of Beijing. Were McConnell to critique Beijing aggressively or support policies damaging to Chinese interests, Beijing could severely damage the family’s economic fortunes.

The evolution of Senator McConnell’s views on China are on public record. In 1989, just after the Tiananmen Square massacre, McConnell gave a hard-line speech at the University of Louisville. McConnell was a member of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations at the time. “We’ll never forget the sight of those young people without arms up against tanks and machine guns,” he said. Later that year it was revealed that then president George H. W. Bush covertly sent two close aides, including National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft, to meet with Chinese officials. McConnell was the only Republican in the Senate to criticize the mission.19

In 1991, with free and democratic Hong Kong set to be turned over to Chinese control in 1997, McConnell sponsored the U.S.–Hong Kong Policy Act of 1992. The law “called on China to preserve Hong Kong’s market economy once it returned to Beijing’s control in 1997 and preserved a separate immigration quota for Hong Kong after 1997.”20

McConnell’s rhetoric and policy toward mainland China softened in the decades that followed. When Hong Kong’s turnover approached in 1997, he reassured people like conservative writer Cal Thomas that China would become more free. Thomas explained that as McConnell saw it, “in future years, it is probable that the People’s Republic of China will look more and more like Hong Kong and not the reverse.” McConnell went on talk shows like Hardball with Chris Matthews on MSNBC and declared that the United States needed to be “ambiguous” as to whether we would come to the defense of Taiwan if attacked by China. “I think we’re purposefully ambiguous. I think that’s the place we ought to be.”21

In 1999, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations chairman Senator Jesse Helms introduced the Taiwan Security Enhancement Act. It was a show of support for a Taiwan independent of Chinese control. The bill had twenty-one cosponsors and heavy Republican support. But McConnell was not on the list.22

Central to China’s trade strategy was to get rid of a requirement that Congress had put in place following the Tiananmen Square massacre for annual certification that the country was making progress on human rights to retain its trade status. In 2000, McConnell cosponsored S.2277, which would do just that.23 The Chinese government had been fighting to get the requirement removed for years.

More recently, Senator McConnell has worked to upend legislation that would be damaging to Beijing. In September 2011, the Currency Exchange Rate Oversight Reform Act (S.1619) was introduced in the Senate. The bill punished countries with “fundamentally misaligned currencies” by tacking on import duties.24 While it did not explicitly target China, the bill was considered a direct response to China’s undervalued currency, which threatened U.S. competitiveness in the international marketplace and made U.S. goods more expensive in China.25 McConnell was adamantly opposed to the bill. On October 6, 2011, he attempted to waylay the senate majority leader, Senator Harry Reid, from taking the bill to a vote, by suspending rules on the Senate floor and introducing amendments. The two rivals got into a heated, “unscripted” debate when McConnell supported seven amendments to kill the bill.26
Reid then used a version of a rare procedure called the “nuclear option” to change the Senate rules that passed by the Democratic majority of the Senate and left McConnell “fuming.” On October 11, 2011, the bill passed with a 63–35 vote. McConnell voted against the measure.

McConnell has defended his record regarding China by saying that he has been a consistent free trader regardless of the country. “I was a free-trader long before I met Elaine,” he told one newspaper, “and I think I’ve been on the free-trade side of virtually every issue, not just related to China.”

But his record does not reflect that. On the issue of currency manipulation, he voted to impose sanctions on Japan for manipulating its currency and allegedly engaging in unfair practices to help their automobile industry. He has supported trade restrictions on Burma on account of its human rights record and has called for protections of certain industries like tobacco during the Trans-Pacific Partnership. There is nothing in his previous record concerning any deals involving China.

Likewise, Elaine Chao has been accused over the years of taking a soft position as it relates to China, and has avoided criticizing the government. During the 2008 Beijing Olympics, eight Americans were arrested for trying to protest the Chinese occupation of Tibet. Chao was serving as the official U.S. representative to the Olympics. She publicly lauded the Olympics as “a unique opportunity for the Chinese people to demonstrate the progress they have made and their sincere desire to engage with the world at every level,” but never mentioned the arrests of the Americans or numerous human rights problems in the country. Anne Applebaum of the Washington Post criticized her comments as something that would “reinforce the Chinese regime’s legitimacy among its own people, cover up its bad record and buff its image around the world—which was precisely what the Chinese regime had hoped people like her would do all along.”

While Chao was the Secretary of Labor in the George W. Bush administration, her department took positions that were beneficial to the Chinese government as well. The Department of Labor resisted efforts to call out the Chinese government over its workers’ rights practices. When a petition was filed with the federal government under Section 301 of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974 regarding workers’ rights in the People’s Republic of China, she opposed it. Instead, she pointed to the fact that her department had given millions of dollars in taxpayer grants to the Chinese government to provide workplace education programs.

One could argue that in each of these instances Chao was a representative of the U.S. government, serving in a cabinet; she was echoing the policy line of the administration, not her own views. But you cannot make that argument when she traveled to China as a private citizen. In 2013, she accompanied her father to Peking University where he delivered a speech entitled “American in Spirit, Chinese at Heart.” Elaine Chao answered questions from students after his presentation. She never mentioned any issues related to human rights or freedom of speech. “China has to find its own path,” she told students, according to the university’s version of the exchange. “You cannot adopt the American solutions without adjustment. China has to find its own solution to its own problems, in its own way. You are going to be the leaders of China for the future. And so you should take pride in your Chinese culture, in your Chinese heritage, and help your country find its own path forward.”

She gave a curious interview to a Chinese-language newspaper called Sing Tao in July 2000 under her Chinese name, Chao Hsiao-lan. In an article titled “Washington Penetrating Inspection
—Exclusive Interview with Chao Hsiao-lan,” Chao spoke openly about a number of important issues between the United States and China. At the time of the interview, there was a lot of discussion in Washington about the Cox Report, a bipartisan congressional report on Chinese espionage against the United States and a series of illegal financial contributions made by Chinese officials to politicians in the United States. Chao was critical of the report and concerns about Chinese meddling in American politics. She made clear she “in no way” agreed with the report’s findings. And she went on to dismiss the idea that China could pose any threat to the United States. “The U.S. is always happy to see an enemy, possibly because it serves a domestic policy purpose. And now that the Soviet Union doesn’t exist and Russia is no longer the evil empire, some people without any reason make China the United States’ enemy.” She went on to criticize Democrats who raised questions about the human rights situation in China and who were worried about trade imbalances. She added, “Unfortunately, the Republican party also has critics of China who are Christians and religious believers. They also talk about human rights and think China is an enemy, but compared to the Democrat side, they are apt to be well organized.” She urged the Chinese government to fight a public relations battle in the United States. “China also must come up with their own persuasive formula to win the public-relations war. I’m saying to China, this is a new game China may have difficulty understanding. I believe China can do well.”

As McConnell gained political weight on Capitol Hill and his position toward China softened, the Chao family saw its business ties with the Chinese government increase dramatically—to their financial benefit. Recall that as we saw earlier, China uses commercial ties to curry favor with foreign politicians. As scholar Jeffrey Reeves notes, China works to develop ties with a country’s “political elite” and hopes to leverage “elite relations” to advance their interests in those countries. In Washington, it does not get much more elite than McConnell and Chao.

Very few in Washington political circles know the extent to which the McConnell-Chao family is financially linked with Beijing. Indeed, the extent of their ties never comes up. But some of those ties are well-known within the small circle of global shipping companies. As the shipping industry publication TradeWinds puts it, “industry players describe Foremost Maritime as a low-profile shipping company with strong ties to China. They also say it has links with both the US and Chinese governments.” It is a phrase you see repeated over and over again in trade publications about Foremost: “close links with both the US and Chinese governments.”

The links with the U.S. government, of course, are clear to us Westerners. Both Senator McConnell and Elaine Chao hold senior positions in government. Troubling links with the Chinese government are far murkier if not obscured completely from the western view.

As McConnell and Chao were beginning their marriage, two trajectories developed simultaneously. Senator McConnell grew in seniority in the Senate, and the Chao family became increasingly intertwined financially with the Chinese government. The China State Shipbuilding Corporation describes James Chao as a “business partner and friend of years as well.” Foremost was “a good client of China State Shipbuilding Corp,” according to industry insiders.

Before McConnell and Chao married, the family had two large cargo ships built by the Jiangnan shipyards in China, the Hsing May in 1990 and the Yu May in 1991. But ten years later, by the summer of 2002, the Chao family was doing increasing volumes of business with the Chinese government and the government’s Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding Company,
which produced for them Capesize ships, the largest dry cargo vessels in the world. (These ships are so big, they cannot transit the Suez Canal.) Foremost Maritime would have CSSC construct six of the massive vessels at the yard over the next four years. Between 2001 and 2011, the company delivered ten of the mammoth ships to Foremost.\footnote{Between 2001 and 2011, the company delivered ten of the mammoth ships to Foremost.\footnote{Between 2001 and 2011, the company delivered ten of the mammoth ships to Foremost.}}

_Teh May_ was built by Shanghai Waigaoqiao in 2004.\footnote{Teh May was built by Shanghai Waigaoqiao in 2004.} They added the _An May_ in 2005, built by the same shipyard.\footnote{They added the An May in 2005, built by the same shipyard.} By 2006 they had ordered their sixth massive ship from the Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding yard. They had the _Guo May_ built in 2011.\footnote{They had the Guo May built in 2011.} By 2014 the Chaos had ordered six 180,000-dwt (dead-weight ton) bulkers at another government-owned shipyard, Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Company. They cost $55 million, each.\footnote{They cost $55 million apiece.} Beihai reportedly sweetened the deal with the Chaos when it “squeezed out an early berth slot in late 2015 to accommodate one for the latest Foremost” ships.\footnote{Beihai reportedly sweetened the deal with the Chaos when it “squeezed out an early berth slot in late 2015 to accommodate one for the latest Foremost” ships.}

Having your ships built in China in itself is no big deal. But the Chaos became increasingly dependent on Beijing for their business success. The crews on their vessels are largely Chinese.\footnote{And they operate out of Chinese ports carrying large amounts of raw materials in and out of China. Their clients include well-known Western companies like Cargill, but often Foremost is carrying goods for Chinese government-owned entities like Rizhao Steel and Wuhan Iron & Steel (Wisco).} And they operate out of Chinese ports carrying large amounts of raw materials in and out of China. Their clients include well-known Western companies like Cargill, but often Foremost is carrying goods for Chinese government-owned entities like Rizhao Steel and Wuhan Iron & Steel (Wisco).\footnote{But the ties became even closer.}

Soon, both James Chao and sister Angela were appointed to the board of directors of the Chinese State Shipbuilding Corporation Holdings, Ltd.\footnote{Soon, both James Chao and sister Angela were appointed to the board of directors of the Chinese State Shipbuilding Corporation Holdings, Ltd.} You would not know it at first glance by looking at the company’s documents because they used modified names in corporate records. James Chao is listed as Zhao Xicheng (赵锡成). Angela Chao is listed as Zhao Anji (赵安吉).\footnote{They joined the board just as the U.S. Senate was taking up sensitive legislation concerning China.} They joined the board just as the U.S. Senate was taking up sensitive legislation concerning China.

CSSC Holdings is an offshoot of CSSC. It was formed to get “private capital to enter China’s defense industries.” According to the annual reports of CSSC Holdings, the company is subsidized by the government. And the company’s business includes doing military work. At the time that they joined, the Chao family members appear to have been the only foreigners to serve on the company’s board.\footnote{As a state-owned defense conglomerate, CSSC is at the heart of the Chinese government’s military-industrial complex. CSSC and China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC) are together “the world’s most prolific builders of large surface combatants and submarines.” The CSSC is not shy about its role, describing itself as an “extralarge [sic] conglomerate and state-authorized investment institution directly administered by the central government of China.” The former chairman of the company, Hu Wenming, declared that the company’s “number one priority” is building “military products” and he vows the company will continue in “strengthening the [Chinese] military.” He adds that “CSSC’s cadres and workers are deeply encouraged and inspired to take on the responsibility of using ‘ships to serve the country.’” CSSC, while the Chaos served on the board of directors of CSSC Holdings, played a central role in this massive Chinese naval buildup. By 2020, many naval experts believe that “China is on course to deploy greater quantities of missiles with greater ranges than those systems potentially employed by the U.S. Navy against them.” And according to the China Maritime Studies Institute at the U.S. Naval War College, the Chinese shipbuilding industry “appears to be}
on a trajectory to build a combat fleet that could be, *in hardware terms*, quantitatively and qualitatively on par with that of the U.S. Navy by 2030.*

The fact that both the father-in-law and sister-in-law of Senator McConnell sat on the board of CSSC Holdings is highly unusual, to say the least. One could say it is unprecedented in American political history. In general, CSSC is a sensitive, critical asset for the Chinese government and operates under a veil of privacy and secrecy. Details about CSSC “are very opaque,” says Julian Snelder, a partner in a global investments fund at a conference organized by the China Maritime Studies Institute at the U.S. Naval War College. The company consists of a variety of “mixed civil-military . . . complexes,” including sensitive research institutes that are secretly operated and report directly to the government’s State Council.

Senator McConnell and Elaine Chao do not have a direct ownership stake in Foremost Group. But clearly, they are beneficiaries of its financial success. In 2008, they received a “gift” from James Chao of between $5 million and $25 million. This dramatically increased McConnell’s personal wealth, more than doubling it. They reasonably stand to receive other “gifts” as family fortunes allow. Financial success for Foremost means financial success for McConnell and his wife.

But the money flowing from the Chinese government to the McConnell-Chao family goes beyond shipbuilding. Elaine Chao, when not serving in government, has given paid speeches to Chinese-government entities for years. It is unclear how much she has been paid for these speeches; she does not disclose her speaking fees on Senator McConnell’s annual disclosure form, but her fee is as much as $50,000. Speakers commonly charge more if they are required to travel overseas to deliver the address. It is impossible to know precisely how many Chinese government entities have put how much money in Chao’s pockets over the years.

Repeated questions sent to Chao about these speeches went unanswered.

In 2013, Chao participated in the Chinese government’s Boao Forum for Asia, which was headlined by Chinese president Xi Jinping. Event attendees included a “long list of ministers, provincial governors and party secretaries.” Called the “Davos of Asia,” the event is constructed so that “politicians and business leaders” who “want insights into trade with China” can meet with government officials. She has also given talks to other government forums like the Forum on ICT and Urban Development in Ningbo. Along the way, she collected fees for addressing numerous Chinese government-controlled universities like Tsinghua University in Beijing, Peking University, and Fudan University. In 2009 she addressed the China Center for International Economic Exchanges, which is known for its links to the Chinese government.

As was the case with Bill Clinton and his speaking fees while Hillary Clinton was secretary of state, it is fair to ask how those fees might be paying for more than podium time. Paying a spouse a hefty speaking fee can be a lucrative tool for currying favor with a power broker. As Elaine Chao was being paid these fees by Chinese government entities, her husband was the Republican leader or Senate majority leader in the U.S. Senate, grappling with an abundance of legislation that would affect China’s interests.

Elaine Chao’s financial ties to mainland China also include corporate relationships. In the past she has sat on the board of a broadband company called MultaCom, which was offering direct Internet links between China and the United States through a joint venture with the Chinese government’s China Unicom. She failed to disclose that position when she joined the George W. Bush administration as secretary of labor. The lack of disclosure was an “inadvertent
omission,” said Chao’s spokesperson.  

The author repeatedly contacted the offices of both Senator McConnell and Secretary Chao about the family’s close financial ties with the Chinese government. They have not responded. 

During the 2016 presidential election, the Chinese government watched warily as Donald Trump charged them with engaging in a variety of unfair economic practices. Trump accused Beijing of manipulating its currency, protectionism, and stealing American intellectual property. He also intimated that he saw the country as a rising military threat.  

When Trump won, there was disquiet in Beijing about what might lie ahead. 

Ten days after Trump’s win, the government-run Bank of China made an announcement. As we have seen in previous chapters, the Bank of China is deeply embedded in China’s political structure. It is run by a trusted group of managers who are politically savvy. As the Congressional Research Service notes, “All of China’s banks share a common governance system, involving senior bank officers, board of directors, and a board of supervisors. The senior bank officers are members of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and are appointed by the CCP. The officers are also assigned ranks in the Chinese government’s hierarchy, ranging from the equivalent of a bureau chief to a vice minister.” As a result, the bank’s board of directors includes all senior Chinese officials and one lone Dutch banker. But now they would be getting a new member: Senator McConnell’s sister-in-law, Angela Chao.  

One has to ask: With the Chao family so financially linked to the Chinese government, how can this not affect McConnell’s view on policy toward China? Being in favor with Beijing has built his family’s empire, and losing favor could ruin the family’s shipping fortunes overnight. It seems that in both Beijing and Washington, it pays to have friends (and family) in high places.  

But the flourishing of Princelings on Capitol Hill goes far beyond the case of Senator McConnell.
• Foreign entities and American corporations have discovered that hiring the children of powerful politicians as lobbyists is the best way to get access to them.
• Some politicians are building family empires this way, with as many as three family members cashing in.

Missoula, Montana, is a long way from Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. The span across the globe is 5,639 miles to be exact. But if you want to get from the one to the other, the shortest route might not be to head west over the Pacific Ocean. Instead, you might try going through Washington, D.C.

Congressman Denny Rehberg was a plain-speaking rancher when he was elected to the House of Representatives in 2000. The former lieutenant governor was unopposed in the Republican primary and won the general election comfortably.\(^1\) As a rising GOP star, he was eventually given a seat on the powerful House Committee on Appropriations, a highly prized appointment, because that body largely controls the purse strings for the federal government and determines how hundreds of billions of dollars will be spent every year in our nation’s capital.

Rehberg checked all of the conventional boxes. He joined the Republican Study Committee and the Congressional Rural Caucus. He became a prodigious fund-raiser. He sat on the powerful Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development, and chaired another on health and labor issues.

But Rehberg also did something unconventional. He helped launch a small congressional group called the U.S.-Mongolia Friendship Caucus. A caucus is a voluntary group that allows congressmen with a particular interest to meet together and work on common issues related to it. The Rural Caucus, for example, includes congressmen from rural districts.

The five-member U.S.-Mongolia Friendship Caucus was established to strengthen relations between the United States and the landlocked country known for Genghis Khan between Russia and China. Why would a Montana politician launch such a caucus? Factoring in the business activities of A. J. Rehberg, the congressman’s son, helps explain the seemingly serendipitous goodwill.

In 2007, shortly after graduating from Seattle University, A. J. Rehberg went to work for a Washington, D.C., lobbying firm called Gage. The firm was headed by Leo Giacometto, a former chief of staff to Montana senator Conrad Burns.\(^2\) By 2011 the firm’s lobbying clients
included the government of Mongolia. According to federal records, Gage was even lobbying Congressman Rehberg’s Committee on Appropriations on behalf of the Mongolian government. Their paid work included “formation of the US Mongolia Congressional Caucus” (which Rehberg of course helped launch) and “to promote trade.”

The required lobbying disclosure form lists Giacometto and Ryan Thomas of Gage as the lobbyists for the government of Mongolia. But according to the Mongolian embassy in Washington, A. J. Rehberg was actually “the primary point of contact for the firm’s work with the embassy.” Gage confirmed this as well in a press release.

Around the same time, the congressman’s son, now about four years out of college, became a vice president of a uranium company called Mongolia Forward. Based out of Washington, D.C., the company was involved in a joint venture agreement with the Mongolian government’s state-owned uranium company that authorized Mongolia Forward to “explore, mine and process uranium in Mongolia.”

The goal was to import the precious metal into the United States. A. J. Rehberg had no background in the nuclear industry. His job at Mongolia Forward was to serve as vice president for “public and government affairs.” Gage actually lobbied Congressman Rehberg’s Committee on Appropriations on behalf of A.J.’s company, according to federal records on issues related to “exploration, mining and international trade.”

How much A.J. was paid by the Mongolian uranium company has never been disclosed.

A.J. also became involved in several other Mongolian business ventures, including a fiber optic network company and the first Pepsi bottling plant in the country.

Doing business in Mongolia is not for the faint at heart and requires powerful connections with the government in order to succeed. It is considered one of the more corrupt countries in the world, according to Transparency International around this time. It ranks worse than China, Jamaica, and numerous African countries.

As a member of the Committee on Appropriations, Congressman Rehberg was ideally positioned to help the Mongolians. In 2007 the Mongolian government signed a compact worth $285 million in U.S. taxpayer money for infrastructure projects in the country. That included plans to improve a railroad that was partly owned by the Mongolian government. The purpose of the railroad would be to transport minerals—including uranium.

Beginning in 2009, Rehberg also sat on the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development, which meant that he had oversight of the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Mongolian government’s hopes of importing uranium into the United States through A.J.’s company were contingent on approval from both government bodies.

In 2012, Congressman Rehberg decided to run for the U.S. Senate in Montana. He lost. Shortly after he gave up his congressional seat, he joined the lobbying firm Mercury.

We have seen how the family members of vice presidents, secretaries of states, and senate leaders have benefited from foreign entities endowing them with favorable business deals in the interest of currying favor. The Rehberg case is simply a snapshot of evidence showing how this happens in Congress, too, even with relatively obscure congressmen. If proximity is power, it is hard to get closer to a politician than by going into business with a member of their family or paying a member of their family for a service. In countries like China and Mongolia, Princeling-style corruption commonly informs political decisions. It has become increasingly that way in the United States as well.
Citizen, puts it, “Special interests that have pending business before a member of Congress often look to throw money at the feet of a family member. That way these lobbies can still use their connections—at arm’s length—to get access.”

Many D.C. lobbying firms spend lavishly on politicians’ family members. Back in 2012, the Washington Post reported that “more than 500 firms have spent more than $400 million on lobbying teams that include the relatives of members [of the House and Senate].” This chapter tells a fraction of the stories that those numbers represent.

Many elected officials see public office as a business enterprise, with family members orbiting around them, positioned to strike lucrative deals with foreign and American entities eager to curry favor from the powerful. In this charade of public service, bloodlines grow wealthy at the expense of public policy and the American public takes a backseat to the highest bidder.

One example very well could be Congressman Bill Shuster of Pennsylvania, who comes from a powerful political family that has been deeply embedded in politics since the 1890s. Bill’s father, Bud Shuster, held the Keystone State’s Ninth Congressional District seat for almost thirty years. When Bud announced his retirement in 2000, Bill immediately announced that he was running to replace him, and won. As a result, for more than four decades, the Shusters have represented this region of rural Pennsylvania in Congress. And along the way, they have developed a family empire of lobbying contracts.

In January 2013, Bill Shuster returned to Washington after the Christmas break and was made chairman of the powerful House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, a committee that his father had once chaired. The influential body controls spending on roadways, automobiles, railways, mass transit, the airline industry, and pipelines.

In short, the committee moves a lot of taxpayer money around.

At the ceremony marking his appointment, Shuster brought his father, Bud, his mother, Patricia, and brother, Bob, into the chamber to introduce them to the committee members. This was unusual, even by Washington standards. “It’s uncommon for family members to be introduced at these meetings,” noted one industry publication.

The apparently maudlin move belied an ulterior motive: both Bud and Bob were registered lobbyists for transportation interests.

Bud was running a lobbying shop called Strategic Advisors, Inc., based out of his home in Everett, Pennsylvania. Over the years he has collected millions from interests like the Association of American Railroads (AAR) and other clients. In 2012, he was a registered lobbyist for the AAR. Bill, who was chairman of the full committee, also sat on Transportation’s Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, with direct authority over the railroad industry. Brother Bob was also lobbying for several transportation companies with matters before the committee. From his K Street office, he represented firms like Rajant Corporation on issues relating to “positive train control” and Canada Steamship Lines “regarding maritime transportation” issues.

Brother Bob was hired by the EQT Energy company to lobby on “pipeline safety initiatives.” Of particular concern to the company was a piece of legislation...
called H.R. 2845 Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act, which was sponsored by Shuster and went through his committee. EQT was apparently happy with the work of the Shuster brothers. They were paying Bob to lobby while also giving Bill’s campaigns the largest share of their political contributions over the last two elections.

Bob’s lobbying firm biography notes that he “focuses his practice primarily in the areas of infrastructure projects . . . and appropriations for transportation”—areas that of course just happen to overlap with his brother’s committee.

Congressman Bill Shuster has a daughter named Allison Shuster who is now a lobbyist for Primerica, Inc. Although her lobbying is not directly tied to the transportation committee, there are now three generations of the Shuster family circling Congressman Shuster like moons around a planet.

In 2015, yet another lobbyist joined the Shuster orbit. Shelley Rubino was not exactly family but had developed a “close private and personal relationship” with Congressman Shuster. She was, incidentally, in the transportation industry. As a vice president of Airlines for America, an airline industry association, Rubino’s job was to represent airline interests to Shuster’s committee. At the time of their intimate relationship, Shuster’s committee was working on the overhaul of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations. Decisions were being made about new rules for airline alliances, airline start-ups, and standards for passenger comfort. All of which would have huge implications for Ms. Rubino’s employer.

Technically, Shuster did not even violate any congressional ethics rules by becoming intimate with someone who was lobbying his committee. The House Ethics Manual is silent on having a romantic partner who is a lobbyist. Sexual favors from a lobbyist have no “monetary value,” so the politician is apparently free to receive them.

Lobbyists for Airlines for America found yet another way into the Shuster orbit. Chris Brown, vice president for legislative and regulatory policy at Airlines for America, became Congressman Shuster’s staff director on the Transportation Committee’s Subcommittee on Aviation. Also, Shuster’s personal chief of staff is married to the senior vice president of government relations at Airlines for America.

Some lobbyists might dispute the ethical concerns of arrangements like those around Shuster. They would say that lobbying value really comes from their expertise on technical and often complex subjects, be it transportation, financial regulations, nuclear engineering, health care reform, or patent laws. These lobbyists would argue that they get paid large sums of money because of what they know, and how they can help legislators navigate through complex legislation, rather than who they know or happen to be related to.

Nothing demonstrates the speciousness of this argument more than a recent academic study published by scholars in the American Economic Review. They decided to test the proposition of knowledge versus relationships in lobbying by asking a very specific question: What happens when a politician switches from one powerful committee to another? Do lobbyists related or connected to the politician keep lobbying on topics related to the old committee, indicating that their knowledge on a subject is what matters? Or do they start lobbying on topics related to the new committee, demonstrating that it is their connection to a powerful politician that matters?

They found that while particular expertise was of value to the lobbying enterprise, “connections are a scarcer resource,” and therefore more valuable. They write: “A lobbyist who is connected to a legislator whose committee assignment includes health care in one congress is
more likely to cover defense-related issues in the next congress if the legislator he or she is connected to is reassigned to defense in the next congress.” So, much of what lobbyists do appears to be predicated on whom they know and have access to, rather than what knowledge or expertise they have.32

Because access is key, the casual calls and texts, family meals and trips, and intangibles, like love and loyalty, uniquely position such children as politician whisperers. Get these relatives on your team, in what is essentially bribery once removed and subject to a W-2, and you shoulder your interests to the front of the line.

Chet Lott, the son of Senator Trent Lott of Mississippi, was managing Domino’s Pizza franchises in Lexington, Kentucky, in 2001, when he decided to spin policy instead of pizza. He joined forces with former congressman Larry Hopkins, a Republican from Kentucky. Together, they formed Lott & Hopkins based in Washington, D.C., and Lexington, Kentucky. Soon their clients included BellSouth and a shipbuilding company. The next year, Chet launched another lobbying firm, Lott & Associates, and represented the National Thoroughbred Racing Association. By 2003, Lott graduated to the Livingston Group, founded by the former Speaker of the House, Congressman Bob Livingston, a Republican from Louisiana.

Senator Trent Lott was not the only powerful Republican to see his son settle into a lobbying empire.

Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert also saw his son’s career take off. Joshua Hastert went from managing a record store called Seven Dead Arson in Illinois, to being a high-paid Washington lobbyist. “I realized that doing consulting and government relations on the Hill took up a lot less time than running a record store and brought in a lot more money,” he said candidly.33

Lobbyists cannot legally pay a member of Congress directly. A lobbyist can hire their spouse, but the member must list it on their personal financial disclosure. Adult children are free from these rules of disclosure. Their commercial deals remain invisible. Commercial arrangements made through their children offer political figures plausible deniability. Their “fingerprints” remain off the money, while their influence still guides the flow. Why do most people want to build a family estate anyway? To pass on to one’s kids.

Congressman William Jefferson, a Louisiana Democrat representing a district in New Orleans, is a cautionary tale of old-school family enrichment. His name conjures up the vivid image of getting caught with $90,000 cash in the freezer. A member of the powerful House Committee on Ways and Means, he had a global estate development plan going involving his family until the FBI raided his home in Washington, D.C., and found the money wrapped in aluminum foil in $10,000 increments and “concealed in frozen food containers.”34

What is often forgotten in this famous case is that the frozen funds were part of a convoluted scheme involving a Kentucky Internet company named iGate. Congressman Jefferson offered to use his influence to help the fledgling company for a stake in it and a share of its profits. He managed to get iGate on the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) list as an approved contractor, and then with every hint of new sales or investment, Jefferson sought a bigger slice of the pie.35

One scheme involved securing a contract in Nigeria for iGate in exchange for a larger stake in the company. Jefferson’s aim was to give Nigerian vice president Atiku Abubakar $500,000 “as a motivating factor” to get iGate the contract. During his trial, Jefferson’s defense team
argued that he was involved simply because “he loved to help Africa.” In addition, on a couple of occasions, he met with officials at the U.S. Export-Import Bank to help arrange financing for the deal.\(^{36}\)

In return, investors in iGate wired tens of thousands of dollars to a company called the ANJ Group, LLC, a shell company controlled by Jefferson’s family, until someone involved in the deal got suspicious and went to the FBI. \(^{37}\) Jefferson was convicted and sentenced to thirteen years, and he and his family had to forfeit more than $470,000. \(^{38}\)

Congressman Jefferson was trying to proxy, or offshore, his corruption by running it through entities controlled by his family. This would make it defensibly legal graft. Jefferson’s mistake was being too direct and bold about it, technically crossing the line between corrupt but legal graft and illegal criminal activity—in this case, a direct bribe.

\*

When the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) wanted to get the ear of a powerful member of Congress, they paid by hiring a lobbyist who was romantically involved with that congresswoman—one who would later become her husband.

Jack Einwechter was a military escort assigned to Congresswoman Loretta Sanchez. The California Democrat was a member of two powerful national security committees: the House Armed Services Committee and the House Committee on Homeland Security, giving her a unique say in American national security policy and strategy. Sanchez’s husband filed for divorce and Einwechter left his wife. By 2006, Einwechter had left the military and become a lobbyist at the powerhouse firm Greenberg Traurig. Einwechter and Sanchez became romantically involved and were married in 2011. Many of his clients had business before Sanchez’s committees. \(^{39}\)

Over the next several years he did lobbying work for the arms manufacturer Heckler and Koch, a major Pentagon and Homeland Security contractor, Oregon Aero, a Department of Defense contractor, and a group of other active or aspiring military contractors, including Protective Group, ThingMagic, Inc., Relm Wireless, L-1 Identity Solutions, and Saab AB. \(^{40}\)

Einwechter was also representing the Kurdistan Regional Government. \(^{41}\) The KRG had numerous issues of concern before the Armed Services Committee. In September 2007 as a registered foreign agent for the KRG, Einwechter arranged for Kurdish officials to meet with Congresswoman Sanchez. \(^{42}\) She would also join the Kurdish-American Congressional Caucus in the House.

Loretta Sanchez and Curt Weldon may not see eye-to-eye politically—Sanchez is a liberal Democrat from California and Weldon a moderate Republican from Pennsylvania. But the two served together on both the Armed Services and Homeland Security Committees, and like Sanchez, Weldon would see those close to him profit from his position.

Weldon was first elected in 1986 and rose to become the vice-chairman of the Armed Services Committee. He had studied Russian and spoke it fluently, so it was fitting that in the chaotic decade that followed the collapse of the Soviet Union he became an important voice on U.S.-Russia relations. He served as cochairman of something called the Duma-Congress Study Group, an official body set up to foster closer relationships between the U.S. Congress and the
Russian legislature (Duma). He also founded the U.S.-Former Soviet Union Energy Caucus, to promote energy ties between the two countries.43

Weldon’s daughter Karen had studied education in college and received a master’s degree in information systems. She had been working on “learning and training programs” for the Boeing Company, which had a helicopter plant adjacent to her father’s congressional district, when she decided on a career change. In 2002, she set up a lobbying shop in suburban Philadelphia called Solutions North America. Her business partner in the venture was Charles P. Sexton, who had served as the finance chairman of her dad’s congressional campaigns.44

Karen Weldon’s firm quickly started collecting a profitable slate of clients, many of them from overseas. Solutions North America received a $240,000 contract from the Karić family, wealthy Serbians who had holdings in telecom, banking, and other firms. The Karić family was also linked to the war criminal Slobodan Milošević. She received that contract after her father had pushed for two members of the family, Dragomir and Bogoljub, to get entry visas from the U.S. State Department. The State Department turned the request down. According to Karen, her father had “developed a rapport” with the Karić family.45

Karen Weldon’s firm inked a $20,000 per month contract from a Russian aerospace manufacturer that was hoping to sell drones to the U.S. military. At the time Congressman Weldon was the chairman of the subcommittee with oversight of military acquisitions. According to the U.S. Navy, Weldon pushed a program that would have led to the purchase of the company’s saucer-shaped drone.46

Karen Weldon’s firm also received a $500,000 per year contract to push “good public relations” for a Russian natural gas company called Itera International Energy. Itera had been the subject of media reports in the Wall Street Journal and elsewhere that alleged the firm had obtained sizable energy assets in a corrupt manner and was conducting business with entities linked to the Russian mob. The controversy was affecting the firm’s ability to access capital in the United States. Congressman Weldon rounded up thirty congressional colleagues and held a dinner at the Library of Congress to honor the chairman of Itera.47 The same day that dinner was held, Weldon introduced a resolution encouraging U.S.-Russian cooperation in developing energy resources. Two days later, he went to the floor of the House and offered a glowing assessment of Itera.48

Congressman Weldon was a frequent visitor to the former Soviet bloc because of his policy interest and position on national security committees. When he traveled there, his daughter would often join him. Sometimes her travel costs were paid for by Itera. On one trip father and daughter met with the president of the Republic of Georgia, who was having a dispute with Itera. Congressman Weldon reportedly helped to resolve it.49

When asked about his daughter’s work and who her clients were, Weldon’s office would parse its words carefully.

“The congressman is generally aware of his daughter’s company and the work she does for several of her clients,” his office told the media. “But the congressman has not discussed the specifics of Solutions North America’s agreements with their clients or the nature of their representation.”

Karen said that her work at the firm was primarily “legwork and project management,” and that the company was “more of a business consultancy than a lobbying firm.”50

The Weldons were the subject of a grand jury investigation, including an FBI raid on both
Karen Weldon and Charles P. Sexton. Ultimately, no charges were brought in the case.\textsuperscript{51}

The Hatches provide yet another example of a political family empire. Senator Orrin Hatch has had a long and distinguished career as a U.S. senator. Elected from the state of Utah first in 1976, he has served as the chairman of three influential committees: the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pension Committee, Senate Judiciary Committee, and the Senate Committee on Finance.\textsuperscript{52} Hatch’s son Scott has been a successful lobbyist for almost two decades, following in his father’s wake.

Scott Hatch went to junior college and then spent four years working in the Senate Clerk’s Office. His job, as he describes it, was to “take microfiches back and forth” to different committee offices. He then returned to college to finish his degree before joining the lobbying firm Parry, Romani & DeConcini. The firm was created by his father’s longtime senate aide, Thomas D. Parry. Scott’s job at the firm was to answer the telephone, monitor legislation, and watch congressional hearings on television. At the time he steadfastly refused to lobby. According to Romano Romani, cofounder of the firm, Scott was “very, very reluctant” to lobby. “He was worried about capitalizing on his name.”\textsuperscript{53} Whatever his initial misgivings, he soon jumped into the game.

The firm’s clients included large pharmaceutical companies like Schering-Plough, which had matters sitting before Senator Hatch’s committee. Of particular concern was a piece of legislation that would affect their highly profitable anti-allergy drug Claritin.\textsuperscript{54} The firm also lined up construction and manufacturing companies like New Jersey–based GAF Corporation. The company was pushing legislation to deal with asbestos liability in the Senate Judiciary Committee, where Senator Hatch was chairman.\textsuperscript{55}

But their biggest clients came to be the diet supplement industry, which was facing scrutiny over products like ephedra that were alleged to be linked to “severe medical problems.” There was a major push in Congress to put supplements under the tighter control of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), but the industry was vehemently opposed to this federal oversight. Producers of diet supplements were pouring money into the Parry firm where Scott was working. Meanwhile, Senator Hatch was the industry’s champion. From his position in the Senate, he played a “decisive role in helping the industry fend off restrictive oversight by the Food and Drug Administration.”\textsuperscript{56}

By 2002, Scott Hatch decided to leave Parry, Romani, DeConcini & Symms (the firm’s name was changed in February 2001) and open his own lobbying firm. Inhibitions about lobbying or using his family name were apparently gone now. He joined forces with Jack Martin, a former staffer with his dad who also worked at Parry Romani as a diet supplements lobbyist, and formed Walker, Martin & Hatch.\textsuperscript{57} The firm quickly signed up major clients with matters before Senator Hatch’s committee: Bayer Healthcare, Colgate-Palmolive, GlaxoSmithKline, National Nutritional Foods Association, and the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America, among others.\textsuperscript{58}

Senator Hatch did not see this as a problem; in fact, he said at the time that he encouraged his son to start the business. He added: “I would have no qualms talking to Scott’ about his clients. ‘I wouldn’t do anything for him that wasn’t right.’”\textsuperscript{59}

Scott Hatch reportedly says that he has “never personally lobbied for the supplement industry.” Both he and his father say he has never lobbied the senator directly. But of course, he does not need to. That’s what the partners in his firm are for. Scott Hatch is not an expert on the
legislative process. He has not worked as a congressional staffer. Nor does he have any professional background in health care or in the other industries for which he lobbies. But he insists that his name does not help him in his busy lobbying and government relations career. “I don’t think I get treated any different in the [congressional and government] offices,” he claims. “I don’t get a sense that they’re saying, ‘Oh, this is Sen. Hatch’s son.’” The firm’s success is simply a result of the efforts of “three hard-working gentlemen.”

In December 2007, Senator Orrin Hatch found himself having to vote “present” on an end-of-the-year spending bill. The problem? It contained a $294,000 project for a client of Scott Hatch’s lobbying firm. The trouble began when a group in Riverton, Utah, wanted to get federal funds for the “Old Dome Meeting Hall Renovations” project. The request for the federal earmark was made by Senator Hatch himself. In keeping with congressional rules, Hatch had certified when he made the earmark request that “no one in his family would benefit from anything in his appropriations request.”

But of course, the people behind the funding request had retained his son to lobby on their behalf. That put Hatch in a dilemma. Hatch never mentioned the conflict of interest on the Senate floor, later claiming to be unaware the project was included in the appropriations request. He simply had a statement inserted into the congressional record after the fact saying that it was an “unintended and unfortunate oversight.”

We do not have time or space to recount every tale of “legal” corruption involving every family member of a politician who is a registered lobbyist. There are just too many, as it has become a standard conceit in the industry. Beyond the registered lobbyists, there are unfortunately even more family members who operate in the invisible twilight world of “government relations” where they do not need to register as lobbyists although they are playing largely the same influence game, and building their family empires by it.

These arrangements work because while House Ethics rules ban spouses from lobbying their own spouses’ offices, they do not ban children or other family members. The children and other family members may market their access to influence as they like. Such blatant nepotism is not only tolerated on Capitol Hill, but has also developed as a highly profitable industry. It would appear that congress is more interested in building family empires than addressing the egregious ethical problem.

We close with two final examples from the senate.

Senator Dick Durbin has represented the state of Illinois in the U.S. Senate since 1997. In 2005, he became the Democratic Party’s whip. Durbin’s family has done well over the years as lobbyists and in securing government deals.

In 1997, shortly after her husband was elected to the U.S. Senate, Loretta Durbin set up a lobbying shop with her friend, Alice Phillips. Called Government Affairs Specialists, Inc., they have collected more than a million dollars over the years lobbying public clients in Illinois—even more from a collection of interests including pharma giant Wyeth, Chicago Title Insurance Company, and the Wirtz Corporation. The Durbins insist that he doesn’t help her or her clients in Washington. She is registered as a lobbyist in Illinois, not in the nation’s capital, but Loretta Durbin’s clients have received federal funding that was pushed by her husband, who admits there is an “overlap” between her clients and firms receiving his help. Although Loretta Durbin insists that she does not lobby the federal government, some of her lobbying contracts suggest otherwise. A lobbying deal with the city of Naperville, Illinois, for example, says the firm would
work with “state or federal government officials” on behalf of the city. Naperville has been blessed with federal grants during the time that Mrs. Durbin represented the city. Naperville’s city manager, when asked if Loretta helped win these grants, answered, “I’m sure she did.”

Durbin’s son, Paul, a lawyer who works in the energy field, also registered as a lobbyist. Paul Durbin’s specialty is securing public finance for a variety of infrastructure projects including renewable energy projects. “There are many federal and state programs that make developing renewable energy projects possible,” he says.

His father sits on the important Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development of the Senate Appropriations Committee.

Senator Durbin’s nephew Marty Durbin has cut a large and profitable path lobbying for an assortment of energy interests. During his uncle’s tenure in the Senate, Marty has worked as vice president of the powerful American Petroleum Institute (API), and then as president of America’s Natural Gas Alliance (ANGA), before finally, in 2015, guiding ANGA to be subsumed into API. According to watchdog groups, ANGA principally represented fracking companies.

Fracking (hydraulic fracturing to release natural gas from shale) has been a controversial practice for energy fossil fuels, particularly among Democrats like Dick Durbin. Nephew Marty has used his position (and the lobby’s money) to push their agenda. Senator Durbin has staked out a position on fracking that is much more moderate than that of some of his colleagues. In 2014 he was one of only a few Democrats to initially support the idea of expediting the export of liquid natural gas from the United States to the Ukraine.

Marty Durbin has done well. In 2013, he made more than $803,000 from the gas association and related organizations and more than $250,000 from API.

While the U.S. Senate requires that those who lobby its members disclose if they did so and on what bill, they are not required to report with whom they met. Ethics oversight is strangely silent on this particular detail.

Senator Patrick Leahy of Vermont is the most senior member of the U.S. Senate, having first been elected in 1975. He is an influential figure in the Senate because of his seniority, and also because he is the ranking Democrat on the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary. Leahy’s daughter Alicia Jackson is a lobbyist for the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). According to Senate records, she has lobbied on a host of issues related to the film industry, including intellectual property law. With her dad as the ranking member of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, there is plenty of overlap. According to lobbying disclosure forms, she lobbied on the Mobile Workforce State Income Tax Simplification Act of 2015, where her father was one of the cosponsors. In 2015, she sought to influence the nomination of who would be the intellectual property enforcement coordinator for the federal government, a position created by her father’s legislation in 2008. She has touched on a variety of issues that sit before her father’s committee including cybersecurity, copyright law, and Internet rules.

We have shown how K Street Princelings serve as a ridiculously systematic legal access point for influence. Pay the children of powerful politicians on Capitol Hill to ensure that favors follow, while these politically elite families build their empires at the expense of the American public. Next, we will see how this model replicates on a local level. City machine politicians, who once gained wealth by rigging trash contracts and steering local business to their friends, are now striking bargains with international oligarchs.
The Princelings of Chicago

- It is not just officials in Washington who cash in with foreign governments.
- Former Chicago mayor Richard Daley struck profitable deals with both the Chinese and the Russians.

For decades Chicago has been one of the most tainted cities in America. In 1952, the writer A. J. Liebling quoted a rare, honest alderman who dubbed the Windy City “the only completely corrupt city in America.” Five decades later, in the midst of yet another city hall corruption scandal, the *Chicago Tribune* itself openly wondered if the town was now, officially, “the most corrupt city in America.”

So it is not surprising that the new corruption methods that are practiced at the highest levels in Washington, D.C., are also practiced in Chicago. The mayors of America’s largest cities can wield an enormous amount of power, and power, in a corrupt way of thinking, makes money. Deals with foreign entities channeled through family members work as well by Lake Michigan as they do by the Potomac.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the evolution of corruption in Chicago is by charting the changing practices of one of America’s most prominent municipal families, the Daleys.

For much of the last half-century, the Daley family has run Chicago. A family of Irish immigrants from the city’s South Side, two generations of the Daleys have run city hall for a combined forty-five years. Mayor Richard J. Daley ruled the city from 1955 to 1976 and became a national figure as a powerful urban boss. He was famous for toughness, and his administration’s corruption scandals. While he was never directly implicated in taking money, his friends, allies, and family did quite well conducting business with the city. He was once asked about city contracts being channeled to his son. “If a man can’t put his arms around his sons,” he answered, dismayed, “then what kind of world are we living in?”

One of those sons, Richard M. Daley, grew up in his father’s Chicago and learned the ways of patronage and helping friends and family. He understood the Election Day tactic “Hobo floto voto”—shuttling homeless drunks from voting booth to voting booth and paying them fifty cents each time they voted. He was certainly aware of the many financial corruption deals that swirled around city government. The son’s skills in the dark arts of dirty politics earned him the nickname “Dirty Little Richie” from rival factions in the local Democratic Party. Twelve and a half years after his father died in office, “Little Richie” assumed the throne and held power on
the fifth floor of city hall longer than his old man. He lasted twenty-two years, electing to leave in 2011.\footnote{5}

In the past, former big-city mayors like Daley might have cashed in by joining a local law firm or company. But this former mayor of Chicago was also the brother of the White House chief of staff and a friend of President Obama. He had access to more bankable opportunities with foreign oligarchs spanning the globe.

The evolution of the Daley family’s financial dealings from local to global deals reflects the development of corruption in America in general. The political class, even in our cities, may prefer foreign deals because they are harder to detect and tend to be more bankable. Faced with anticorruption legislation and transparency measures in the United States, they seek to broker their power with oligarchs and entities where they can avoid scrutiny.

For decades, Chicago has been synonymous with the very real and yet petty corruptions of big-city America: insider deals on trash contracts, favorable hiring practices, and pension schemes. And while neither Mayor Daley father nor son got rich while in office, family members did well.

During Mayor Richard M. Daley’s tenure in office, Chicagoans became accustomed to financial deals and scandals involving city hall and the Daley family and friends.

In 2004, an investigation revealed that the city was spending $40 million a year for the use of privately owned trucks that were never used and sat idle. Many of these trucks were owned by felons or mob associates like Nick “the Stick” LoCoco.\footnote{6} Mayor Daley’s brother, John, just happened to sell insurance to some of these trucking businesses. The mayor’s friends and family made money at taxpayer expense. As one noted book describes it, “Bribes were paid to officials who gave out the trucking contracts. In the end, the trucking scandal resulted in forty-nine convictions; thirty-one of them involved city employees.”\footnote{7} The mayor and family members were never charged.

In 2006, federal prosecutors charged Mayor Daley’s patronage chief and top aide Robert Sorich with distributing city contracts “to well-connected companies and individuals.” The same source states, “After weeks of well-publicized testimony, a judge sentenced Sorich to a forty-six-month prison term. Sorich’s trial provided evidence that patronage and fixed contracts were deeply embedded practices within city government and that they probably reached beyond what prosecutors had uncovered.”\footnote{8} The mayor and family members were never charged.

Corruption was systematic and widespread, but the Daleys avoided criminal prosecution. A mayor who was notorious for being hands-on repeatedly claimed ignorance of deals that favored friends and family members. When it emerged that under Mayor Daley a politically connected restaurant was given free natural gas, water, and garbage collection by the city, saving the business more than $5 million a year, the mayor’s deposition was subpoenaed by attorneys. He answered “I don’t recall” 139 times.\footnote{9}

As Mayor Daley ran city hall, the next generation of Princelings, son Patrick and nephew R. J. Vanecko, were making money through their city ties.

These two first garnered public attention as teenagers.

On a spring weekend in 1992, Patrick and R.J. threw a party with friends at the family’s vacation home in Grand Beach, Michigan, while Patrick’s parents were out of town. When some local teenagers crashed the party, Patrick fetched a wall-mounted 20-gauge, double-barreled shotgun believed to have once belonged to his late grandfather, Richard J. Daley. Vanecko took
it and brandished it at the teenagers. Fortunately, the gun was unloaded, but another kid was seriously injured when he was struck in the head by a baseball bat. The local went to the hospital in critical condition.\(^\text{10}\)

When Mayor Daley returned to Chicago, he held a press conference and sobbed openly about what had happened. “I am very disappointed, as any parent would be, after his son held a party in their home while his parents were away,” he explained. “I am more deeply distressed for the welfare of the young man who was injured in this fight.”\(^\text{11}\)

Police investigated the incident and Patrick ended up pleading guilty to misdemeanor charges of furnishing alcohol to minors and disturbing the peace. He got six months’ probation, fifty hours of community service, and a fine of $1,950. R.J. pleaded guilty to aiming a firearm without malice and was fined $2,235.\(^\text{12}\) Sixteen other kids involved in the incident were charged with juvenile and adult offenses. One of Patrick’s friends didn’t get off so well: he was convicted of aggravated assault in the beating.\(^\text{13}\)

In December 2004, R.J. had an even more serious run-in with the law when he was involved in a skirmish outside a bar. He knocked a man down, killing him. Not only was a judge with mayoral ties assigned to preside over the trial, stories quickly surfaced revealing that investigating officers had misrepresented and covered up evidence because of R.J.’s Daley connections. His trial played out in the headlines for weeks, and he was eventually found guilty of involuntary manslaughter and ordered to serve a sixty-day jail sentence.\(^\text{14}\)

From their position of political privilege, Patrick and R.J. easily formed lucrative alliances with those doing business with the city. In 2003, likely through a limited liability company, they put $65,000 into acquiring a 4 percent stake in Municipal Sewer Services, a sewer service company that did business with the city of Chicago where his father was, of course, the mayor. The next year, Municipal Sewer Services was the beneficiary of a $4 million no-bid contract extension from the city. In the city of Chicago, a company is required to disclose who owns the business if they are doing business with the city. But when MSS filed its disclosure with the city, it never mentioned that Patrick and R.J. were part owners.\(^\text{15}\)

When the Chicago Sun-Times exposed their ownership stake, Mayor Daley again pleaded ignorance as he had in other cases. “I did not know about his involvement in this company,” Daley said about his son. “As an adult, he made that decision. It was a lapse in judgment for him to get involved with this company, I wish he hadn’t done it,” he said, reading from a prepared statement. He wanted people to understand “that Patrick is a very good son. I love him. And Maggie and I are very proud of him.”\(^\text{16}\)

The inspector general of the city of Chicago and the FBI started investigating in December 2007. Patrick and R.J. lawyered up; Municipal Sewer Services folded in April 2008. In January 2011, the president of the company was charged with three counts of mail fraud. Contracting as a “minority-owned” business, he illegally subcontracted the work out to nonminority businesses, including Municipal Sewer Services. Patrick and R.J. were not charged in the case.\(^\text{17}\)

In 2004 Patrick got involved with another company called Concourse Communications that had business with the city of Chicago. The company signed a large contract to provide Wi-Fi for the city-owned airports O’Hare and Midway. The contracts were agreed to by then mayor Daley’s city aviation commissioner, John Roberson, and a panel of city employees. Concourse disclosed its investors to the city but, as with Municipal Sewer, did not mention Patrick’s involvement, which occurred via a venture capital fund called Cardinal Growth. On June 27,
In 2006, largely because of those contracts with Chicago’s airports, Concourse was sold at a 33 percent profit to Boingo Wireless. Three days after the sale Patrick got a payment of $164,789. Over the next year and a half, Daley got five more payments from Concourse. His total take from the company was $708,999. In June 2011, U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald filed suit on behalf of the Small Business Administration to recover $21.4 million of a $51 million small business loan that was given to the company’s owner, Cardinal Growth, but had never been repaid. Cardinal Growth was liquidated.

The Daley Princelings also welcomed alliances with overseas entities who were eager to do business in Chicago and needed the right connections. In the early 2000s, Patrick Daley found himself in Moscow, Russia. It is unclear precisely what he was doing there. In August 2001, he met a Russian businessman named Symon Garber. The businessman prided himself on running in Russian political circles. “It’s all about who you know,” he said in an interview. “It’s important to be well-connected. Life is a two-way street.”

One key ally for Garber was a controversial Russian politician and businessman named Vladimir Slutsker, who introduced him to several high-ranking Kremlin officials.

Slutsker is the largest shareholder in the Finvest Group, which owns numerous entities in Russia. Finvest has been under investigation by Russian authorities for a variety of alleged criminal activities including stock fraud. The investigations have led to the mysterious deaths of two law enforcement officials. In April 2005, General Anatoly Trofimov, the former Moscow director of the Federal Security Service (FSB), was investigating Slutsker. The FSB is the child of the KGB and is generally feared in the country because it can be vicious and aggressive. And with Russian president Vladimir Putin being a former member of the KGB, it has sympathetic figures in the highest of places. But Trofimov was brutally murdered with his wife in a car outside his flat on Klyazminskaya Street. One publication noted that “Trofimov was killed by ‘a man with saltatory gait’ very similar to the gait of Slutsker’s chauffeur.”

While organized hits are sadly not uncommon in Moscow, the killing of a former senior FSB officer in Putin’s Russia is a rare occurrence. When officials investigated Trofimov’s murder, Slutsker was the only person who refused to give any testimony to investigators, explaining that his parliamentary status made him immune to criminal prosecution.

Months later, in September 2005, another investigator, Nazim Kaziakhmedov from the Prosecutor General’s Office, was shot and killed in a Moscow restaurant. Like Trofimov, he was investigating Slutsker.

Symon Garber was interested in getting into the taxi business in Chicago. And a year after he met Patrick Daley in Moscow, he launched his business. In Chicago you don’t just start a taxi business. As the Chicago Sun-Times puts it, “In Chicago . . . , City Hall has complete control over cab companies. City officials determine the number of cabs, who can operate them, who can own them, who can drive them and how much riders pay to ride in them.”

Garber insists that the mayor’s son played no role in launching his new venture. “Patrick didn’t help me with anything,” he said. “The only business deals were with a bottle of vodka.” But when Garber opened his operation in Chicago, he had a very special guest on hand offering an effusive endorsement. The mayor of Chicago showed up and declared that Garber would dramatically improve taxi service in the city. “This is something we have all prayed for for many, many years.”

Garber’s business expanded quickly. In June 2003, he controlled three hundred taxi
medallions. Soon he had over eight hundred.

By 2009, his company was the largest taxi business in Chicago. The *Chicago Sun-Times* ran a headline: “Russian émigré now Chicago’s Cab King; a Friend of Daley’s Son.”

But there was a problem. In 2014, city officials began investigating claims that some of the taxis that the company was using between 2000 and 2010 were actually “salvage vehicles,” meaning they were cars that had previously been in accidents and were deemed worthless and could not be used as taxis. Garber’s company bought salvaged police cars and “cleaned” the titles before putting them on the streets, which is illegal in Chicago. Investigators found that more than 180 of his vehicles were salvaged. Many believe that Patrick Daley had intervened to help the company with the arrangement.

The Daleys’ pivot to global interests went beyond Patrick’s adventures with Russian businessmen. Bill Daley, Mayor Daley’s brother, saw how overseas relationships could work to one’s commercial benefit. In the 2000s, while his brother was ruling Chicago, Bill was serving as chairman of the Midwest for J. P. Morgan and, beginning in 2007, was the head of corporate social responsibility for the financial giant. In that capacity, he came to play a crucial role in the firm’s plans to expand its financial deal making in China. And the method he used was familiar to the ways of Chicago.

Gao Jue was looking to land a highly coveted and prized position as a two-year entry-level analyst based out of J. P. Morgan in New York. But he did poorly in his job interviews. According to internal e-mails obtained by the *Wall Street Journal*, J. P. Morgan recruiter Danielle Domingue wrote colleagues that “Jue did very very poorly in interviews—some MDs said he was the worst BA candidate they had ever see [sic]—and we obviously had to extend him an offer.” He screwed up his work visa, and “he accidentally sent a sexually explicit e-mail to a human resources employee.” According to other internal J. P. Morgan e-mails, young Gao was seen as “immature, irresponsible and unreliable.” But no matter. He was hired and retained by the bank anyway. A company e-mail referred to him as a “Bill Daley hire.”

So why did Bill Daley want to hire Gao Jue? In a move familiar to anyone following Chicago politics, Daley hired young Jue because his father was the commerce minister of China.

Daley knew Chicago cronyism and corruption, and was no doubt aware of the Princeling mentality in China. He simply merged similar corrupt practices from two very different cultures. J. P. Morgan hired dozens of Gao Jues, setting off a federal investigation concerning the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

In 2011, just as Richard Daley was leaving the Mayor’s Office, brother Bill was moving into the West Wing to serve as President Obama’s chief of staff. The Daleys had deep ties to Obama going back more than a dozen years. Michelle Obama was hired to work in Mayor Daley’s office by a deputy chief of staff named Valerie Jarrett back when Michelle and Barack Obama were engaged. Jarrett would go on to be Obama’s closest confidant in the White House. Bill Daley had been mentor to Obama aide Rahm Emanuel. The other members of Obama’s inner circle, including David Axelrod, had “long and deep” ties to Mayor Daley. In 2008, Bill Daley would play a “core role” in Obama’s transition team, serving as a senior adviser.

In November 2006, Bill Daley even played an important role in urging Obama to run for president. Obama drove to David Axelrod’s office in River North and shared a private lunch with the J. P. Morgan executive. Obama wanted the Daley blessing on his presidential bid. “Yeah, you gotta run,” Bill Daley told Obama. “Why not? What have you got to lose? Can you win? I think
Daley also pitched in on fund-raising, telling the young senator that he would not have any trouble raising enough money to challenge the Clintons. So, in a convergence of Princeling activity, as Bill Daley moved to the Obama White House in 2011, recently-out-of-office brother Richard Daley was setting up a business with his son Patrick. This was no ordinary business for a former mayor and brother of the White House chief of staff, but rather a global enterprise, with a particular focus on business ties in Russia and China. The business plan was peculiar because these were two disparate markets where the mayor had previously only limited dealings. What the two countries had in common was that both featured corrupt politicians, opaque business cultures, and possibly some Daley connections of reciprocity that made closing big deals easier.

The new Daley firm was called Tur Partners. A tur is a wild goat from the Caucasus region of Russia. Why the Irish Americans chose that as a name is unclear. They set up a number of subsidiaries for Tur and placed them in predictable offshore locations. Tur Partners Asia Limited was incorporated in Hong Kong, while Tur Partners Cyprus Limited and Tur Partners Eurasia Limited were incorporated in the island nation of Cyprus. A popular location for Russian oligarchs to set up their business and keep them hidden, Cyprus has some of the most secretive corporate laws in the world.

Joining them in these new ventures was Konstantin Koloskov, a Russian investment adviser whom they named as a principal of Tur Partners Eurasia. They also struck a partnership with Mukharbek Aushev, a former Russian legislator and Lukoil executive, and named him the director of Tur Eurasia. Aushev had deep ties with the Kremlin at the highest levels. No less than Vladimir Putin had granted him the country’s “Order of Friendship.”

Former mayor Daley also joined the international advisory board of the Russian government’s Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF), a $10 billion sovereign wealth fund run by the Russian government. RDIF was established in June 2011 to make equity investments—primarily inside Russia itself—with Kremlin money. Daley, of course, had no formal background in finance or private equity. When Russian forces invaded Ukraine in April 2014, the Obama administration slapped sanctions on numerous Russian businesses. PBS’s News Hour noted that RDIF avoided those sanctions for more than a year, citing their deep political ties in the West.

Tur Partners’ connections were not only with the Russian government but also with Chinese officials. Daley had aggressively courted the Chinese government. He visited the country more than four times as mayor, and Chinese officials visited the Windy City where they found the environment extremely hospitable. “Daley promised that Chicago would be the most China-friendly city,” said Chen Deming, then commerce minister of China, on one visit. Part of the reason the relationship worked was because Daley never raised any issues related to human rights.

Tur Partners brought a Chinese businessman named Pin Ni into the company. Ni runs the American operations of the Wanxiang Group, a large Chinese firm. Pin Ni still serves on the advisory board of Tur Partners, LLC. For good measure, Wanxiang put Richard Daley on the payroll as a consultant.

As we will see in the next chapter, the controversial and secretive Wanxiang Group also has extensive assets in North Korea.

In November 2013, Chinese vice-premier Liu Yandong hired Daley’s Tur Partners to handle
public relations for her visit to the United States, which included an extended stop in Chicago. During her visit the Chinese vice-premier met with Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe Biden.

In March 2012, the Russian government announced that it was creating a transit hub in Ulyanovsk, Russia, that would allow North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces to bring nonlethal supplies to NATO’s forces in Afghanistan. At the same time a Chicago-based aircraft maintenance provider, AAR Corp., announced it was building a facility in Ulyanovsk to provide aircraft maintenance capabilities. The move was controversial among many in Russia because Ulyanovsk just happened to be the birthplace of Lenin. The town is actually named after him, his birth name being V. I. Ulyanov. Who was involved in the financing of the deal? Daley’s Tur Partners Eurasia fund was listed as a key financier. Vladimir Putin was reportedly behind the deal. U.S. sanctions against Russia in light of the invasion of the Ukraine eventually put American participation in the project on hold.

In 2015, Daley’s firm was granted permission by the Obama administration to solicit money from foreign investors for real estate projects in the United States. The controversial EB-5 Program, administrated by the Department of Homeland Security, allows foreign nationals to invest in projects in the United States in exchange for permanent U.S. resident status. The program has been marred by charges of corruption and favoritism, stemming from a series of EB-5 deals involving many high-profile and politically connected individuals.

In the case of Tur Partners, the EB-5 seemed particularly well juiced by the Daleys because they were granted permission to raise money for a real estate project Daley himself had approved as mayor: a skyscraper that Magellan Development wanted to build on twenty-eight acres at 195 North Columbus Drive, along Lake Michigan. Tur also received permission to solicit financing to help Magellan finance another skyscraper on Lakeshore East—a proposed $900 million eighty-eight-story building dubbed Wanda Vista Tower. That project had been approved with great fanfare by Mayor Rahm Emanuel months earlier. When the Chicago Sun-Times drew attention to the deal, Tur bizarrely claimed they were not involved in the Vista project, even though they applied to finance one of the sites on which it is being built.

We contacted Tur Partners and former mayor Daley to ask about these deals. They did not respond to multiple queries.

We have seen how American Princelings and their families profit from these arrangements, whether their families hold power in the White House or city hall. But why do foreign actors play ball with the American Princelings? What is in it for them? Let’s look at one Chinese company that has profited from its relationships with some of the players we have already seen.
The Hyesan Youth Copper Mine of North Korea

- Foreign corporations with ethically sketchy business practices hire American politicians and their family members to shield themselves from scrutiny by the federal government.
- Political ties can help them overcome sanctions for even some of the worst human rights practices.

It is easy to understand why U.S. politicians like to build secret empires. Funds are hard to track and rewards enormous for their families.

But to understand why foreign corporations and governments are willing to invest in such politicians, or their families, it helps to look at these activities from a foreign entity’s perspective. To that end, we will look at a foreign corporation with a troubling profile acquiring assets in the United States and around the world, including North Korea. In such a company’s view and experience, investing in politicians, their families, and friends brings high-yield returns.

Wanxiang (pronounced Whon-shong) owns auto parts companies, real estate, and energy companies and has a global presence including a large footprint in the United States. It has also collected powerful political friends on both sides of the aisle, by putting them and their family members on the payroll. Along the way, it has skated past federal regulations and avoided sanctions for doing business in North Korea that have plagued other companies. It offers a powerful illustration of how politically connected firms make members of the American political class wealthy while getting special treatment in the United States.

Wanxiang is a Chinese conglomerate in the coastal city of Hangzhou, along the East China Sea that began as a “commune and brigade enterprise” (shedui qiye 社队企业) in 1969, a reflection of Mao’s great Cultural Revolution. Lu Guanqiu, the son of farmers, built the company first by collecting scrap metal and then by maintaining and forging agricultural machinery. Next came manufacturing universal joints for cars. Wanxiang actually means “universal” in Chinese. Before his death in 2017, Lu Guanqiu was the chairman of a powerful conglomerate and was one of China’s wealthiest men. Early photos show Mr. Lu meeting with foreign customers in a Mao jacket. Later, he appeared in beautiful suits with American presidents, other politicians, and their family members.

Lu Guanqiu and his company succeeded thanks to his tight bond with the Chinese government. Lu began cultivating close ties to Chinese Communist Party officials in Zhejiang province, his home base, from the company’s earliest days. He benefited from his “strong personal link with a particular local Party secretary named Zhu Bingshang” to keep the business
going. By 1985 the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) named him an “excellent Party cadre.” By 1987 he was elected to a local CCP executive post.²

Until his death, Lu sat on the powerful and exclusive Chinese National People’s Congress, a legislative body that meets every five years in Beijing where prearranged political appointments to top party offices are put to a vote and formally sanctioned. His company also benefits from what the Boston Globe calls “close business ties with many government-owned enterprises, including one of the nation’s largest grid operators, State Grid.”³

Lu Weiding, Lu’s only son, became president of the company in 1994. He was first admitted to the party as an alternate member of the central committee of the Communist Youth League around 2000, gaining full membership in 2007. CCP officials are littered throughout the top ranks of Wanxiang’s management team. As Yang Yanle, general manager of the Work Office of the Party Committee, explained to Canada’s National Post: “Enterprises operating on Chinese soil are under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party. The party is an advanced organization and represents the excellent staff and citizens of the society. We will try to gather all the ‘advanced members’ as the core of the sub-branch of the party and make them contribute to the success of the enterprise.”⁴

Lu Guanqiu credited the Chinese government for his success.⁵ His wealth at the time of his death was estimated to be more than $5 billion.⁶

Wanxiang’s foray into the United States began in the 1980s when they established American headquarters in Chicago. The Chinese conglomerate has vast holdings in the United States in real estate, manufacturing, energy, and other businesses. Some of these include “solar facilities that are dependent on U.S. government grants and aid.”⁷

Along the way, Wanxiang has carefully chosen to do deals with America’s most powerful political figures and put their friends and family members on the payroll. In 1999, just as then Texas governor George W. Bush was riding high in the Republican presidential primary, Wanxiang signed up his uncle Prescott Bush as a paid adviser to the company. The Chinese Xinhua News Agency described him as the company’s “economic counselor.”⁸ Lu explained that “inviting Prescott Bush to be the counselor will help expand Wanxiang’s operations overseas.” The company’s spokesman added: “He doesn’t have a set of responsibilities. When we need his help, we will contact him . . . He has many friends. Even though he may not be involved in the same field as we are, he can go to his friends for help in resolving our issues.”⁹

Once George W. Bush moved to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Uncle Prescott stayed on the payroll.

Similarly, when Barack Obama rolled into the White House in January 2009, Wanxiang benefited from relationships with many of his Chicago colleagues and friends. Wanxiang had worked closely with Chicago mayor Richard M. Daley for years. In the spring of 2011, at the end of his tenure as mayor, Daley took a trip to China and visited the headquarters of the Wanxiang Group. He was greeted by Lu Guanqiu and as he exited the car he walked a long red carpet into the company’s electric automobile division.¹⁰

Shortly after he left the Mayor’s Office, Daley was added to the Wanxiang payroll, but has not disclosed how much he made.¹¹

As noted in the previous chapter, Mayor Daley had the right connections in the Obama White House. His brother Bill served as Obama’s White House chief of staff. Several senior Obama officials—and even First Lady Michelle Obama—had worked for or with him.¹²
Wanxiang’s close ties in Washington were noted by the Chinese government’s *China Daily*. “Wanxiang America’s achievement has been associated with the US government’s support and encouragement,” they noted. Certainly, government officials like to encourage investments and court businesses accordingly, but Wanxiang’s level of access was unusual. No less than Vice President Joe Biden invited Lu to visit several cities in the United States, including Washington, D.C., to “explore investment opportunities.”

Wanxiang also allied with the family of close Obama friend Penny Pritzker, Obama’s finance chair and a longtime supporter who later became commerce secretary. Pritzker had family members who struck partnerships with Wanxiang, including a $1 billion real estate deal.

Talk to any of the politicians or their family members forming alliances with Wanxiang and you are likely to hear that it is just like any other company. But in fact, this company in particular has been criticized by international organizations for its lack of transparency and claims of corruption. According to the corporate monitor Transparency International, the Wanxiang Group is one of the least transparent companies on the planet. In 2016 the international organization did an evaluation of one hundred companies in emerging markets—including India, Brazil, Russia, Mexico, and China. They evaluated each company for its transparency as well as the presence of anticorruption policies. Only three companies received a “zero” on a scale of “zero” to “one hundred.” Wanxiang was one of them. (The other two were also Chinese companies.) Transparency International noted in a press release: “The very weak Chinese results stem from weak or nonexistent anticorruption policies and procedures, or a clear failure to disclose them in line with international practice.” Part of the problem was that the companies from China, including Wanxiang, disclosed “little or no financial data,” the report said.

Another reporter analyzing the report was more straightforward: “These enterprises did not practice any form of transparency, and can be assumed as most corrupt.”

Because of its tight relationship with the ruling government in Beijing, and its close ties with powerful political friends in the United States, Wanxiang has operated even in North Korea with the support of the Chinese premier while also evading U.S. sanctions. Those close ties with American politicians likely also explain how Wanxiang got Washington approval to acquire advanced U.S. technology, even though many warned that the deal severely damaged U.S. national security.

In 2009, newly elected president Obama launched a federal stimulus program that was designed to get the U.S. economy moving again. The administration pushed forward a $787 billion spending plan including infrastructure projects. Obama, a big believer in the value of alternative energy, made pouring taxpayer money into green energy companies an important component of the stimulus plan. Billions of taxpayer dollars went to wind companies, solar panel manufacturers, and biofuels. Money was also directed at companies trying to produce electric cars and new battery technologies.

One major recipient was a Massachusetts-based battery company called A123. Founded in 2001, the company was developing new batteries based on small “nanoscale” materials that had been originally developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The company was approved for a $249 million grant from the Department of Energy’s Electric Drive Vehicle Battery and Component Manufacturing Initiative Project. The company used the money to build two battery plants in Michigan. In September 2010, President Obama called the Livonia,
Michigan, plant when it opened. “This is about the birth of an entire new industry in America—an industry that’s going to be central to the next generation of cars,” he told the assembled workers by phone. “The work you’re doing will help power the American economy for years to come.”

It did not. The highly subsidized company struggled. Much of its business was supposed to come from electric car manufacturer Fisker, which was trying to produce fully electric cars. Fisker had been championed by the Obama administration, which gave $529 million in taxpayer loans to the company. Vice President Joe Biden publicly announced the investment of U.S. taxpayer dollars at a high-profile ceremony in Delaware. Rosemont Seneca, run in part by Hunter Biden and Christopher Heinz, owned a stake in the company. So did then senator John Kerry via Rosemont. According to financial disclosures, Kerry’s share could be valued up to $1 million.

But sales were slow. By early 2012, A123 was in financial trouble. In August, Wanxiang offered to step in and buy 80 percent of the company. By October the company had declared bankruptcy.

With A123 in bankruptcy, an auction was organized by the bankruptcy court. Wanxiang was bidding against Milwaukee-based Johnson Controls, a leader in mechanical and engineering systems. Wanxiang won the bid.

Wanxiang’s offer to purchase A123 set off alarm bells in the industry and Washington, D.C. A123 possessed industry-leading technologies that had applications not only for civilian uses but also for advanced military systems including satellites. A123 even had a few small military contracts. As former White House deputy national security advisor Mark Pfeifle put it, “In the world of advanced lithium-ion batteries, the Holy Grail has been the development of safer, faster-recycling and longer-lasting technology that will operate in extreme temperatures.” A123 had developed such a technology in partnership with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, noted Pfeifle. Their technology “advances battery science by at least a decade.” He warned that if the sale to Wanxiang was not stopped, “the United States may soon have to depend on one of China’s wealthiest and most politically-connected Communist party leaders for access to taxpayer-funded technology that will power the next generation of space satellites and unmanned military vehicles.”

A bipartisan group of U.S. senators—including Democrats Dick Durbin and Debbie Stabenow, as well as Republicans John Thune and Chuck Grassley, wrote letters to senior Obama administration officials, members of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), asking them to block Wanxiang’s acquisition of A123. “The transfer of assets, technology and intellectual property, developed with American tax dollars, to a foreign company would be irresponsible,” read one letter.

A federal body created in 1975, CFIUS is required to review all foreign purchases of American companies, and approve or disapprove each purchase based on strategic or technological implications for America’s national security. Over the years, CFIUS has reviewed energy companies, technology companies, telecoms, and military contractors.

The fact was, Wanxiang was already closely linked to the White House. Lu Guanqiu had visited the Obama White House twice for meetings. Wanxiang had a solar energy facility that was receiving federal government grants and loans.

Former Chicago mayor Richard Daley was already on the Wanxiang payroll, too, and he extolled the company’s virtues. “Wanxiang has shown itself a strong corporate citizen with a
commitment to supporting local workers and developing the local economy,” Daley told the *Boston Globe.*

Daley was in regular contact with his brother and other senior White House officials, too.

Eventually, Weidi Lu, the daughter of Wanxiang’s founder, gave $33,400 to the Democratic National Committee on May 21, 2015, according to Federal Election Commission records. Her husband, Pin Ni, who heads up Wanxiang America, also gave $33,400 on the same day.

Wanxiang tried to paint itself as a company independent of the Chinese government, ignoring the fact that the chairman of the company was part of the Chinese government. Many observers saw it otherwise. As Canada’s *Financial Post* put it, Wanxiang is a “state-backed enterprise, receiving low-rate loans from the Chinese government to help it expand abroad.”

In addition to security concerns, the economic concern was that the company would export A123’s technology to China and reduce or end manufacturing in the United States. Wanxiang and its allies allayed this concern by saying that they were not going to take the technology to China and intended to keep the technology right here in the United States.

The obvious national security issues could not be ignored, so Wanxiang tried to sidestep those concerns by focusing on A123’s military contracts. It claimed no interest in them and they eventually went to a small Michigan-based defense contractor named Navitas Systems. But as Pfeifle points out, this arrangement was ridiculous on its face. “Under the terms of the bankruptcy sale, the Chinese would not have access to A123 Systems’ existing military contracts, but that should be of little comfort. It is the technology—the company’s trade secrets and patents—that should be of concern, not its defense contracts. In fact, the company bidding for the military contracts paid only $3 million for them, compared to Wanxiang’s bid of $250 million for the remainder.”

Jeffrey Green, executive director of the Strategic Minerals Advisory Council, declared that the arrangement was a “technical fiction.” Navitas Systems would not own or control any of the technology. “Every bit of that . . . process, equipment and technology would be owned by . . . the Chinese. That’s the fiction.”

Wanxiang’s acquisition of A123 created legal problems because the technology in question fell under U.S. arms export laws, and the United States had an ongoing embargo against China. As the eight U.S. senators noted in their letter, “Not only are these products subject to U.S. export laws, but the company’s research is also subject to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) which prohibits its dissemination to restricted foreign parties.”

In the end, Wanxiang’s acquisition of A123 sailed through the Obama administration and won approval—with no conditions placed on the sale. It was an audacious victory. “Despite these noises from Congress, CFIUS promptly approved the acquisition in January 2013 with no refilings, no mitigations, and no special security arrangements” [emphasis mine], as the Peterson Institute for International Economics put it.

The decision incensed many senior national security officials and former military officers. The Strategic Minerals Advisory Council, which is comprised of former U.S. senior national security and military officials, denounced the decision. By approving the deal, they lamented, the Obama administration “just allowed China to leapfrog the world in advanced batteries at the expense of American taxpayers.” They went on, “The Chinese will now have direct access to US-funded and developed technology that powers our military satellites and military drones and supports our soldiers in the field.”
The council also rejected the platitude that Wanxiang would not share the sensitive technology with the Chinese government. “Members of the senior executive team at Wanxiang Corporation have been members of the Chinese Communist Party for decades and must be approved by the Politburo. Allowing this transaction will give the Chinese government direct access to the most cutting edge power technology or future satellite, power grid, and missile systems.”

Within the next year, by 2014, the Chinese government’s China Daily was reporting that the technology and manufacturing were heading for China. “The battery, designed and developed initially by A123, is expected to be launched in a brand new Hangzhou [China] facility that is integrated as part of Wanxiang’s acquisition.” The Detroit Free Press reported afterward that A123 was undergoing a “consolidation” of its Michigan manufacturing facilities. Two hundred manufacturing jobs were cut—roughly a third of the company’s workforce in Michigan.

In December 2013, Wanxiang bid to purchase electric car manufacturer Fisker Automotive. Despite massive government-backed loans, the company was in bankruptcy, and had an interesting list of creditors and investors. As we saw earlier, major investors included Rosemont Seneca Technology Partners. (Biden, Heinz, and Archer were also listed as personal creditors in the bankruptcy filings.) In July 2014, Wanxiang founder Lu Guanqiu arrived in the United States at the invitation of Joe Biden and met with him in Washington, D.C. Three days after Lu toured the Fisker facility in Delaware, their purchase of the company was approved.

* * *

Wanxiang’s web of relationships with the political elite may also explain how the company avoids U.S. sanctions despite their commercial activities in North Korea, when even smaller companies have faced actions by Washington.

North Korea, sometimes called the Hermit Kingdom, has been ruled for decades by the Kim family. Kim Il Sung ruled the country from 1948 until his death in 1994. His son, Kim Jong Il, was supreme leader from 1994 to 2011. Kim Jong Un took the helm after his father’s death in December 2011. The country, whose rulers are all brutal, all megalomaniacs, is infamous for the worst human rights conditions on the planet, abject poverty, and extreme corruption. Doing business in such a country is tough. And because of the totalitarian nature of the country, you only do business there with the approval of the Supreme Leader himself.

In 2007, Wanxiang set up a joint venture with the North Korean government to mine for copper in the country’s desolate Ryanggang Province. The Hyesan Youth Copper Mine, one of the largest in North Korea, is located in the Paektu Mountains on the border with China. One can only wonder why “youth” is in the mine’s name. According to the Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins University, Wanxiang’s deal involved the Korea Mining Development Trading Corporation (KOMID). According to the U.S. Treasury Department, KOMID was “North Korea’s primary arms dealer and main exporter of goods and equipment related to ballistic missiles and conventional weapons.” In April 2009, KOMID was put on the UN sanctions list, which meant that Wanxiang could not do the joint venture with them. So Wanxiang sealed the deal instead with the Ministry of Mining Industries of North Korea, taking a 51 percent stake.

The deal was straightforward: Wanxiang would provide the capital investment to upgrade
production at the mine; North Korea would provide the labor; copper would be exported to China. Both parties found the deal attractive. Upgrading and maintaining production would be cheap because pay in North Korea is one-fifth that of South Korea and a quarter of salaries paid in China. At the same time, the quality of the mine was among the best in Asia. The Hyesan Youth Copper Mine had a grade of copper ore that is double that of Northeast China.

The working conditions in the mine are brutal, even by North Korean standards. In 2010, it was reported that North Korean soldiers were sent to work at Hyesan by Kim Jong Il. Work conditions were so harsh that the soldiers fled and went into hiding.

Wanxiang poured some $23 million into modernizing and upgrading the mine, which reportedly produces fifty thousand to seventy thousand tons of copper concentrate a year. Modernization of the mine was completed in 2011.

Wanxiang’s actions in North Korea were not hidden from its friends and supporters back in the United States. Indeed, the company’s English-language website reports on its “milestones” at the mine.

The fact that Wanxiang was doing business in North Korea was not a secret in Washington. The U.S. State Department was aware of the deal and reported on it in official cables. The U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations issued a report in 2012 on China’s involvement in North Korea and noted both the existence and the importance of the mine. The U.S. Geological Survey, in its annual *Minerals Yearbook: North Korea*, regularly notes Wanxiang’s ownership of the Hyesan mine.

Wanxiang faced some challenges. In 2009, the North Korean government tried to expropriate the mine after Wanxiang had poured money into upgrading it. Wanxiang saved the deal by making use of its close ties to Beijing. Chinese premier Wen Jiabao himself intervened and pressured the North Koreans on behalf of the company. The deal remained intact.

Lu Guangiu defended doing business in North Korea on the grounds that the country will become more liberal as a result of its interaction with Chinese companies. “Through our contact, we are certain they will become more open and more liberated,” he said back in 2012. There is, of course, no evidence of this happening in North Korea.

But there was one possible problem on the horizon in Washington. By 2016, another threat emerged to Wanxiang’s venture. The United Nations passed a resolution in March, and strengthened it in November, calling for sanctions against trade with North Korea, including a prohibition of the export of nonferrous metals such as copper. Also in 2016, President Barack Obama followed suit when he issued an executive order declaring that companies were not allowed “to operate in any industry in the North Korean economy” including “transportation, mining, energy or financial services.” Companies and individuals would face sanctions if they were found to “have sold, supplied, transferred, or purchased” anything from North Korea including “metal,” which includes, of course, copper.

One would expect big trouble for Wanxiang.

The Korea Herald reported, “The copper embargo is expected to deal a blow not only to Pyongyang, but also some Chinese mining companies. An affiliate with China’s Wanxiang Group has reportedly invested more than 28 billion won ($23.8 million) in developing copper mines in the North Korean border town of Hyesan since it acquired exclusive mineral rights through a joint venture in 2007.”

Wanxiang might be operating the largest mine in North Korea, but the Obama administration
went after other Chinese companies instead, including the Hongxiang Group. The Department of Justice charged four Chinese nationals and a trading company based in Dandong, China, with “conspiring to evade U.S. economic sanctions” on North Korea by using a front company to hide financial transactions with a North Korean bank. 57

While there is nothing to suggest that Wanxiang was involved in a similar financial scheme, the move still mystified those who were watching Chinese activity in North Korea because those who were being prosecuted were far less involved in mining in North Korea than Wanxiang. Radio Free Asia, a news organization funded by the U.S. federal government, noted that “the Wanxiang Group is the largest importer of North Korean mineral resources, not the Hongxiang Group, which is under investigation for illegal trading with the North.” They reported that “Hongxiang’s imports of North Korean minerals were only a fraction of Wanxiang’s imports from the North.” 58

The resulting sanctions on competitors, of course, made things better for Wanxiang in North Korea.

As one source told United Press International, “An investigation into companies doing business [with North Korea] should capture many large Chinese firms. The sanctions have actually given more benefits to Chinese companies.” The source claimed that China feigns “compliance with sanctions and the suspension of mineral imports, but Chinese companies have been acquiring North Korea’s raw materials on a ‘massive scale.’” Who benefits? For one, China’s Wanxiang Group, which holds an exclusive importation contract, valid until 2026, with North Korea’s Hyesan Youth Copper Mine and is jointly operating the Hyejung Mining Joint Venture Co. with North Korea, which purchases all of the mineral resources in North Korea’s Yanggang (Ryanggang) Province. 59

Princeling-style corruption helps to make American politicians and their families wealthy, while foreign governments and companies get powerful favors in Washington. American laws and regulations can be bent to suit the needs of foreign entities.

This is one way that politicians use the power with which we entrust them to build their family empires. Another relatively new form of power abuse involves political “smash and grab.”
Barack Obama’s Best Friend

- Barack Obama went after certain industries in the name of the public good—while his best friend positioned himself to profit.
- Barack Obama’s best friend became the go-to guy when companies faced regulatory threats from the Obama administration.


Each American president has brought a unique flair to the White House based on his circle of friends. For Barack Obama, that circle included a tight corps of young professionals from Chicago. Over the course of more than a decade, they played basketball, raised children, built careers, and vacationed together. In 2008, when Barack Obama was elected president, some of those friends “did” Washington with the Obamas, too.

An Associated Press writer described this small circle of friends as “regulars at President Barack Obama’s side: tagging along when he accepted the Nobel Peace Prize in Norway, buying shave ice during the president’s Hawaii vacation, shooting hoops in Washington, climbing a lighthouse on Martha’s Vineyard off the Massachusetts coast and attending A-list White House parties.”

While President Obama was making landmark decisions that adversely affected major American industries, certain close friends were making seemingly well-timed financial bets in the wake of those decisions. Executive decisions by President Obama often caused thousands to lose their jobs and tens of thousands to have their lives disrupted. Those disruptions turned out to be financial opportunities for Obama’s close friends, who were positioned to profit from that political power.

Call it “smash and grab.”

Barack Obama’s Chicago circle was a collection of young African American professionals, some of whom are well known, such as Valerie Jarrett who joined him in the White House. But many others are little known to the American public. Highly educated and motivated peers, they gravitated to the worlds of both politics and finance, which so easily intertwine.

One of Obama’s best friends is Marty Nesbitt, often referred to by mutual friends of both men as “FOB #1.” Or as the Chicago Tribune calls him, “the First Friend.”

Nesbitt first entered the Obama circle back in 1980 when he was recruited to play basketball
at Princeton University. Already on the team was Michelle Obama’s brother, Craig Robinson. After Princeton, Nesbitt moved to Chicago for business school where he met Barack playing pickup basketball games.  

As Obama pursued his career in law and then in politics, Nesbitt went into business and enjoyed the financial backing of a powerful benefactor, Penny Pritzker, heir to the Hyatt Hotel fortune and a member of one of the most powerful political families in Chicago. Together Nesbitt and Pritzker created a company called The Parking Spot, an offsite parking garage business with nearly forty facilities. Penny Pritzker would also go on to play a major role in Barack Obama’s political rise.

How close are Barack Obama and Marty Nesbitt? When Obama ran for the U.S. Congress in 2000 against Congressman Bobby Rush, he tapped Marty Nesbitt to be his campaign chairman. Obama lost. When Obama ran for the state senate, Nesbitt was a key fund-raiser. When he ran for the U.S. Senate, Nesbitt was again on the finance committee. When Obama ran for president in 2008, he served as the campaign’s treasurer.

Barack Obama is the godfather to Nesbitt’s son, and Nesbitt’s wife, a physician, delivered the Obamas’ two daughters. Along the way, they have taken vacations together and played golf and countless games of basketball.

Once Barack Obama became president, Nesbitt was a regular presence at the White House. When the Obamas vacationed in Hawaii or in Martha’s Vineyard, the Nesbitts were always there. Marty Nesbitt attended state dinners and barbecues on the White House South Lawn. They were in regular contact. In 2014, when Barack Obama was contemplating life after the White House, he asked Marty Nesbitt to serve as the chairman of the Obama Foundation.

Nesbitt described their relationship this way to the Washington Post:

> “Every now and then, someone will send me on a mission because he needs to be told something that only I can tell him,” Nesbitt said. “I’ll say, ‘Hey, you know, they think you should be doing this.’ And Obama will respond, ‘You are just so transparent.’” Nesbitt added: “When he knows we’re just trying to cheer him up or pump him up, he’ll just start laughing.”

In early 2013, as Barack Obama was celebrating his reelection, Marty Nesbitt was preparing to launch a new venture: a private equity investment firm called Vistria. The word is a combination of the Latin words “power” and “three.” Nesbitt was launching the firm with another former basketball player named Harreld “Kip” Kirkpatrick III. Kirkpatrick had run for state treasurer in Illinois and was well-connected in the Obama network. Kirkpatrick was also helping to build a company called United Shore Financial Services, formerly Shore Mortgage. At Shore, Kirkpatrick left the nuts and bolts of running the company to others and spent much of his time in Washington, “calling on politicians” or “meeting with executives from the federal government backed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the folks who buy the loans” that his company originated.

Vistria was launched with money from Penny Pritzker, partly through an entity called the Pritzker Traubert Family Foundation. They also secured funds from state government
employee pension funds, including the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund and the New York State Retirement Fund. In both instances, these state retirement funds advanced the money through programs designed to boost investment business with minority-controlled investment funds.

The investment business model at Vistria was unusual. While many investment funds shy away from investment deals involving highly regulated industries because of the red tape, Vistria was actually focused on those sectors. As Marty Nesbitt told his alumni magazine: “We will look at acquiring companies that are highly regulated . . . That kind of search leads to sectors such as education, healthcare, and financial services.” On another occasion, he described Vistria’s focus on companies that are at “the nexus of the public and private sectors.”

Investing in highly regulated industries made sense, given that Nesbitt was best friends with the Regulator in Chief. An investment fund website noted about Vistria, “Both [Nesbitt and Kirkpatrick] are long-time politicos in Illinois, and they are targeting companies operating in highly-regulated industries like education, healthcare and financial services that will benefit from their expertise, and presumably their connections.”

Marty Nesbitt launched Vistria in sync with his friend President Obama’s reelection. According to corporate records, Nesbitt filed for a trademark on the name Vistria on December 11, 2012, just a month after his friend was reelected. Ten days later, he was off for the annual Christmas vacation to Hawaii that his family took together with the Obamas. From December 21 to January 5, 2013, they golfed, dined, and walked on the beach together. In the month Vistria became public, on March 30, 2013, Nesbitt attended an NCAA basketball tournament game with Obama.

To help Vistria invest in highly regulated sectors, Nesbitt and Kirkpatrick brought on board several regulators and insiders from Obama’s administration. One was Tony Miller, who had been appointed, in July 2009, deputy secretary of education in the Obama administration and had played a central role in the development of a wide array of policies and regulations at the Department of Education. Miller left the DOE in July 2013 to join Vistria shortly after it opened its doors. During this time, Nesbitt and Obama remained close. They golfed together at Andrews Air Force Base and then stayed together at Camp David on August 3 and 4, 2013.

Another early hire was Jon Samuels, who was the deputy assistant to President Obama for legislative affairs. On his LinkedIn page, Samuels describes his regulatory work in the Obama White House: “Strong focus on Dodd-Frank legislation. Significant work to pass the Affordable Care Act.”

Also on his LinkedIn page, Samuels says of his duties at Vistria: “Private Equity, Public/Regulatory Policy, Government Relations, Business Development, Strategy.”

*Fortune* magazine noted Samuels’s hiring and the fact that he “doesn’t appear to have any experience working in the financial services industry. Rather, Samuels has made his career in politics.”

The industries that Vistria targeted to buy were the same industries that Nesbitt’s friend, President Obama, was targeting with a series of government actions. Vistria’s new hires, Miller and Samuels, had been instrumental in these massive government actions, which included everything from new regulations, legal actions, and legislative threats. A curious pattern began to emerge. Obama and his administration would attack industries with government power, which led to substantially lower valuations for these companies. Nesbitt and Vistria, or others close to
Obama, could then acquire those assets for pennies on the dollar.

The Obama administration had several industries in their crosshairs, deeming them destructive to the environment or exploitative of people. Industries such as coal mining, offshore energy companies, cash advance companies, and for-profit colleges became targets for litigation, regulatory squeeze, or denial of access to government services or funds. A circle of investors including Vistria and others linked to Obama would consistently purchase companies in these sectors once their valuations dropped under the government onslaught.

One of the Obama administration’s earliest and most visible targets was the for-profit higher education industry. While millions of young adults attend public or private nonprofit colleges and universities to continue their education after high school, millions also opt to attend for-profit schools. For-profits often allow flexibility in scheduling and many trade skill programs. These for-profit schools include well-known names like the University of Phoenix, ITT Technical Institute, and DeVry University.

President Obama concluded in 2013 that some of these schools victimized students. “They’ve been preyed upon very badly by some of these for-profit institutions.” He said, “Their credit is ruined, and the for-profit institution is making out like a bandit.” Military veterans, he declared, were often “manipulated” by these schools, which recognized “there was a whole bunch of money that the federal government was committed to making sure that our veterans got a good education, and they started advertising to these young people, signing them up, getting them to take a bunch of loans, but they weren’t delivering a good product.”

Defenders of for-profit colleges would say that they are viable gateways to opportunity for many who might not otherwise have access to career development. Their students are often older students, half of whom work full-time. A third are raising their own kids while attending school. Many students like the schools because they provide more convenient locations than traditional schools. Their record for graduation can be superior to nonprofit schools. As one researcher notes, “For all their widely publicized shortcomings, for-profits turn out to be better than community colleges at graduating students from 2 year programs.”

The pros and cons, or reasoned logic, was less important than the federal government’s leverage: in any given year, these for-profit schools received as much as $32 billion in federal student aid.

Government leverage from the Obama administration began in 2011 when the Department of Education announced implementation of a so-called gainful employment rule, which would require for-profit schools to track the performance of their graduates in the job marketplace. Those programs that did not deliver good outcomes would be cut off from federal grants and federally backed student loans.

The DOE meetings to craft regulations included names who were now connected with Vistria. According to the Department of Education, Tony Miller, as the deputy secretary of education, participated in those private meetings with for-profit schools. So did Arne Duncan, the secretary of education. Both would eventually leave DOE for Vistria—Miller taking a position as chief operating officer, Duncan maintaining an office there.

While the new regulations had their plausible merits, it quickly became clear that there was money to be made by investors specially attuned to DOE regulatory changes. E-mails indicate that senior Department of Education officials were communicating with Wall Street investors about the new regulatory rules. Wall Street hedge funds were buying and selling the stock of
for-profit colleges and universities, so details on what the rules said, and how and when they would be implemented, could make or cost traders a lot of money.

The left-leaning Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW) obtained e-mails that indicated senior Department of Education officials were actively communicating with hedge fund investors that were “shorting” (betting that prices would go down) for-profit college stocks based on the new rules. CREW found that both the deputy undersecretary of education and the budget development staff director “carried out a planned leak of the proposed gainful employment regulations to a number of outside individuals and groups in advance of the regulations’ public release. This effort started with an e-mail from hedge fund short-seller Steven Eisman.” CREW argued that:

high-level Education officials involved in the agency rulemaking process not only knew of the efforts of certain hedge fund managers to influence the regulatory outcome, but may themselves have colluded with those individuals to protect the short-sellers’ financial interests. They also document a plan by high-level Education officials to leak the contents of the gainful employment regulations in advance of their public issuance.  

Two U.S. senators sent a letter to the education inspector general asking for an investigation. “The Department may have leaked the proposed regulations to parties supporting the Administration’s position and investors who stand to benefit from the failure of the proprietary school sector.”

In the U.S. Senate, a diverse group of officials including Senators Joe Lieberman of Connecticut and Michael Enzi of Wyoming expressed deep concerns about short sellers trying to game the market based on what the Department of Education would do.

The gainful employment rule by the Department of Education was only the beginning of regulatory fire. Soon came “a broader series of crackdowns on the industry by agencies including the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the Federal Trade Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission” against for-profit schools. The industry felt they were clearly under the gun.

“We’ve come to expect these unjust assaults,” said Gene Feichtner, president and chief executive officer of the ITT Technical Institute. “Let there be no presumption here that we believe we’ll be treated fairly.”

Particularly hard hit by the Obama push against for-profit colleges was the Apollo Education Group, which operated the University of Phoenix. The school was well-known because it had satellite campuses around the country, advertised regularly, and even sponsored a football stadium for the NFL’s Arizona Cardinals. Beyond grappling with the new gainful employment rule, Apollo was forced to play defense by the feds.

In July 2015 the Federal Trade Commission announced an investigation into Apollo “regarding potential deceptive advertising, sale or marketing of its services to students.” By October, the Department of Defense put the University of Phoenix on probation. On October 7, 2015, Pentagon official Dawn Bilodeau sent a letter to the University of Phoenix imposing the suspension and specifically cited the large military bases at Fort Bragg, Fort Carson, Fort Hood, and Fort Campbell as being affected. The school had been receiving $2 billion to almost $4 billion a year in taxpayer funds, largely because so many soldiers, sailors, and marines were attending the school. But that income stream was now under threat.
The move against for-profit universities was a dramatic blow to companies—but also to veterans. Unlike students with federal student loans, the GI Bill benefits vanish when the thirty-six-month tuition period runs out. Furthermore, the GI Bill includes housing for school, which means that vets on the GI Bill attending for-profit schools were losing their housing payments. Some actually became homeless as a result.38

The DOD action against the University of Phoenix was swift and surprising. The school appears to be one of a handful of schools that were singled out. About fifteen schools had committed similar offenses, but the Pentagon only suspended four of them. The four suspended were all for-profit schools and included the University of Phoenix. In 2016, Peter Levine, acting undersecretary of defense, told a congressional panel that the matter was handled poorly. “I think the process was crappy,” he said.39

But the damage was done.

It was a devastating blow to the company. The stock price declined from $11.29 a share in October 2015 to $6.38 by January 2016. The price in January 2016 was off over 90 percent from where the company’s stock was in January 2009 when Obama took office.40

The story might have ended here, with a company’s decline and eventual collapse under government pressure. But then suddenly, riding to the rescue, was a group of investors, among whom was President Obama’s best friend.

That group included the Wall Street firm Apollo Global Management (not previously affiliated with Apollo Education Group), an Arizona-based investment firm called Najafi Companies, and Marty Nesbitt’s Vistria Group. Both Apollo Global Management and Najafi Companies are large players in the private equity field. They have large investments around the world. Vistria was a small player in comparison. Only a couple of years old, it was clearly the smallest of the three. What did they bring to the table? Apparently, Princeling connections with executive-branch approval insurance.

Before the sale was finalized, the deal required the approval of the Department of Education where, of course, Vistria’s Miller used to be a senior official. There was also the all-important matter of getting the federal student money flowing again to the University of Phoenix from the Obama administration.

Vistria and their partners hired D.C. power attorney Jamie Gorelick, who served as a deputy attorney general in the Clinton administration, to lobby the Pentagon to lift the suspension on federal money, and she did so successfully in January 2016.41

As Nesbitt and his team of investors awaited Obama administration approval for the deal, he attended White House events, showed up at an intimate Obama birthday party celebration, golfed with him on Martha’s Vineyard, attended fund-raisers, and they played basketball together.42

By December 8, 2016, the Obama administration approved the sale of the Apollo Education Group, but there were several conditions. The Department of Education required the company to submit a letter of credit valued at 25 percent of the federal funding they were expecting to get via student loans and grants. That amounted to about $386 million. It was a condition for approving the sale.43 Vistria and its co-investors claimed that these demands were excessive and would put the deal at risk. Less than two weeks later, on December 20, just weeks before Obama was to leave office, the Department of Education lowered that credit requirement from 25 percent to 10 percent. The other 15 percent could be put in escrow.44

On February 8, 2016, the holding company for the University of Phoenix (Apollo Education
Group) announced that it was being sold. The transaction was valued at $1.1 billion.\textsuperscript{45} Apollo Global Management, Najafi, and Vistria bought it for just $10 a share, or $1.14 billion.\textsuperscript{46} It is worth restating that the company, before the regulatory onslaught during Obama’s tenure, had been worth almost nine times that price. With the sale, Tony Miller became the chairman of the board.\textsuperscript{47} Miller, of course, had been the number two official in the Department of Education when the campaign against for-profit colleges had been launched, and a participant in those pivotal meetings. Arne Duncan set up an office at Vistria’s headquarters in Chicago, overlooking Chicago’s Millennium Park.\textsuperscript{48}

So, Obama’s best friend and senior officials in his administration gained control of a for-profit college in a bargain deal. Better yet for Vistria, competitors were smashed and were now out of business. Corinthian Colleges, Inc., was run out of business. Arne Duncan, then still the secretary of education, explained in 2015 that he was “thrilled to be able to close down Corinthian.” ITT was essentially shut down, eliminating almost all of their eight thousand jobs and leaving tens of thousands of students stranded without a school or a degree.\textsuperscript{49}

Those in the world of education took notice. “I think every way you look at this transaction is questionable and suspicious,” said Diane Jones, former assistant secretary for postsecondary education at the Department of Education under President George W. Bush. Jones allowed that the DOE’s changing terms after a public recommendation is highly unusual.\textsuperscript{50}

“There is at least a taste of unseemliness involved in this,” said Mark Schneider, a senior education official during George W. Bush’s presidency. “They regulate it. They drive the price down . . . They are buying it for pennies on the dollar.”\textsuperscript{51}

Congresswoman Virginia Foxx, who heads the House Committee on Education and the Workforce’s Subcommittee on Higher Education, said, “It’s ironic that a former senior official at the Department of Education—an agency that has intentionally targeted and sought to dismantle the for-profit college industry—would now take the reins at the country’s largest for-profit college.”\textsuperscript{52}

I contacted Nesbitt, Vistria, and others about this deal but they failed to respond. Former education secretary Duncan got back to me and said that there was no favoritism in this deal.

Nesbitt was not the only Princeling ready to grab from the spoils in the for-profit college space.

One investment fund that was aggressively buying and selling stocks in for-profit colleges as valuations fluctuated in the wake of Obama’s push was called Ariel Investments. It is run by John Rogers, who, like Marty Nesbitt, is a close Obama friend. He is also “best friends” with Michelle Obama’s brother, Craig Robinson.\textsuperscript{53} Rogers was one of Barack Obama’s earliest financial supporters when he ran for the state senate back in Illinois. Rogers was also part of the Chicago circle who traveled and socialized with Obama. By 2016 he had already donated between $500,000 to $750,000 to the Obama Foundation.

Throughout the Obama administration, Ariel was actively buying and selling shares in a number of for-profit schools. In late 2010, Ariel held $121 million worth of shares in DeVry, which operates training schools around the country. They also held a small $4.63 million in Apollo Education.\textsuperscript{54} But by early 2011, their position in DeVry had increased to $215 million (3.91 million shares), and their stake in Apollo Education had jumped to $33 million (802,945 shares).\textsuperscript{55} Their investment in DeVry represented their second-largest position at the fund. By mid-2011 they had cut their position in DeVry by close to 25 percent. These sales of stock
coincide with when Senator Charles Grassley and others in Washington began looking at whether the Department of Education officials were leaking confidential government information to hedge fund managers.\textsuperscript{56}

Ariel continued to trade in the stocks of for-profit colleges throughout the Obama years.\textsuperscript{57} After Secretary of Education Arne Duncan resigned his post effective January 1, 2016, besides establishing an office at Vistria, he also joined the board of directors of Ariel Investments.\textsuperscript{58}

* * *

Another of the “highly regulated” sectors Marty Nesbitt’s Vistria moved into following in the wake of an Obama administration regulatory push was the financial industry. Recall that Vistria had hired Jon Samuels, an aide to President Obama who had helped push through the financial reform bill known as Dodd-Frank. The law, which was signed by Barack Obama in July 2010, created a new cluster of regulations that affected virtually every aspect of the U.S. financial industry and gave the federal government broad regulatory powers over financial industries that had previously been regulated mostly at the state level.\textsuperscript{59} One of the hardest hit was the cash advance industry, which provided short-term loans to individuals and businesses.

Plenty of abuses had taken place in the industry, but many have argued that these lenders play an important role in the financial lives of millions of Americans, whether they be business owners or individuals. According to the 2011 FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households, more than thirty-three million households were unbanked (no accounts whatsoever) or underbanked (accessed alternative financial services like payday lending), primarily because banks don’t issue credit to people with high credit risk. So cash advance businesses played an important role in the economy by providing cash to people who might need it for short periods of time but who couldn’t qualify for a traditional loan.\textsuperscript{60} Economists at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York also challenged the notion that cash advance companies were that bad, arguing that most of the critique was exaggerated. “Many elements of the payday lending critique—their ‘unconscionable’ and ‘spiraling’ fees and their ‘targeting’ of minorities—don’t hold up under scrutiny and the weight of evidence,” they wrote.\textsuperscript{61}

Regardless of where one falls on the issue, there can be no debate about what followed. In July 2011, as a result of the new law, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) opened its doors. The new federal government regulatory agency had a dual mission: educating Americans on financial matters and also investigating what it regarded as “unfair” lending practices, particularly by the consumer finance industry. By December 2012 the Obama Department of Justice was teaming up with the CFPB team to crack down on what it deemed to be financial crimes. “The fair lending enforcement work of the CFPB and the Justice Department is part of efforts underway by the Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force (FFETF) which was created to wage an aggressive, coordinated, and proactive effort to investigate and prosecute financial crimes. The CFPB and the department’s Civil Rights Division are among the co-chairs of the FFETF’s Non-Discrimination Working Group.”\textsuperscript{62} Beginning in 2013, the Department of Justice and the CFPB would begin to aggressively investigate, audit, and generally harass payday and small loan lenders.
The creation of the new government agency almost immediately caused waves in the industry. According to the 2012 SEC filings for First Cash Financial Services, Inc., the CFPB could “make the continuance of all or part of the Company’s current U.S. business impractical or unprofitable.” Other lenders shared similar warnings. Within the cash advance industry, it was widely believed that the new regulations would lead to heavy burdens for smaller lenders. A report done by The Heritage Foundation estimated that the new regulations would throw many lenders out of business, stating that “the new regulatory strictures will . . . reduce consumers’ choices of financial products and services.” This would then winnow out the competition and create opportunities for other firms to acquire them.

Operation Choke Point was launched by the U.S. Department of Justice in 2013 and targeted banks and the business they do with payday lenders, payment processors, and other financial companies they believed to be at higher risk for fraud and money laundering. The government was reportedly pressuring the financial industry to cut off the access to banking services including access to capital or loans. Banks terminated their accounts with payday lenders because of the federal scrutiny. A lawsuit claimed numerous check cashers and payday lenders had their relationships terminated because of the policy. As one executive in the industry put it to an industry publication, in 2016, some lenders were being “squeezed out of the business by regulations like Operation Chokepoint.” At a House Financial Services Committee hearing on April 8, 2014, it was argued that Operation Choke Point was hurting nonbank financial service providers by reducing their access to the banking system.

The effect on the industry was clear: the number of financial institutions offering these loans began to shrink. Regular banks, which actually offered cash advances more than one might think, got out of the business in “response to guidance from other regulators.” There began what the Washington Post called “serious retrenchment” in the industry.

The closing of some businesses, of course, created opportunities for other lenders who were able to adapt to the new rules.

One of those businesses that thrived in the wake of the new rules was a small lender based out of California called ForwardLine Financial. The company had some well-connected friends. In October 2015, ForwardLine Financial announced that it had a new chairman: none other than President Obama’s best friend, Marty Nesbitt. Also joining the board was Vistria associate Michael Castleforte. ForwardLine was founded in 2003 and was designed to provide alternative financing solutions to small businesses, and as a provider of small business merchant loans and cash advances. ForwardLine uses “non-traditional credit algorithms to finance 98% of U.S. businesses that banks consider too small and too risky for a business loan.”

ForwardLine’s business interests were directly affected by Dodd-Frank legislation. As ForwardLine’s competitors were choked out of the finance industry by mechanisms like the CFPB and the DOJ’s Operation Choke Point, ForwardLine actually saw its business grow.

One of ForwardLine’s competitors, Advance America Cash Advance Centers, Inc., sued the federal government, charging that they were being targeted in such a way that they could not get banks to work with them, alleging they were the object of “regulatory retaliation.”

ForwardLine has critics who argue that the company engages in some of the industry’s worst practices. They accuse the company of charging excessive interest rates. One man who got a $33,000 business loan claims that he was given a one-month loan at a 30 percent interest rate. Others, including consumer evaluators, complain that the company is not transparent about
interest rates and fees.\textsuperscript{75}

\* \* \*

Princeling Marty Nesbitt also enjoyed other boons arguably based on his blood-like ties to the president, in the form of corporate board appointments from major corporations that faced serious regulatory challenges from the Obama administration. He joined the boards of several companies in industries for which he had no background or history.

From the earliest days, the railway industry was feeling the regulatory heat of the Obama administration. Back in 1980, Congress sent, and President Jimmy Carter signed, the Staggers Rail Act, which “largely but not completely deregulated the U.S. freight rail industry.”\textsuperscript{76} That had essentially been the consensus point of American politics until the Obama administration announced its intentions to reregulate the industry.

The Obama administration was consistently pushing for new taxes and regulations on the industry. With Obama’s reelection in 2012, the railroad industry was on notice that they faced the prospects of “re-regulation” after more than thirty years.\textsuperscript{77} As Norfolk Southern Railroad put it in its 2012 Annual Report (10-K) filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission: “Efforts have been made over the past several years to re-subject the rail industry to increased federal economic regulation, and such efforts are expected to continue in 2013 . . . Accordingly, we will continue to oppose efforts to reimpose increased economic regulation.”\textsuperscript{78}

The Obama administration regularly proposed new freight rail regulations to congress.\textsuperscript{79} Further, the Obama administration’s Surface Transportation Board (STB) became a “wholly independent federal agency” during his tenure. Along with the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), the STB had widespread regulatory control over railroads’ environmental, safety, and security practices. They determine rates, routes, fuel surcharges, conditions of service, and the extension or abandonment of rail lines. Together, they also had jurisdiction over consolidations and mergers among rail common carriers, and regulated certain track and mechanical equipment standards.\textsuperscript{80}

Weeks after President Obama was reelected and sworn in for his second term, Norfolk Southern announced that Marty Nesbitt was joining their corporate board. Nesbitt had no background in railroads or transportation unless you count airport parking garages as transportation.\textsuperscript{81} His 2015 compensation was $278,937.\textsuperscript{82}

Another company facing aggressive regulatory problems with the Obama administration was American Airlines. Just as Marty Nesbitt was joining the Norfolk Southern board, American Airlines was in serious financial trouble. Facing bankruptcy and even possible financial collapse, American announced a merger with US Airways. But the Obama Justice Department immediately filed suit to stop it on the grounds that the merger was anti-competitive. Members of Congress soon stepped in to offer their support for the merger. Sixty-five Democratic congressmen and congresswomen signed a letter in support of American.\textsuperscript{83}

The letter, addressed to President Barack Obama, stated:

\begin{quote}
We believe DOJ’s legal challenge puts at risk the future economic security of our constituents, tens-of-thousands of unionized workers at both airlines, and the economic well-being of communities that we represent . . . We are concerned that the DOJ’s lawsuit creates an atmosphere of uncertainty for our respective congressional districts and constituents.
\end{quote}
While we share your concern regarding any potential impact on consumers as consolidation in any industry is contemplated, we believe that DOJ’s concerns as outlined in the complaint filed last month are not an adequate representation of all of the facts.84

In light of the congressional pushback, the Obama administration backed down from blocking the merger.85 But American Airlines’ struggle with the Obama White House continued. The company had serious pension problems and was embroiled in a struggle with the federal government’s Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.86 There was also a federal investigation launched by the Obama administration into alleged price gouging. The investigation was announced in July 2015.87 Additionally, American Airlines was pressing the Obama administration to renegotiate the so-called Open Skies Agreement, which they argued created unfair competition.88

By October 2015, US News was reporting that American, as well as two other big carriers, were lobbying to “shield us from competition and roll back consumer protections.”89 American Airlines “emerged as a leading voice in the bumpy campaign to persuade the White House to intervene in what it calls unfair competition from foreign rivals.” They argued that the governments in certain countries were funneling billions of dollars into subsidies for their airlines, creating an unfair advantage.90 In September 2015 the CEO of American Airlines met with secretaries of transportation, state, and commerce to discuss “complaints against Emirates, Etihad, and Qatar airlines.”91

On October 17, 2015, the merger between American Airlines and US Airways took place. Less than a month later, American Airlines appointed Marty Nesbitt to their board of directors.92 Since Nesbitt had no background in the airline industry, his appointment must have been for some other reason. In 2016, Nesbitt cleared $395,704 for his board membership.

American Airlines has a history of seeking such political alliances. When Senator Tom Daschle in 2001 was the most powerful Democrat in the Senate, his wife was a highly paid lobbyist for American Airlines.93

Today, as chairman of the Obama Foundation, Marty Nesbitt is, as Politico puts it, “the man building Barack Obama’s future.”94 From an empire-building perspective, this payback makes sense, given that Obama has already helped Nesbitt build his legacy.
More Smashing and Grabbing

- The Obama administration saw the rise of “smash and grab” as a new form of cronyism.
- As Barack Obama went to war with the coal industry, some of his closest financial backers—Tom Steyer, George Soros, and others—positioned themselves to profit.

Barack Obama walked into the ornate offices of the San Francisco Chronicle and took his seat behind a microphone. Amicably meeting with a group of the paper’s journalists, he spent the next hour talking about his vision for the country. It was January 2008 and the Democratic Party presidential primary was just heating up. On this particular day, he covered a wide variety of subjects, including one he was particularly passionate about—the environment. As the journalists listened, he laid out his concerns about the warming of the planet, and how the fossil fuel industry—oil, gas, and coal—was largely responsible for it. He was promising not only to talk about it but do something. “If somebody wants to build a coal-powered plant, they can; it’s just that it will bankrupt them because they will be charged a huge sum for all that greenhouse gas that’s being emitted . . . Even regardless of what I say about whether coal is good or bad. Because I’m capping greenhouse gases, coal power plants, you know, natural gas, you name it—whatever the plants were, whatever the industry was, they would have to, uh, retrofit their operations.”

This was not new for Obama. On October 8, 2007, Obama had promised before a crowd in New Hampshire that he would use “whatever tools are necessary to stop new dirty coal plants from being built in America—including a ban on new traditional coal facilities.” Then he criticized the oil industry for getting favorable tax breaks and contributing to global warming. “When we let these companies off the hook; when we tell them they don’t have to build fuel-efficient cars or transition to renewable fuels, it may boost their short-term profits, but it is killing their long-term chances for survival and threatening too many American jobs. The global market is already moving away from fossil fuels.”

Some in coal country continued to hope that Obama would prove to be a friend. Shortly after the 2008 election, the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity (ACCCE), a coal industry group, placed an ad of video excerpts from a campaign speech Obama had given in September that year in Lebanon, Virginia. In the excerpts, Obama said that America could be “energy independent” with “clean coal technology.” He explained, “This is America. We figured out how to put a man on the moon in 10 years. You can’t tell me we can’t figure out how to burn coal that
we mine right here in the United States of America and make it work.” The advertisement ran for several months.³

Coal-state Democrats agreed with the ACCCE hope that Obama would prove to be a coal supporter. During the 2008 campaign, they argued that Obama would be a friend of coal producers and workers. Congressman Nick Rahall of West Virginia declared that Obama would be “better for the industry than John McCain.”⁴ Their hope would eventually go up in smoke.

During his eight years as president, Barack Obama went after numerous industries, charging them with being damaging or dangerous to the American way of life. We saw in the last chapter how his administration worked to undermine the for-profit education system on the grounds that it was ineffective and exploitative. We also saw how after he had driven those companies largely into the ground, his friends swooped in for strategic purchases for pennies on the dollar. Obama pushed what seemed an all political agenda (smash), while just happening to make his wealthy friends even wealthier (grab).

Perhaps the industry that Obama and his administration most persistently targeted was the fossil fuel industry. Petroleum producers and the coal industry faced a steady stream of criticism, regulation, and restrictions on their commercial activities during his tenure. They faced repeated attempts to tax them heavily. In many instances, Obama’s closest political allies and financial backers were poised to buy up coal and oil companies or shares once these assets lost value in the wake of his activities.

Obama had many ambitions when he came into the White House. Health care reform. A stimulus program to create jobs. But perhaps none lasted longer throughout his eight years in office than his ambition to transform the American energy industry. Obama made clear that he wanted to reduce the power and size of the fossil fuel industry. He considered it a dirty relic of the past that was substantially harming the environment. He also wanted to expand and bolster the alternative energy industry: solar, wind, biofuels, and thermal. On Earth Day, 2009, in Newton, Iowa, he voiced his resolve. “Everybody has known that we had to do something but nobody wanted to actually go ahead and do it because it’s hard,” he told the crowd. “I reject that argument.”⁵

Months earlier, after just weeks in office, Obama unfurled his ten-year budget, seeking to eliminate “oil and gas company” tax breaks and adding a “new excise tax on offshore oil and gas production in the Gulf of Mexico.”⁶ Good-bye George W. Bush administration, which had been generally supportive of the energy industry, there was a new sheriff in town and he was not friendly with the traditional energy industry. Indeed, Entrepreneur magazine pondered the question, “Can Exxon Mobile survive Barack Obama?”⁷

On April 20, 2010, disaster struck in the Gulf of Mexico when the Deepwater Horizon, an offshore oil rig operating deep on the ocean floor, exploded, causing a major oil spill.⁸

The ramifications of the disaster included emotional justification for a regulatory war. On April 30, President Barack Obama ordered the federal government to hold the issuing of new offshore drilling leases until a review determined whether more safety systems were needed and authorized teams to investigate all oil rigs in the Gulf, in addition to the investigation of the disaster.⁹

Obama explained to the American people that he was “frustrated and angry” about the BP oil spill and that his daughter Malia was upset, too. “And it’s not just me, by the way,” he said. “When I woke up this morning and I’m shaving and Malia knocks on my bathroom door and she
peeks in her head and she says, ‘Did you plug the hole yet, Daddy?’ Because I think everybody understands that when we are fouling the Earth like this, it has concrete implications not just for this generation, but for future generations.”

Obama quickly declared that the Deepwater Horizon was not simply an isolated incident but rather a symptom of a bigger problem: the damaging consequences of a corrupt energy industry and the lack of regulatory oversight. By June 2010, in an Oval Office address, Obama accused federal regulators who handed out oil drilling permits of being controlled by big oil companies.

Energy companies complained of a massive regulatory onslaught. By November 2010, the Environmental Protection Agency was said to be “developing and finalizing nearly 30 major regulations and more than 170 major policy rules.” The American Legislative Exchange Council also noted that the volume of activity “had already surpassed the Agency’s regulatory output in the entire first term of Bill Clinton.”

In December 2010, Obama ordered new drilling restrictions, placing “the entire Pacific Coast, the entire Atlantic Coast, the Eastern Gulf of Mexico, and much of Alaska off-limits to future energy production.” By canceling the 2010–2015 lease plan that allowed for new development on the Outer Continental Shelf, Obama caused a nearly three-year moratorium on new offshore drilling. He planned to push the ban further. “The Administration’s draft five-year plan prohibits new offshore drilling and only allows lease sales to occur in areas that are already open.”

In January 2011’s budget, Obama pledged to end oil and gas industry tax breaks, called “subsidies” by critics. These tax breaks weren’t subsidies at all, according to American Petroleum Institute’s Jack Gerard. “The federal government by no stretch of the imagination subsidizes the oil industry. The oil industry subsidizes the federal government at a rate of $95 million a day.”

If the oil industry felt under assault, the coal industry believed its very existence was at stake. “Over the past year and a half, we have been fighting President Obama’s administration’s attempts to destroy our coal industry and way of life in West Virginia,” declared Governor Joe Manchin, a Democrat, in 2010. “We are asking the court to reverse EPA’s actions before West Virginia’s economy and our mining community face further hardship.”

Indeed, the regulatory push against coal and fossil fuels would cost thousands of people their jobs.

How closely tied was Barack Obama, his words and actions, to the health of the coal industry? The day after his reelection, November 7, 2012, shares in some coal company stocks slumped by as much as 10 percent.

His cap and trade proposal, which would essentially tax companies for their carbon output, was controversial because of the costs it would impose on ordinary Americans. When a Republican Congress failed to pass cap and trade, Obama vowed to continue by other means. “Cap-and-trade was just one way of skinning the cat; it was not the only way,” he proclaimed at a press conference just after the midterm 2010 elections when Democrats lost control of the House.

Valuations of energy companies are influenced by many things including the price of oil, international demand, and world events. It is simplistic to say that President Obama, or any U.S. president, has the power to entirely dictate the health of an energy company. Many factors determine the price of energy, supply, and demand. And of course, also keep in mind that “there
is a multiyear lag time between policy decisions and/or price signals, and subsequent changes in production.”

In other words, some of his policy decisions’ detriment to the fortunes of energy companies may be indirect and delayed.

That said, an American president can influence the perceived economic health of traditional energy companies. During his tenure in office, even to the very end, the Obama administration aggressively pushed for regulations and restrictions on the energy industry including coal companies, offshore oil drilling firms, and oil companies. As Laurence Tribe of Harvard Law School pointed out, Obama’s policies represented something never seen before by the coal industry. “Coal has been a bedrock component of our economy and energy policy for decades,” he declared. By “manifestly proceed[ing] on the opposite premise,” Obama’s energy policy “represents a dramatic change in directions from previous Democratic and Republican Administrations.”

Obama’s policy statements and regulatory actions had dramatic effects on the valuations of traditional energy companies because his words and actions had major implications to their future cost of doing business. In some cases, valuations were driven down; in others, investors simply became cautious about what the future might hold. During this time, certain Obama friends profited by aggressively buying stock in those very same companies.

Valuations matter. Consider the fortune of coal companies. Set aside the questions about global warming and the merits of the coal industry and look at what happened. Between January 2009 when Obama took office and early 2015, shares of many coal companies plunged more than 90 percent. Several companies went bust. “Only the very toughest will survive,” Sheila Hollis, the partner at the law firm Duane Morris who heads up energy, environment, and resources, told CNN.

Yet, in the midst of that financial avalanche, many of Barack Obama’s closest friends rushed in, buying up coal company shares. And while the exact price that they bought and sold their shares is not public information, many of them appear to have profited from well-timed investments. The same can to be said for other energy company stocks. When Obama imposed restrictions on offshore drilling in the United States, friends with Obama administration access bought shares of stock precisely in companies that work in the offshore oil drilling sector.

John Rogers, as we saw in the previous chapter, is one of those friends. Rogers became close to Barack Obama over the years, including as a financial supporter. Rogers has positioned himself as a “value investor.” In other words, he looks for opportunities to buy stocks on the cheap and then sell them high. The key, of course, is finding stocks that are undervalued when you buy them.

By the third quarter of 2010, in the wake of Obama’s regulatory push, Ariel Investments had bought stakes in Gulf Island Fabrication, which builds offshore oil platforms. The stock had been trading at more than $23 a share when Obama announced his ban on offshore drilling on April 30. Later that summer, Ariel bought it at $15. Rogers’s firm also increased by 300 percent its shares in Mitcham Industries, a small Huntsville, Texas–based company that sells and leases seismic data equipment to the oil industry. Around the time President Obama had announced his ban on offshore oil drilling, a smaller Houston-based offshore oil-drilling company called Contango Oil and Gas saw its stock price drop from more than $55 a share to $43 (21 percent). Not long after, Rogers’s Ariel jumped on more than 280,000 shares of the company’s stock. As Obama continued to push new regulatory and tax rules on energy companies, Rogers’s fund
continued to buy up affected energy stocks on the cheap. By the end of 2012 Rogers’s fund had bought close to a million shares in Team Industrial Services, an oil well maintenance and repair company, and shares in National Oilwell Varco.\(^{23}\)

John Rogers’s Ariel Investments bought its first large stake in Chesapeake Energy Corporation in the second quarter of 2011, gobbling up 1.6 million shares at more than $47 million. By the third quarter of 2013, Rogers’s fund had purchased two million shares of U.S. Silica Holdings, which provides sand for fracking.\(^{24}\)

Of course, any investor could have taken advantage of plummeting energy company stock prices, but any other investor would not have had the luxury of access to the policy makers who were driving down the prices. As Rogers’s firm was making these large bets, he regularly visited the White House, enjoying the privilege of private meetings with those who were shaping policies targeting the energy industry. Between May 2011 and February 2014, Rogers visited the White House at least seven times for various meetings with Obama and energy-policy staff.\(^{25}\)

On January 19, 2012, for example, he had a meeting in the Old Executive Office Building with Brian Deese, a senior adviser to his friend President Obama, who was responsible for regulations related to climate change and energy. Deese had served as deputy director of the National Economic Council with responsibility for energy policy early in the Obama administration. Deese and Rogers also served together on Obama’s Financial Capability Advisory Council.\(^{26}\)

Rogers also enjoyed access to Pete Rouse, counselor to the president. Rouse had been the former chief of staff to Barack Obama when he was in the Senate and was intimately involved in shaping Obama’s energy policy. It was Rouse who “helped acquaint” Obama “with the nuances of energy policy,” noted the New York Times, and played a major role in climate change and energy policy formulation in the White House.\(^{27}\) Rogers and Rouse met in the White House on July 27, 2010, July 16, 2012, and then again on January 24, 2013.

Rogers met on December 21, 2011, with Gene Sperling in the West Wing. Sperling was the head of President Obama’s National Economic Council and was also a key part of the president’s “energy and environment team.”\(^{28}\)

There were also private meetings with President Obama himself—on April 11, 2013, in the Roosevelt Room, the meeting room at the heart of the West Wing, and on February 28, 2014, in the Oval Office. Rogers was also in frequent contact with Valerie Jarrett, President Obama’s senior adviser and close friend. Rogers met with Jarrett in the West Wing on May 4, 2011, and again on January 23, 2013.

Rogers and Jarrett were so close that after she left the Obama White House, Jarrett joined the board of directors of Ariel Investments.\(^{29}\)

Records of Rogers’s e-mail, text, or telephone communications with Obama and his top aides were not available.

I contacted Rogers about these investment decisions and his meetings. Mellody Hobson, president of Ariel Investments, called me back and said that there was no connection between these meetings and any investment decisions that Ariel made. These were social visits, she said, with old friends. Business was not discussed.

\* \* \*
It was not just longtime Obama family friends who were buying into energy company stocks. Some of his key financial backers were willing to make even bolder plays than Rogers’s.

One of President Obama’s largest financial supporters was hedge fund investor Tom Steyer. Born in 1957 in New York City where his father was a Wall Street lawyer, he enjoyed the perks of a wealthy upbringing. Educated at the elite Buckley School on New York’s Upper East Side, he went on to Phillips Exeter and later Yale. Like his father he went into finance, working at financial behemoths Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs. While at Goldman he learned at the feet of eventual Clinton Treasury secretary Robert Rubin.

Steyer eventually headed west, moving to San Francisco, and became immersed in the world of leveraged buyouts and private equity. In 1986 he founded the firm Farallon Capital Management. Over the next couple of decades, he built it into a large firm and accumulated a net worth north of $1 billion. He became increasingly involved with politics, raising vast sums for John Kerry in 2004 and Hillary Clinton in 2008.

A major source of Steyer’s wealth was financing coal projects in Indonesia and Australia. By injecting hundreds of millions of dollars into some of the region’s biggest coal mines, investors stimulated production dramatically. Everyone made money, including Steyer. As employees at Farallon explained to Reuters, Steyer would have had to sign off on these coal deals. “The discretion to make or break any investment rested with him,” remarked a Farallon investor, who requested anonymity.

Steyer became an important and key financial backer for Obama’s 2008 campaign. As *The New Republic* put it, “Hedge-fund billionaire Thomas Steyer threw one of the biggest Obama fundraisers of the entire campaign.” Funny to think that Obama was backed by coal money, but Steyer also became a true believer concerning Obama’s environmental agenda. He increasingly spoke out on the dangers of global warming and the threats posed by the continuing use of fossil fuels. This of course makes his stock trades in coal company stocks and related companies during Obama’s tenure in the White House all the more interesting.

President Obama’s war against the coal industry facilitated Tom Steyer and his fund’s ability to buy coal-related stocks on the cheap. It could be seen as a neat and quiet payback. In early 2009 Farallon took a large stake in FreightCar America, a company that “specializes in the production of aluminum-bodied coal-carrying railcars.” Farallon actually owned more than a million shares of stock, which amounted to almost 10 percent of the company.

Steyer was only getting started. His Farallon Capital made a big plunge into Massey Energy in early 2011, scooping up more than 1.1 million shares. It was Massey that was operating the Upper Big Branch Mine in West Virginia when twenty-nine miners were tragically killed in April 2010. In addition to the fallout of this catastrophe, the company also faced industry consolidation, caused by the changing energy market and increasing regulatory pressures brought by the Obama administration.

The press against coal companies led to shutdowns and consolidations. By December 2011, *Fortune* magazine was reporting, “The list keeps growing. Closed and scuttled coal plants.” And that meant money could be made by buying them on the cheap. Farallon did well with its bet on coal. The price jumped from $53.65 a share on December 31, 2010, to $68.36 on March 31, 2011, as the company was in the process of being sold off to Alpha Natural Resources.

Ironically, as Steyer made these trades and others, he was increasingly outspoken in his environmental views about global warming and the need to move away from investments in
fossil fuels. In September 2012, Democrats gathered for a national convention in Charlotte, North Carolina, to prepare for the presidential election months away. Tom Steyer took to the podium and offered a ringing endorsement of Barack Obama for reelection. “President Obama knows that advanced energy is America’s future,” Steyer told Democratic National Committee delegates in Charlotte. “And my bet, as a business man, is that he’s exactly right.”

He also admonished investors to stay away from fossil fuel investments. “During the last several years we’ve seen tremendous progress on new technologies that can make us energy independent and create thousands of jobs,” he said. “This is about investing for the long haul, not for a quick and dirty buck.”

Not that Steyer was opposed to the “quick and dirty buck” for himself. In January 2012, Steyer penned an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal with John Podesta, arguing that the United States needed to restrict the importation of foreign oil because clean energy would fill the gap. He argued that the United States did not need to “build a pipeline to import more foreign oil” but should instead focus on alternative energy. And indeed, President Obama decided in January 2012 not to approve the Keystone XL pipeline from Canada.

Steyer argued that Keystone needed to be opposed because “the pipeline would completely change the rate at which the oil comes out of the ground.” But, of course, Steyer was heavily invested in another competing pipeline company that was already taking Canadian tar sands oil out of the ground.

Steyer’s portfolio tells an interesting story. Farallon’s largest holding in the first quarter of 2012 was El Paso Natural Gas Company, a pipeline owner that was in the midst of being taken over by another pipeline operator, Kinder Morgan. Farallon owned a whopping twenty-two million shares in the company; it was by far their largest holding in the fund. It is interesting to note that Kinder Morgan had its own pipeline connecting the Canadian tar sands to a port in the Pacific. The Keystone XL pipeline was a potential rival as Kinder Morgan proposed an extended pipeline to compete.

As Steyer was making these trades, he was increasingly outspoken about the moral necessities of dealing with climate change. He argued that climate change “is the issue we’ll get measured by as a country and a generation. If we blow this, it will be because we were very focused on the short term, on our pocketbooks, and we had no broader sense of what we were trying to do and what we were trying to pass on.”

Steyer didn’t stop with coal or pipeline companies. Farallon also grabbed shares of a number of other fossil fuel companies at this crucial time, including 100,000 shares of the oil drilling company Schlumberger, Ltd., 236,000 shares in Ultra Petroleum, and a large chunk of oil and natural gas producer Encana Corporation. As these trades were going down, Steyer was the co-manager of Farallon. He stepped down at the end of 2012. After leaving Farallon, the firm still invested his money and he remained as the equivalent of a limited partner in the firm.

Like Rogers, Steyer enjoyed high-level private access at the White House while his firm was making these trades. Between 2009 and 2012 he had multiple intimate meetings with the top leadership at the White House. According to White House logs, he met with Rahm Emanuel, then White House chief of staff, for six hours on the evening of September 29, 2009, and another meeting on March 4, 2010. In 2011 he met twice with the new White House chief of staff, Bill Daley. In 2012 he met regularly with Pete Rouse. In 2014 he had four meetings with White House counselor John Podesta.
There is of course no way of knowing what they exactly discussed and what other correspondence might have taken place. I contacted Steyer’s office to ask about his stock picks and his meetings. His office vigorously denied that there was any connection between the two: “Any assertion that Tom Steyer benefited financially from material non-public information received from officials in the Obama administration is false.”

* * *

George Soros first crossed paths with Barack Obama when the young state senator from Illinois decided to mount a campaign for the U.S. Senate in 2003. One of his supporters was the New York–based billionaire. In December 2006, the two men met in New York for private talks. The following month, Obama announced his run for president. In a surprise move, Soros immediately announced his support, no doubt much to the chagrin of Bill and Hillary Clinton and their allies.

One of the most controversial financiers of the past century, Soros, born and raised in Hungary, lived under the Nazi occupation. He rather bizarrely proclaimed to 60 Minutes that he felt no remorse for pretending to be the teenage, Aryan godson of a government official working with the Nazis to confiscate the property of Jews, saying, “I could be on the other side, or I could be the one from whom the thing is being taken away.” After the war, Soros moved to Great Britain and eventually worked his way to a position in arbitrage in a merchant bank in London. In 1956 he moved to New York City to work as a European stock analyst. By 1966, with the help of his employer, Arnhold and S. Bleichroeder, he established his first investment fund. He continued to build on his investment theory that markets could be leveraged based on emotions and political turmoil. In 1969, Soros had parlayed his successes enough to be entrusted with his own hedge fund, eventually building one of the largest and most successful investment hedge funds in the world, the Quantum Fund. Reinvesting his earnings, he grew to be one of the wealthiest investors on the planet.

Along with his new status as a billionaire, Soros became increasingly engaged in politics, identifying with the political left.

In the past, Soros did well financially and profited from political and economic chaos. In 1992, Soros correctly bet against the British pound and famously made $1 billion in a single day. Former U.S. Chamber of Commerce chief economist Richard Rahn reported the allegation that Soros received insider information obtained from the French central bank and the German Bundesbank when making that trade. Soros was charged in 2002 by French authorities for engaging in insider trading when he pocketed more than $3 million in profits from trading shares in the French Bank Société Générale.

Soros and Obama shared common views on global warming, climate change, and the fossil fuel industry. Like Tom Steyer, Soros aggressively financed anti–fossil fuel causes. He was, in other words, a powerful ally in the “smash” campaign.

In 2009, he pledged to spend a cool $1.1 billion to fund climate change initiatives. Money went to groups like Friends of the Earth, Alliance for Climate Protection, Earthjustice, the Earth Island Institute, Green For All, and the Natural Resources Defense Council, who were in the business of ringing the alarm bells about global warming and the need to go after the fossil fuel industry. The Center for American Progress, another major recipient of Soros’s contributions,
pushed aggressively for “green energy” to take down “King Coal.”

Soros continued trading aggressively in energy stocks. He bought into alternative energy companies, many of which stood to directly benefit from the Obama administration’s stimulus program that was designed to help the alternative energy companies succeed. But he also curiously loaded up on fossil fuel stocks, particularly after they had been “smashed” by Obama administration policies and groups that he himself was funding.

In the first quarter of 2012, Soros’s Quantum Fund was loaded up with petroleum stocks. He held shares in Transocean Limited, an offshore oil drilling company, which had seen its share prices drop throughout 2011. Soros was able to grab them cheap. CVR Energy, an oil refinery, was one of his largest holdings. CVR had seen its share prices tank in late 2011 from $27 a share in October to $17 a month later. Soros’s investment fund also held large shares in Marathon Petroleum, oil refiner Tesoro, Chevron, and Interoil.

Early on in the Obama administration, one of Soros’s biggest investments was in the Brazilian energy giant Petrobras, the state-owned oil company. Because of President Obama’s ban on U.S. offshore oil drilling, the Obama administration’s Export-Import Bank approved large loan guarantees to Petrobras to explore drilling off the coast of Brazil. As Investor’s Business Daily noted at the time, “While the administration has imposed an almost total ban on U.S. offshore drilling, the U.S. Export-Import Bank has guaranteed billions in loans to Petrobras as President Obama has encouraged its offshore drilling efforts, promising to be Brazil’s best customer for oil found with the help of our money.”

Soros considered coal companies, ostensibly, to be a major source of global warming, but he still bought up shares at the right price. Soros himself contributed aggressively to the smashing of coal company stock prices through his think tanks and political contributions, but once they were smashed, he kept up buying shares on the cheap. In early 2011, Soros held stock in International Coal Group. In the third quarter of 2012, he bought more than four million shares in Peabody Energy. By the summer of 2015, he bought one million more shares of Peabody Energy and half a million shares of Arch Coal. Six years earlier, those Peabody shares would have cost him about $90 each, but lo and behold, “under the Obama administration, which has punished the coal industry with costly mandates and regulation, Peabody shares have fallen to around $1.”

It is not possible to fully know how much Soros was trading in coal stocks after the smash had occurred, but as one financial analyst speculated to Forbes, “I think George Soros used the government like a blunt object to beat down coal stocks and make money shorting them.” Speculation about Soros’s involvement in selling coal stocks short came after Soros had bought into the companies, which, when made public, led to “a pop in stock price for both companies” (Arch Coal and Peabody Energy).

Soros’s firm also held $234 million in shares in the coal producing company Consol Energy, but slowly sold off those shares.

Soros enjoyed the advice and input of his brother Paul, who thoroughly knew the fossil fuel industry, particularly the global market for coal and oil. Paul Soros was an innovative port-builder sometimes referred to as “the invisible Soros.”

In June 2014, Obama announced the proposed Environmental Protection Agency edict for a set of new guidelines that would essentially force many coal-fired power plants off-line before
their end of life. This resulted in the shutting down of hundreds of coal-fired plants. States like West Virginia and Kentucky were particularly hard hit. Some estimates showed fifty thousand lost jobs over a five-year period. No doubt, many of these were due to the new regulations.

At the same time that the U.S. coal industry seemed to be going into death throes, Soros began buying up coal stocks cheap. In just a few years, the Dow Jones U.S. Coal Index plummeted from $504 a share to less than $11.

Soros and executives from his fund had regular meetings with senior officials in the White House who crafted administration regulatory efforts on energy policy. These included numerous meetings with Vice President Joe Biden, White House economic advisor Larry Summers, John Podesta, and top energy advisor Michelle Patron. There were also, of course, private meetings with President Obama, too.

* * *

Another one of Barack Obama’s closest financial supporters was David Shaw, a computer scientist, computational biochemist, and advocate for alternative energy who launched a hedge fund in 1988. Shaw’s hedge fund was also well positioned in the wake of Obama’s regulatory actions against oil companies. Shaw had been an early financial backer of Obama, serving as a campaign finance bundler who raised between $200,000 and $500,000. He had donated more than $1 million to Obama’s Organizing for Action committee and in 2015 gave between $250,001 and $500,000 to the Obama Foundation.

Shortly after he entered the White House, Obama appointed Shaw to sit on the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST). The council issued a report in 2010 arguing for the United States to transform the country’s “carbon-based economy into a safer, more sustainable, and economically advantageous energy ecosystem.” According to White House visitor logs, Shaw enjoyed direct access to the president, visiting him in the White House residence and the Oval Office for private meetings.

Not only is Shaw a two-time Obama bundler, but also he and his hedge fund employees have been significant donors to the Democratic Party. Shaw just happens to be the largest shareholder of First Wind Holdings, LLC, the project sponsor of Kahuku Wind Power project, which snagged $117 million from Obama’s DOE “junk loan portfolio.” First Wind, which received more stimulus funds, has another connection close to Obama: Larry Summers, head of President Obama’s National Economic Council in the White House. Before he took that job, Summers was employed by D. E. Shaw and was paid $5.2 million over two years. He reportedly worked there just one day a week.

His investment funds also bought heavily in the coal and oil sector. In late 2010, as coal stock tanked, Shaw’s fund bought and held stock in more than ten coal companies, including Arch Coal, Peabody, Westmoreland Coal, and Patriot Coal Corporation. The fund also owned shares in more than twenty-five oil companies.

Shaw’s fund was also aggressively moving on coal and oil company stocks as the Obama regulatory push was occurring. In 2011, as Obama’s war on coal was picking up steam, the fund likely shorted major coal producers Alpha Natural Resources, Arch Coal, Consol Energy, Peabody Energy, Teck Resources, and Walter Energy.
By August 2015, D. E. Shaw and George Soros’s Soros Fund Management, two hedge funds with close Obama ties, were ironically among the largest shareholders in Arch Coal.\textsuperscript{82}

As the Obama administration was aggressively pushing more regulations and higher taxes on the fossil fuel industry, it was championing not only alternative energy but also natural gas. Obama declared on June 25, 2013, that natural gas is the future and argued that it was “the transition fuel that can power our economy with less carbon pollution.”\textsuperscript{83}

This, of course, created commercial opportunities for those connected to the Obama team. Cheniere Energy would become the first and largest U.S. exporter of liquefied natural gas (LNG).\textsuperscript{84} Cheniere Energy is the owner of the Sabine Pass LNG export facility, a thousand-acre facility that straddles the Texas–Louisiana border. Sabine Pass became the first terminal to receive a final approval from the U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).\textsuperscript{85} Getting approval, of course, required political connections. Cheniere had them.

Cheniere had a series of meetings at the White House in January 2013, just before they received Obama administration approval. The first meeting took place on January 14, 2013, the second on January 29, 2013, according to White House visitor logs. Cheniere CEO Charif Souki arrived in the White House along with company executives Patricia Outtrim, vice president of governmental and regulatory affairs, and Ankit Desai, vice president of government relations. The senior White House official who organized those meetings was Heather Zichal, who was serving as the deputy assistant to the president for energy and climate change. Zichal had worked with Desai, the Cheniere lobbyist before, on John Kerry’s 2004 presidential campaign. Desai also formerly served as political director for then U.S. senator and now vice president Joe Biden. Having paid for their government relations, Cheniere got the first ever regulatory approval for an LNG export facility. Just after those White House meetings, Zichal resigned her White House job and made plans to “move to a non-government job.”\textsuperscript{86} She joined the board of directors at Cheniere.\textsuperscript{87}
A Real Estate Mogul Goes to Washington

- President Trump is not the first person at the highest levels of government to own great quantities of real estate with the risk of massive conflicts of interest.
- Penny Pritzker served as Obama’s secretary of commerce; her companies leased property to the federal government, built up a Washington, D.C., real estate empire during her tenure, and did regular business with foreign governments.

President Donald Trump is a real estate mogul with myriad properties, companies, and branding deals, who has children with more of the same. During and after his successful campaign and into his presidency, many have expressed alarm over his forgotten financial disclosures, his foreign income sources, his unwillingness to divest, and his practice of doing business with many entities that would have reasons to curry favor with the U.S. government. Some said it was an unprecedented situation to have a president with a wide array of global assets that make conflicts of interest inevitable.

Trump’s situation is not as unique to the executive branch as one might think from the current media. During the Obama administration, another real estate mogul with extensive holdings, Penny Pritzker, held power in the executive branch as commerce secretary. Pritzker’s business interests blurred in highly questionable ways with her role as public servant. Her story provides a blueprint for the type of transactions that Trump and his family should seek to avoid, and for which they should be monitored.

As a study in ethics, if not personality, introspective and reserved Penny Pritzker is a Trump prototype. The accomplished and hardworking heir to the Hyatt Hotels fortune, who has massive real estate holdings and a family engaged in a wide array of international businesses, Pritzker has already faced the sorts of ethics issues that Trump faces or may face. How she and the Obama administration handled her conflicts of interest offers a detailed model of failure from which the Trump administration could learn.

Pritzker’s and the Trumps’ lives have intersected in the past. In addition to being rivals and competitors, they were once partners. It did not end well.

Donald Trump’s first major real estate deal in New York was with the Pritzkers.

He bought an option to buy the old Commodore Hotel in 1977 for $1 for his first project in Manhattan. With the help of extensive tax abatements, he and his new partner, the Pritzkers, spent $100 million converting the dowdy Commodore into the glitzy Grand Hyatt, a development that signaled the revival of New York after the financial crises of the 1970’s.
But the two partners never really got along. Two arbitration proceedings failed to stem the bickering, and in 1993 Mr. Trump sued Jay Pritzker and the Hyatt Corporation. The company countersued seven months later. The two sides managed to settle their dispute in 1995, with the Pritzkers agreeing to pay Mr. Trump’s legal fees and to finance a $25 million renovation of the hotel.¹

The Pritzker family has been compared to the Rockefellers and deemed “America’s Rothschilds” by Forbes.²

But they are far less known than either of those families to the American public. In part that is because the clan has been notoriously secretive and shy about media coverage. The family dictum was declared by the late A. N. Pritzker, Penny’s grandfather. “We don’t believe in public business,” he bluntly said.³

Penny Pritzker grew up in a family that over the course of the twentieth century accumulated a vast empire—largely based out of Chicago—including hotels, commercial real estate, and industrial companies. While the family’s business was built on hard work and financial savvy, mafia connections helped, too. As Gus Russo records in his book Supermob about the Chicago mafia, “What is most relevant to the Pritzker role in the Supermob is the large number of transactions that involved known crime figures,” including the “Capone syndicate.”⁴ Some might argue that the only way one could do business in Chicago at the time was by doing deals with the mob.

Penny grew up in California. Her father, Donald, managed the Hyatt Hotel chain early on but died when she was young.⁵ That brought her into the larger sphere of family members.

“My father passed away when I was 13,” she recounted, “and I didn’t have a sponsor in the family. Eventually my uncle Jay took me under his wing, but it was my cousin Nick who really welcomed me into the family enterprise, made it okay for me to be there. The first thing you need if you want to work is a job, and Nick gave me a job.”⁶

After college, Penny landed in the family’s home base of Chicago and worked her way through the Hyatt empire. She would eventually go on to serve on the Hyatt corporate board, as well as other companies like TransUnion and Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company.⁷ Her family also partially owned a bank that became entangled in the subprime mortgage scandal.⁸

Through Marty Nesbitt, she became acquainted with a recent Harvard Law School graduate named Barack Obama. At the time he was a lecturer at the University of Chicago Law School and an up-and-comer in local politics. Soon, Obama, his wife, Michelle, and his in-laws (Michelle’s brother, Craig Robinson, and family) were regular guests at Penny’s lavish Lake Michigan vacation house.⁹ The Obamas, Nesbitts, and other friends also started taking annual vacations to Hawaii, where they stayed at the Pritzkers’ Hyatt Regency on Waikiki.¹⁰

Over the next two decades, as Barack Obama climbed the rungs of political power—Illinois General Assembly, United States Senate, and the presidency—Penny Pritzker would play a central role in bankrolling his campaigns. Beyond Obama, she has been a generous giver to all sorts of candidates. By one count she has given to more than 119 federal-level candidates since 1990—mostly Democrats.¹¹ Specifically for Obama, she held numerous fund-raisers in “her modernist home and sculpture garden.” She raised money for his 2004 Senate bid, and the victory celebration was held at the Hyatt Hotel in downtown Chicago. During the 2008 presidential campaign, she served as the finance chair and raised millions for his White House bid. In 2012 she was a bundler for his reelection bid, collecting more than $500,000 in campaign donations.¹²
Her fund-raising prowess led NBC’s Chicago affiliate to dub her “Obama’s sugar mama.”

In short, Pritzker helped make Obama’s rise to power possible. Fortune magazine concurred: “there are those who would argue that he wouldn’t even be in the Oval Office without the millions she raised to fight Clinton.” The New York Times was even more blunt: “Without Penny Pritzker, it is unlikely that Barack Obama ever would have been elected to the United States Senate or the presidency.”

Obama’s victory in 2008 led many to expect that Penny Pritzker would play a role in the new administration. Commerce secretary was the obvious choice. And why not? Penny Pritzker was a savvy businesswoman, loyal, and smart, but an appointment in the new administration never came. Why Obama ultimately passed on Pritzker is the subject of dispute. Some say she had too many conflicts of interest and baggage, which would result in a nasty confirmation fight. Recall that in 2008 the world was in the midst of the financial crisis. There was widespread anger at Wall Street and the financial class in general. These sentiments were doubtless the seed to the Occupy Wall Street movement a few years later.

For Penny Pritzker, many of the issues raised by the financial crisis hit home. The Pritzker fortune had been erected thanks to very complex, but legal, tax avoidance techniques. As Forbes magazine put it, the Pritzkers operated “one of the grandest and most successful family tax-avoidance schemes ever.” One tax expert explained it, “Some of their tricks were old-school—buying profitable but run-down companies rich in tax-loss carry-forwards, for example. But others were revolutionary. They housed their wealth in trusts, many of them in the Bahamas.” They named their children and nieces and nephews as beneficiaries. “In an additional twist, the offshore trusts would borrow money for the purchases from a bank-type entity called ICA, itself owned by the Pritzkers’ trusts.”

Another confirmation hurdle was the matter of the war raging between Hyatt Hotels and organized labor. Unions had been fighting with Hyatt for years, alleging that poor working conditions and the squelching of worker rights were common at the hotel chain. Labor unions had been a huge constituency for Barack Obama.

Pritzker herself says she took herself out of the running because the Pritzker family had gone through a nasty feud, in which several members of the clan had sued Penny and other members alleging mismanagement of the family fortune. Penny and the others denied it. But the lawsuit led to the reorganization of the family empire. In late 2008 she was “legally obligated to the family to unwind Hyatt” and sell off assets. One official said, “She fears problems with her confirmation based on past business dealings.”

Whatever the reason, Pritzker would not yet become commerce secretary. But she would remain a player in the Obama White House and continue to expand her real estate portfolio, which increasingly intersected with the federal government and the Obama administration.

President Obama appointed her to two economic advisory boards in the White House. The President’s Economic Recovery Advisory Board was erected by Obama and included a handful of senior corporate titans from around the country and headed by two academics including a former head of the Federal Reserve. The board was designed to advise on economic matters. Later, Obama created the President’s Council on Jobs and Competitiveness and also appointed Pritzker.

Throughout Obama’s first term, Pritzker was a regular fixture at the White House, appearing at advisory board meetings and traveling there “for even minor White House events,” in the
According to White House visitor logs, Pritzker visited the White House seventy-two times during Obama’s first term.

At the same time, Pritzker launched a new real estate business in 2009 to be based out of the Washington, D.C., area. Artemis Real Estate set up shop on Wisconsin Avenue in nearby Chevy Chase, Maryland. Describing itself as a “private equity real estate investment manager,” the firm raised $736 million to be used to purchase office buildings. Much of the money came from government pension funds, including the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund and the New York State Common Retirement Fund. With her White House connections, the federal government, including the government department Pritzker would later head, became a profitable tenant for Artemis and the Pritzker empire.

Shortly after he was reelected in 2012, Obama offered Pritzker an appointment as his commerce secretary, which she readily accepted. Her financial disclosure, required by law, revealed the extensive scope and size of her financial empire. The 202-page disclosure listed holdings “in commercial and residential real estate, government bonds, art, casinos, timber, senior living communities, housing, an airplane leasing company, wood products, software and even agricultural land in Uruguay.” Later the document grew when she filed an amended disclosure of more than $80 million in income from trusts. It was a “clerical error,” said her spokeswoman.

The commerce secretary may not get the attention of the secretary of state or secretary of defense, but the office has enormous ability to help individual companies and industries. When the department started in the early twentieth century, its largest activity was managing America’s lighthouses. But it quickly morphed into something much more powerful. The commerce secretary has a strong voice in the enforcement of product import and export restrictions, the selection of which tourism companies or areas get extra government attention, and the opportunity to help American companies access foreign markets. In general, they enjoy a large budget and vast regulatory powers. One scholar analyzed what the Department of Commerce spent its money on as Pritzker took the helm. “In Fiscal Year 2013, the Department of Commerce spent about $10 billion and employed 42,829 bureaucrats. A breakdown of the budget by function shows that some 30 percent goes to paying salaries, while 40 percent subsidizes private businesses and local development projects.” The scholar’s article is entitled “Department of Cronyism” for a reason.

To deal with the looming problem of conflicts of interest, Pritzker boldly promised to step down from the board of the Hyatt Hotel corporation and other entities. She also promised to sell off her interests in 221 companies. The moves were less dramatic than they sound. The 221 companies from which she divested were all relatively small. Her core holdings remained intact. She kept her $400 million worth of stock in Hyatt, and Hyatt remained a major government contractor. She also kept the vast bulk of her real estate holdings, including the already advantageously positioned Artemis Real Estate. In her ethics letter to the assistant general counsel at the Department of Commerce, she did not commit to recusing herself from decisions affecting companies and entities in which she owned a stake, including Artemis. Instead, she offered a confusing and limited promise: “for a period of a year . . . I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter involving specific parties in which that entity is a party or represents a party.” After a year, she would have the freedom to do whatever her vague promise covered anyway (so long as first authorized by federal regulation).
As commerce secretary, she continued to appear to be directly engaged in the work of her investment company. At one point the Chicago Tribune reported that as commerce secretary she went to her investment company in River North, Chicago, where the staff hosted her as its “lunch and learn” guest.\textsuperscript{31} This anecdote is but a tiny glimpse into a massive pattern of activity, largely unreported at the time in the mainstream media.

The steady intermingling among Pritzker’s Department of Commerce, the Obama administration in general, and her real estate holdings showed, according to many, utter contempt for established ethical guidelines, both in magnitude and substance, even by Washington standards. As described in more detail below, her Department of Commerce would provide cash grants to companies that were tenants of her companies. Federal government agencies—including her own Department of Commerce—would pay rent to her companies.

Worse yet, her companies pushed aggressively into the politically sensitive markets of the Middle East and Russia as she served in the president’s cabinet.\textsuperscript{32} Hyatt Hotels (from which she had resigned her board position but not sold her stock) expanded overseas during her tenure, including new ventures to build three large hotels in Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{33} Her D.C.-cozy company, Artemis (also from which she resigned her board position but was still an owner), would also serve as the landlord of politically sensitive foreign banks such as the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, that country’s largest state-owned financial institution.

Given the current bombardment of concerns faced by Donald Trump and his family, one would expect that similar concerns were raised before or during Pritzker’s tenure. The public record is strangely silent.

At her Senate confirmation hearings, Pritzker was asked few questions about potential conflicts of interest or her family’s financial dealings. “I was prepared that she was going to be attacked and prepared to help her,” noted Senator Claire McCaskill of Missouri. “It was a lovefest.” She was confirmed by the Senate 97–1.\textsuperscript{34}

Penny Pritzker and her family understood the lucrative nature of leasing agreements with the federal government. In Chicago, the Pritzkers financed the building of a ten-story office complex on Chicago’s West Side. In 2006, the FBI leased the building for a contract of $280 million in rent over the next fourteen years—more than twice what the building cost to be built. The Government Accountability Office (GAO), the investigative arm of Congress, singled the deal out as a particularly egregious example of government waste—costing taxpayers some $40 million.\textsuperscript{35} Of course, one person’s waste is another person’s profit.

Secretary Pritzker promised bold leadership for the American business community. She promised to help make American companies more competitive overseas and to deal with the challenges and opportunities of technological innovation.\textsuperscript{36} Meanwhile, her real estate companies began acquiring commercial properties that leased office space to the federal government.

In 2013 Artemis bought the Carlyle Center, a massive structure of brick and glass located in Alexandria, Virginia.\textsuperscript{37} One of their tenants was the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, which is under the U.S. Department of Commerce.\textsuperscript{38} That meant that the commerce secretary could be seen as, in effect, the landlord of the Department of Commerce. The annual rent: $1.4 million.\textsuperscript{39}

In July 2013, Artemis Real Estate bought a commercial building near Boston as part of a joint venture.\textsuperscript{40} A U.S. government tenant was paying almost $670,000 annually in rent.\textsuperscript{41} In October 2014, Artemis Real Estate partnered to purchase a property in San Rafael, California.\textsuperscript{42}
The Bay Area office complex had a U.S. government tenant who paid rent of $517,000 a year. In September 2016, Artemis was partners in a venture to buy a building on the expansive Warren Parkway in Dallas. A federal government tenant was paying $453,000 a year in rent.

Artemis is potentially only one of several Pritzker real estate companies with federal government contracts. Pritzker’s commercial real estate holdings go well beyond Artemis. But they are largely held in obscure limited liability companies that are difficult to trace. It is impossible to know the full extent of the federal government leases from which Pritzker collects money.

But it is not just about government leases. Pritzker’s Artemis also acquired properties and did business with contractors to the Department of Commerce and with companies over which she had powerful regulatory authority. In October 2013, Artemis joined with a company called Onyx Equities to acquire corporate offices in Morristown, New Jersey. The Mount Kemble Corporate Center was a massive 230,000-square-foot building. Two-and-a-half years later, the tech giant Avaya relocated its regional operations base into the building. Avaya, which has an Avaya Federal Solutions division, was and is a Department of Commerce contractor. It also does work with other government agencies.

Some tenants of Pritzker-owned companies also received Department of Commerce contracts and money from Pritzker. In August 2013, Artemis bought an industrial space in Huntington Beach, California. The 102,000-square-foot building didn’t sit empty for long. It was quietly announced that a ten-year lease valued at $9.1 million was inked with Driessen Aircraft Interior Systems, Inc. Driessen designs, builds, and markets “high-quality galleys for commercial and private aircraft” and planned to occupy all of the space. Driessen is a subsidiary of Zodiac Aerospace, a company with more than twenty thousand employees. They had $3 billion in sales in 2012.

Zodiac Aerospace is regulated by the U.S. Department of Commerce. “The Customer acknowledges that some of the Products may be subject to export laws and regulations such as laws and regulations issued by the U.S. Department of State International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), U.S. Department of Commerce Export Administration Regulations (EAR) or any other trade control regulations of any other country.”

Zodiac of North America, another subsidiary of Zodiac Aerospace, was awarded almost $800,000 in contracts by the Department of Commerce while Pritzker was secretary of commerce. Zodiac also did business with Commerce before Pritzker’s appointment.

On March 9, 2016, Zodiac Aerospace was picked by the Department of Commerce to participate in Obama’s TechHire program.

In March 2014, Pritzker’s company Artemis took a stake in the construction of a $120 million office project on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C. The construction of the large glass building on North Capitol Street just blocks from the U.S. Capitol Building was described by the Washington Business Journal as a “speculative office development” and a “risky venture.” They had no pre-construction leasing commitments from tenants. But when the project was nearing completion in 2015, it was announced that despite the “gamble” of building the project, they had two new tenants. They just happened to be the National League of Cities and the National Association of Counties. Both lobbying organizations dealt extensively with the Department of Commerce, which handed out grants and cash to cities and municipalities around the country. The National Association of Counties listed as a top legislative priority in 2015 the Department...
of Commerce grant program. The new tenant at the Pritzker property was also involved in joint forums held by the National League of Cities and the Department of Commerce.

Artemis went so far as to hire the federal government’s top real estate executive to come work for them during her tenure.

In March 2015, Pritzker’s Artemis hired the head of the General Services Administration (GSA) to come and work at the company. Dan Tangherlini left the GSA, where he managed real estate for the federal government, and took a job as the COO at Artemis Real Estate Partners. The Washington Post reported that Tangherlini has connections at nearly every level of government associated with real estate in Washington. The administrator of the GSA oversees the procurement of real estate, travel services, and technology for the federal government.

Then there was the question of money flow and favors involving Pritzker’s family members. On March 30, 2015, the Chicago-based Clean Energy Trust, which supports clean energy start-ups through business development, won a piece of the $10 million in grants given by the U.S. Department of Commerce. The trust was the only Chicago organization to receive federal money, and it planned to use the money for marketing, fund-raising, and staff.

The cochair of the Clean Energy Trust is Penny Pritzker’s cousin Nick Pritzker, of whom she spoke so fondly from her childhood.
The Trump Princelings

- Donald Trump has promised to drain the swamp.
- Among the challenges he may face are potential conflicts of interest and Princeling-style deals involving foreign entities and his children.

Donald Trump and his family arrived at the White House with countless business and personal relationships around the world—some going back decades. By one account, there were at least 111 Trump companies that had deals in at least eighteen different countries, including projects in Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, India, and Panama.¹ His contentious election to the White House has brought out apocalyptic predictions from his political opponents, and some concerns even from allies who would have him avoid the kind of ethical land mines that could weaken and distract his administration.

In an effort to steer clear of conflicts of interest during his presidency, President-elect Donald Trump had said that his hundreds of businesses would be placed in a trust managed by his adult sons.

As we have seen in previous chapters, foreign entities and even some U.S. corporations see the children and other family members of powerful American politicians as useful channels for monetary influence. As I said in December 2016, before Trump took office, “Foreign entities who are going to try to curry favor or get leverage over an American president often do it by trying to strike a sweetheart deal with a family member, often with one of the kids . . . That’s my concern: you’re going to have Bahrain, or Saudi Arabia, or Russia, or Kazakhstan, or some foreign power that wants something from Donald Trump is going to offer . . . a sweetheart deal to one of the kids. The kids will take it, and now, suddenly, there is some sense of either obligation or leverage or some form of embarrassment that can be used against the president.”²

Or the Trump kids might not just be offered a deal; they might seek them out as the Biden and Kerry families did during the Obama administration. I also expressed concerns about Trump’s continued involvement with his companies in a Washington Post op-ed piece I cowrote with Obama’s “ethics czar” Norm Eisen.³

Both the Kushners and the Trumps operate in the world of real estate, which is highly political. Particularly overseas, foreign governments and oligarchs can make or break large real estate deals. From Russia to China to Kazakhstan, zoning, permits, and financing for a major hotel or golf course require the help and blessing of political figures.
So how might such a deal go down in a Trump administration?

As of this writing, the Trump administration has been in office for almost a year. Where do the possible conflicts and vulnerabilities lie? How do we hold the kids to account? Where might we have foreign or American entities employ the Princelings model to curry favor with the new administration? Studying the business ties of Trump and his children is a first step toward answering these questions.

We will begin with Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump because they have taken positions in the West Wing, influencing and shaping American policy.

**JARED KUSHNER AND IVANKA TRUMP**

Jared Kushner married into the Trump family from a real estate empire of his own. His father, Charles Kushner, and other family members developed their business primarily focused in New Jersey, including apartment buildings and commercial real estate. The year after Jared graduated from Harvard in 2003, Charles was arrested on charges of tax evasion, illegal campaign donations, and witness tampering. The U.S. Attorney leading the prosecution at the time was Chris Christie, who would later go on to be governor of New Jersey and serve in the Trump administration as the antidrug czar. On March 4, 2005, Charles Kushner was convicted and sentenced to two years in federal prison. Four years later, in 2009, Jared’s uncle Richard Stadtmauer, who was married to Charles’s sister and who helped run the real estate empire, was sentenced to three years in federal prison for illegally writing off millions of dollars in charitable and political donations on company taxes.

After his father went to prison, Jared assumed additional responsibilities for Kushner Companies. In January 2007, the same year that he met Ivanka, he made his largest bet, one that would come back to haunt him and would create a major source of financial vulnerability for the family. The real estate market was on the downturn after the massive boom that had dominated for almost a decade, when Jared made an ambitious move: using loans, he bought the 666 Fifth Avenue building in New York. The aluminum-jacketed office tower covers the whole block between Fifty-Second and Fifty-Third Streets in midtown Manhattan, near the famous Rockefeller Center.

Kushner Companies seriously overpaid for the property. The Kushners paid $1,200 a square foot, twice the previous record of $600. As the real estate publication *The Real Deal* put it, the transaction was “the priciest single building purchase in U.S. history.” The Kushners did not put a lot down on the deal, financing the purchase with a $1.2 billion loan from Barclays Capital and an additional $535 million in short-term debt. They were heavily leveraged. Later in 2007, to offset the debt, Kushner Companies sold its entire portfolio of rental apartments for about $1.9 billion to AIG and Morgan Properties.

The following year Jared Kushner took the helm as CEO of Kushner Companies. When the stock market crashed in September 2008, the cash flow from 666 was not enough to cover the debt they still owed to the lenders. Jared had expected to make $120 million annually in rent. The property was bringing in $30 million a year with a 30 percent vacancy. To help cover the deficit, Jared sold the retail “condominium” portion of the property to the Carlyle Group and Crown Acquisitions for $525 million. But the move was simply buying time. By 2011 the Kushner Companies faced a default deadline on the property. The following year Vornado
Realty Trust agreed to a $707 million deal for the retail portion of the property. Jared Kushner’s company remains highly leveraged on the property. The interest-only mortgage is due in February 2019.\(^9\)

What makes Kushner’s situation precarious is not simply the financial vulnerability of his company but the fact that once his father-in-law was elected, Kushner sought and received a senior position in the White House. He has become one of the president’s closest advisers. He has at various times described his role as a liaison to the business community while also positioning himself as someone involved in Middle East policy.\(^10\)

When President Trump welcomed Chinese president Xi Jinping to his Palm Beach club Mar-a-Lago, Beijing used Jared Kushner as the back channel means of communication. “Since Kissinger, the Chinese have been infatuated with gaining and maintaining access to the White House,” Evan S. Medeiros, an Obama administration senior director for Asia, told the *New York Times*. “Having access to the president’s family and somebody they see as a princeling is even better.”\(^11\)

According to the *South China Morning Post*, Chinese diplomats see the “strategic use of the Kushner channel” as a good avenue to pursue better relations. As the paper puts it, “It is well known in Washington diplomatic circles that Cui Tiankai, the Chinese Ambassador to the U.S., has maintained close relations with Kushner and Ivanka Trump since Trump took office.”\(^12\)

The Chinese government has already tried to court the Trumps through the goodwill of small benefits. In March 2017, the Chinese government finally granted the family thirty-eight trademarks for various Trump projects after more than a decade of refusing to approve them. On the day that President Xi had dinner at Mar-a-Lago, China approved Ivanka’s company’s request to sell handbags, jewelry, and spa services in China.\(^13\)

Ivanka Trump enjoys deep commercial ties with politically connected Chinese companies. Between 2013 and 2015, her company had clothes produced by a company owned by the Chinese government. Since her father was elected president, she has pledged to avoid business with state-owned companies. But tracking those ties is not always easy. Ivanka Trump shoes are also produced annually by a company called Huajian Group in China’s Jiangxi Province. The company was founded in 1984 by a former PLA officer named Zhang Huarong, who today is deeply connected to the Chinese Communist Party power structure. He’s a member of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, an exclusive high-level advisory body for the party.\(^14\)

These relationships hardly equate with the large private equity deals and real estate partnerships that Biden and Kerry family and allies struck with the Chinese, but we are still on the front end of the Trump administration. The Chinese and other governments will certainly be looking for ways to offer the Trumps and Kushners other favors and deals.

Even more problematically, the Kushner family appears to be *seeking* lucrative business deals given some financial icebergs that are on the horizon.

Jared Kushner needs an infusion of cash or he risks losing the 666 building. During his father-in-law’s campaign and since he entered the White House, Kushner has sought deals with foreign entities to help him out with the property. We can expect that those from whom he is seeking money will seek policy favors in return.

Jared Kushner negotiated a tentative deal with China’s Anbang Insurance Group, a financial institution in China headquartered in Beijing and “one of China’s most politically connected
companies,” according to the Financial Times. The chairman of the Anbang company, Wu Xiaohui, was married to the granddaughter of Deng Xiaoping, once the paramount leader of China. Kushner’s negotiations with Anbang took place both before and after Trump was elected president. Anbang withdrew from the negotiations when the deal was exposed by the New York Times and questions were raised about conflicts of interest. A few months later, Wu Xiaohui was detained by Chinese authorities.

Kushner and his father, Charles, have also sought a half-billion-dollar deal from a billionaire from the tiny Middle Eastern nation of Qatar. The nature of those discussions was highlighted by The Intercept, an investigative publication with a very solid track record of journalism. According to a report by The Intercept’s Ben Walsh, Ryan Grim, and Clayton Swisher, Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim al-Thani, known as HBJ for short, held extensive negotiations with both Kushners. Throughout 2015 and 2016, while the campaign was going on, Jared and his father negotiated directly with HBJ to refinance the 666 property. Those negotiations continued through the spring of 2017—after Trump occupied the White House and Jared had joined him as a senior adviser.

HBJ is the former prime minister of Qatar and ran the country’s sovereign wealth fund. A former emir of Qatar once said of him, “I may run this country, but he owns it.”

According to The Intercept, HBJ agreed to cough up a half billion dollars on the condition that the Kushners raise the additional funds needed to upgrade the property. Anbang was supposed to provide some of that funding before it pulled out.

Then in the spring of 2017, the Trump administration supported an effort by Qatar’s regional rivals, including Saudi Arabia, to isolate the tiny nation. Arguing that the country was supporting terrorism—and there was plenty of material to support that argument—the Trump administration backed efforts by Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Egypt, and Bahrain to block media outlets. It precipitated a diplomatic crisis in the region.

Curiously, Kushner was fingered for backing the push against Qatar and reportedly delivered remarks written by the UAE ambassador to his father-in-law.

During the presidential transition in December 2016, Kushner also held secret meetings with a Russian bank named Vneshekonombank. The state-owned financial institution is close to Vladimir Putin, has played a role in a past espionage case, and has been under U.S. sanctions since 2014. Kushner met with Sergey Gorkov, the bank’s chief executive and a graduate of the Russian Academy of the Federal Security Service, or FSB. The FSB is the domestic intelligence arm of the Russian government. Kushner claimed that the meeting was generally a diplomatic matter. Bank officials said that the meeting was with Kushner in his capacity as the head of his family’s real estate business.

In short, Kushner has met with a veritable United Nations of lenders since his father-in-law was elected president. All are either government owned or deeply politically connected in their countries.

Another area of concern? Jared Kushner’s involvement with Thrive Capital, an investment fund run by his brother, Josh. Unlike his older brother Jared, Josh Kushner appears to have little interest in politics. “Josh doesn’t want a public profile,” said one investor in Thrive, Darren Walker, president of the Ford Foundation. “He assured us that he would remain focused on Thrive.”

Jared Kushner has served on the Thrive board since 2009. On his personal financial
disclosure, he listed capital gains from Thrive entities of over $5 million in 2016.\textsuperscript{24} Thrive has invested in several businesses that could prove to be conflicts of interest. Among their holdings: OpenGov, a technology company that is providing tools for financial information on government spending.\textsuperscript{25} Transparency is a good thing, but are there actions that Jared Kushner could take in the Trump administration to benefit the company? Thrive is also heavily invested in Oscar Health, a health insurance company. The company was founded by Josh Kushner. “Oscar is a health insurance company that employs technology, design, and data to humanize health care.”\textsuperscript{26} Oscar Health, of course, stands to win or lose based on decisions made about reforming Obamacare. How deeply involved is Jared Kushner in shaping American health care policy?

One of Trump’s signature issues during the 2016 campaign was building a border wall with Mexico. An Israeli company with ties to both Kushner and the Trumps is hoping to get some of the substantial contracts for that massive construction project. Magal Security Systems is an Israeli security company that constructed a security fence in Gaza. Shortly after Trump was sworn into office, executives from the company arrived in the D.C. area for a security conference that involved the Department of Homeland Security and would no doubt include discussions on their barrier system. The day after Trump allowed that a security barrier such as theirs could all but stop illegal border crossings, shares in the company jumped 5.6 percent. The company’s shares had already climbed nearly 50 percent since Trump’s election in November.\textsuperscript{27}

Who is behind Magal? The children of one of the company’s former board members who, through various entities, is still a major stockholder at 44 percent, have purchased nearly $60 million in Trump condos.\textsuperscript{28}

Kushner also has close financial ties to the Steinmetz family, an Israeli family that made their money in the international diamond trade. Beny Steinmetz is under investigation in the United States for allegedly bribing foreign officials in exchange for mining rights. Kushner and Beny’s nephew, Raz Steinmetz, are partners on at least fifteen properties in Manhattan and the Trump Bay Street project in New Jersey.\textsuperscript{29}

These are investments that Jared Kushner disclosed. But there are serious questions about how accurate those disclosures were. Since he filed his financial disclosure in March 2017, he has amended the document an astonishing thirty-nine times—adding seventy-seven investments he previously omitted.\textsuperscript{30}

**ERIC AND DONALD TRUMP JR.**

Eric and Donald Trump Jr. chose not to join their father in the White House. Instead, their role has been to run the Trump-family empire. Still, it cannot be overstated that foreign governments and businesses are going to be eager to grant favors to the Trump Organization because they expect that it will help them with the president. Their expectations are certainly not grounded in America’s best interest, and the appearance of such collusion is both demoralizing to American citizens and encouraging to corrupt players around the world.

Even before he was elected, we saw this happen when President-elect Trump spoke with Argentina’s president. A previously stalled Trump building project in that country was revived when the government granted the necessary building permits.\textsuperscript{31} The Argentine paper *La Nacion* reported that “Trump asked for them to authorize a building he’s constructing in Buenos Aires, it
wasn’t just a geopolitical chat.” Spokesmen for both presidents deny the subject came up. And in many ways, it didn’t need to. Foreign governments know that money talks. By helping American politicians and their families in the pocketbook, they are more likely to get favorable outcomes when they talk to them about other matters.

Just weeks after Donald Trump was inaugurated, a Chinese businesswoman named Angela Chen, who also goes by the names Xiao Yan Chen and Chen Yu, bought a penthouse in Trump Park Avenue, a condo on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, for $15.8 million. Formerly occupied by Ivanka and Jared, Chen purchased the property from Trump Park Avenue, LLC, an entity controlled by the Trump Organization, so the deal effectively resulted in money in President Trump’s pocket, or estate. Curiously, the penthouse was not on the market at the time and had no listing price.

According to Jonathan Miller, a real estate appraiser in New York, Chen overpaid for the condo. “In my view, the seller did a little better than what the market conditions would suggest.”

Besides the price, what made the deal a red flag was the buyer’s ties with the Chinese government. Chen runs a firm called Global Alliance Associates, which describes itself as having developed “a well-deserved reputation as a respected and sought-after advisor on establishing business relationships in China.”

Chen also chairs something called the China Arts Foundation, started by Deng Rong, the daughter of former Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping. Deng Rong served as the vice president of the China Association for International Friendly Contacts (CAIFC), an affiliate of the intelligence and foreign propaganda division of the People’s Liberation Army. CAIFC has been called a front for Chinese intelligence by academics and government experts. Its offices are reportedly located in a Beijing compound used by military units.

Another pattern began shortly after Trump was elected. The governments of Bahrain and Azerbaijan held national and religious celebrations, respectively, at the Trump International Hotel, just blocks from the White House. Trump has wisely promised that once he was elected any profits from such visits by foreign officials would be donated to federal coffers. This is great but requires intense monitoring. There can be no doubt that these governments expect that by throwing business at the Trump family they will get favorable treatment in return. As we have seen throughout this book, in many foreign regimes, this is how political business is done. Trump, as U.S. president, and his children, as the first family, must maintain the diplomatic standard that this is not how political business is done in a constitutional republic.

Like Kushner, the Trumps have financial vulnerabilities. They owe $300 million in loans to Deutsche Bank, the German financial behemoth that has run into trouble with the U.S. Department of Justice over its banking practices. The Trump Organization also owes hundreds of millions to the Bank of China for its real estate projects.

For those keeping track, the Bank of China has already positioned itself well by partnering with the Bidens, placing the sister-in-law of the Senate majority leader on its board of directors, and now is a major lender to the president of the United States’ company.

Biden and McConnell aside, the question for Trump is: How will these loans play out? Will the Trumps be pressured or encouraged by their bankers to carry out policies for their benefit? It is unclear at this point and a game of vigilance. Some might argue that loans by themselves do not amount to much leverage. As John Maynard Keynes once said, “If you owe your bank a
hundred pounds, you have a problem. But if you owe a million, it has.” Still, if you have to
refinance your loans, you might be offered favorable rates . . . with silk strings attached.

In January 2017, President Trump’s lawyers offered assurances to the American public that
the Trump Organization would not pursue new deals overseas. But the family business has
continued to move forward with projects that it had previously negotiated. So the Trump
commercial empire continues to expand, even while he occupies the Oval Office. Two projects
in Indonesia will bear the Trump name. The project partners include Hary Tanoesoedibjo, who
goes by Hary Tanoe, and who has deep political ties in Indonesia. Tanoe attended Trump’s
presidential inauguration as a guest of the Trump Organization. He recorded the event on
Instagram with pictures of himself with Don Jr. and Eric.44 Again, vigilance will be required by
the first family to maintain goodwill without cultivating foreign expectations.

A new Trump office building and residential development in India is also under way. The
Trump Organization’s partners in the deal, IREO and M3M India, have sketchy histories. Both
have been targets of anticorruption investigations by the Indian government. The investors
behind IREO prefer anonymity: the funds for the project provided by IREO arrived via accounts
in Mauritius and Cyprus, where their true identities are guarded secrets.45

The Trump financial empire is truly global, which means that President Trump is vulnerable
to financial pressure by foreign entities. If he takes actions as president that are unfavorable to
a country, his family estate could suffer. Consider what happened after Trump proposed banning
people from entering the United States from seven predominantly Muslim countries, including
Turkey. President Erdogan of Turkey called for Trump’s name to be removed from the Trump
Tower in Istanbul. Trump’s name was not taken off the property. But had it been removed,
Trump’s licensing fee for that property would have been put at risk. According to financial
disclosures, he earns fees of between $1 million and $5 million a year for that property.46

Ironically, for those who would criticize Trump for anything short of complete divestiture,
the fact that he still owns the Trump Organization is exceedingly helpful for transparency.
Remember that the adult children of politicians don’t need to reveal their financial transactions to
the public. So if the Trump Organization were owned by the sons and not the president, ethical
watchdogs would have no way of tracking transactions involving the business. Sweetheart deals
could be struck with zero accountability, as we have seen repeatedly in previous chapters. But
because the president of the United States remains an owner, he will be required to reveal in his
annual disclosure any transactions, debts, or assets that he holds.

As with Kushner, it is worth looking at the cluster of financial relationships that Trump’s
sons Eric and Donald Jr. have and their temptation to seek or accept lucrative deals from foreign
or domestic entities looking to curry favor with the Trump administration.

In the rough-and-tumble world of New York City real estate, you can end up doing business
with some very sketchy people. For decades, New York real estate has been a popular place for
олигархов, criminals, and shady companies to park their assets. As the New York Times revealed
in a series of investigative reports beginning in 2015, foreigners with troubling histories have
placed their money in expensive residential and commercial real estate as a means of hiding their
assets. Alleged Russian mobsters and politicians, questionable Chinese businessmen, and likely
corrupt foreign officials from Kazakhstan, Colombia, Malaysia, Mexico, and more have poured
millions into New York real estate through secretive limited liability companies that make it hard
to determine who actually owns the properties. Famous New York luxury buildings, like the
Time Warner Center, have become havens for such people.\textsuperscript{47}

Well before he decided to run for president, Donald Trump and his company conducted business affairs around the world and ended up doing business with numerous individuals with troubling pasts. Take a single project, Trump SoHo, a modern, stylish $450 million forty-six-story hotel condominium on Spring Street in New York. The Trump Organization partnered with a development company called the Bayrock Group, which provided capital for the project. The project was completed in 2010.\textsuperscript{48}

The Bayrock Group was founded by Tevfik Arif, a Kazakh real estate mogul from the former Soviet Union. In 2010, Arif was arrested in Turkey and charged with running a prostitution ring and engaging in human trafficking. The charges were eventually dropped.\textsuperscript{49} Arif had political ties in his home country, including business ties with Viktor Khrapunov, a former Kazakh energy minister and former mayor of the city of Almaty. Khrapunov was allegedly involved in a massive money-laundering scheme.\textsuperscript{50} As the \textit{Financial Times} reported, “Among the dozens of companies the Almaty lawyers say the Khrapunov laundering network used were three called Soho 3310, Soho 3322 and Soho 3203. Each was a limited liability company, meaning their ownership could easily be concealed.”

The companies were created in April 2013 and used to buy apartments that corresponded with their names at Trump SoHo. The \textit{Financial Times} added, “On the face of it, Mr. Trump was not a beneficiary of the apartment sales. The vendor was another limited liability company, Bayrock/Sapir Organization, LLC.”\textsuperscript{51}

Also involved in the Trump SoHo project was another Russian émigré named Felix Sater. Sater emigrated from the Soviet Union to Brooklyn when he was eight. According to Sater, he and his family fled the Communist country because of the persecution of Jews. Sater started his career as a stockbroker but then lost his trading license in 1991 after an incident in a hotel where he stabbed a commodities broker with a margarita glass. He spent a year behind bars. He left prison with a wife and child to support and hooked up with a childhood friend who was operating a Mafia-linked brokerage firm. Sater pleaded guilty in 1998 to one count of racketeering as part of a $40 million stock fraud scheme. They had been artificially inflating the prices of stock. Sater was connected to the Trump SoHo project in that he worked for Bayrock, the Trump partner in the property. Sater reportedly carried around a business card in 2007 in which he listed himself as a senior adviser to Donald Trump.\textsuperscript{52}

It was the end of January 2017, and three men sat down together at the Loews Regency on Park Avenue: Felix Sater, an alleged Russian-American mobster, federal informant, and off-again-on-again Trump business partner; Michael Cohen, President Trump’s personal attorney; and Andrii V. Artemenko, a dissident Ukrainian lawmaker. Artemenko had brought a proposed peace plan for his embattled nation, one he claimed enjoyed the blessing of Vladimir Putin via “top aides,” and he sought to place it before the newly inaugurated president.\textsuperscript{53} The meeting had the hallmarks of a back channel around Washington red tape, but Artemenko’s choice of intermediaries is troubling. Two of the men had an interesting recent history.

On November 3, 2015, Sater e-mailed Cohen: “Our boy can become president of the USA and we can engineer it . . . I will get all of Putin’s team to buy in on this, I will manage the process.” Sater claimed, in the same communications, to have gotten Ivanka Trump access to Vladimir Putin’s private office during a previous Moscow business trip. As reported by the \textit{Washington Post} and the \textit{New York Times}, the e-mail was in the context of a nascent and
considerable Moscow real estate deal involving the Trump brand. Sater claimed he secured financing from VTB Bank, an entity sanctioned by the U.S. government. A letter of intent had been signed even as Trump’s campaign for the highest office in the land gathered steam for the primary season. Permits and other favors were needed in Russia. Sater pitched a Trump visit to Moscow to “tout” the deal. In return, Putin would publicly praise Trump. According to Sater, the arrangement had a dual, and one might say “yuge,” upside: Trump would be part of an historic real estate deal in the Russian capital. If that weren’t enough, the deal would also clear Donald Trump’s path to the White House. “If he says it we own this election.” As of this writing, no one is saying why Sater was so confident the two outcomes were connected. His price? He indicated his “home run” would be getting the U.S. ambassadorship to the Bahamas out of the deal.

Putin and Trump would find nice things to say about each other during the remainder of the campaign, but the deal went nowhere, petering out in January 2016.\textsuperscript{54} No one knows (at this writing) whether the deal provides any context or prologue for the now infamous June 2016 meeting between the Trump campaign and a Russian delegation promising kompromat on Hillary Clinton. Cohen would downplay Sater and his credibility to the Post and the Times, dismissing his talk of a direct pipeline to Putin as “salesmanship.”\textsuperscript{55} New York Magazine reporter Andrew Rice states Sater and Cohen knew each other as teenagers—perhaps explaining Sater’s excitement, expressed to Cohen: “Can you believe two guys from Brooklyn are going to elect a president?”\textsuperscript{56} Yet that begs the question: In the face of the failed real estate deal, and his failed bravado, why did Cohen accompany Sater to meet with Mr. Artemenko? Who told Artemenko that these were the men with whom he should speak? The Post and Times reports broke within hours of each other on August 28, 2017. On the third of the same month, Andrew Rice quoted Sater as saying: “In about the next 30 to 35 days,” he told me, ‘I will be the most colorful character you have ever talked about. Unfortunately, I can’t talk about it now, before it happens. And believe me, it ain’t anything as small as whether or not they’re gonna call me to the Senate committee.’” As Rice himself says, Sater made the statement to him before news of the June 16, 2016, meeting dropped, so the time lines don’t match up. So we will wait and see whether Sater’s words are merely his famous “salesmanship” or something more.\textsuperscript{57}

Another Bayrock connection was Tamir Sapir, who hailed from Georgia (the country, not the state). Sapir, now deceased, was also an émigré from the Soviet Union, who came to the United States and “sold electronics to KGB agents from a storefront in Manhattan.”\textsuperscript{58} Tamir’s son, Alex, was also involved in the Trump SoHo project. Alex Sapir’s business partner and brother-in-law is Rotem Rosen, a former “right-hand man” of the Soviet-born Israeli billionaire Lev Leviev, an oligarch who boasts long-standing ties to Vladimir Putin and counts the Russian president as a “true friend.”\textsuperscript{59}

Leviev, who keeps a photo of the Russian president on a shelf in his office, figures into the Trump financial nexus in other ways. When Donald Trump was looking for real estate deals in Moscow, he met with Leviev in 2007 to discuss options.\textsuperscript{60} Leviev also sold Jared Kushner a portion of the old New York Times building located in Times Square in October 2015, after Trump had announced running for president.\textsuperscript{61}

Mortgages for the Trump SoHo building were issued by a Ukrainian businessman named Sam Kislin. Born in Odessa, Ukraine, in 1935, he emigrated to the United States in the 1970s. He eventually found his way to Brooklyn, New York, where, with the assistance of Russian émigrés,
he started an electronics business. His partner in this venture was Tamir Sapir. In 1976, they sold two hundred televisions to Trump’s Commodore Hotel.\textsuperscript{62} He soon began trading with the Soviet Union and established a commodities trading business.\textsuperscript{63} But the FBI has claimed that Kislin is a member of the Russian mob.\textsuperscript{64} The International Police Organization (Interpol) in a 1996 report claimed that Kislin’s firm, Trans Commodities, was used by two Uzbekistan mobsters for fraud and embezzlement.\textsuperscript{65}

The Trump SoHo deal, among others like it, was done well before Trump ever ran for office. But business relationships can be complicated. They can create alliances that lead to vulnerabilities. Will Trump feel an obligation to any former business partners? Will Trump’s sons be in a position to profit off of partners looking for favors from the American president?

Trump’s business deals have received enormous attention from the press. Some argued that Trump was deeply corrupting the public square even before he took office, and presented a sanitized view of America’s recent past. Professor Zephyr Teachout, who has done some very good work on the topic of corruption, bluntly argued, “Trump is upending 240 years of tradition and a core conviction of the founders: that a stable, safe, representative republic depends on protecting against the foreign corruption of our officeholders.”\textsuperscript{66}

Professor Teachout was no doubt unaware of the foreign corruption of officeholders as presented in this book concerning Chinese and Ukrainian commercial deals being done by the son of a vice president. Or the commercial ties between Senator McConnell’s family and the Chinese government.

Teachout is correct in her observation that our constitutional republic is indeed at stake when politicians put family loyalty and estate building before loyalty to the country. Foreign corruption has been a longtime fear of America’s leaders, going back to the Founding Fathers. Teachout quotes several founders at length, including Elbridge Gerry, who warned: “Persons having foreign attachments will be sent among us & insinuated into our councils, in order to be made instruments for their purposes. Everyone knows the vast sums laid out in Europe for secret services.” Foreign commercial entanglements are a problem. But they didn’t begin with Trump.\textsuperscript{67}

Trump brings to office unique skills and complications as a businessman who has amassed properties and companies around the world. Initially, Trump dismissed the notion that the Trump Organization would be an ethical problem. I was one of those who called on Trump to disconnect himself from his businesses and place his assets in a blind trust. In the piece I cowrote in the \textit{Washington Post} with Norm Eisen, I called on Trump to transfer “all his business interests to a blind trust or the equivalent.” By doing so he “will set an important tone of integrity at the top for everyone in his administration as they address their own ethics and conflicts issues.”\textsuperscript{68}

It was not just a question of Trump doing all he could to separate himself from the family business. Trump’s campaign promise to drain the swamp was an important one, and that message, I believe, was a key reason that he won the election. He needs to set a strong ethical example.

Some have argued that Trump needed to go further than just separating himself from the business. They argued that he needed to \textit{sell} his holdings. If he still owned businesses like hotels, and foreign diplomats or businesses were paying to use those hotels, he would be violating the U.S. Constitution. This was a reference to the Emoluments Clause, which prevents U.S. officials from receiving payments or things of value from a foreign government or its agents.
It is worth noting that this issue never came up when Penny Pritzker was appointed commerce secretary. She, of course, would meet the definition of a U.S. official and she owned commercial real estate properties as well as hotels that did plenty of business with foreign governments and their agents. But more important, many legal scholars disagreed with this interpretation of the Emoluments Clause, arguing that the clause was meant to prevent gifts or bribes. To say that a president could not own a business that has some foreign clients was overly broad.

In the end, Trump did not quite set up a blind trust. His team of lawyers set up a trust whereby his children would run the business empire and he would remove himself from any decision making, but it was not “blind.” Ethics experts say the scale of his holdings in the United States and around the world, and the close involvement of his children, together mean that the trust wouldn’t extricate him from all potential conflicts of interest. Salon reported that Walter M. Shaub Jr., director of the Office of Government Ethics, in a speech at the Brookings Institution, “asserted that Trump ‘stepping back from running his business is meaningless from a conflict of interest perspective,’ and that ‘limiting direct communication about the business is wholly inadequate . . . There’s not supposed to be any information at all.”

In my experience, corrupt or questionable transactions can take time to uncover. In Throw Them All Out, I exposed insider trading on the stock market by members of Congress. The book was released in 2011; all of the examples of questionable transactions we uncovered occurred between 2008 and 2010. In Extortion, which was released in 2013, we found, among other things, the extortive fund-raising practices of members of Congress. Again, the examples we uncovered had occurred several years earlier. And Clinton Cash, which was released in 2015, was about donations and speaking fees the Clintons received between 2008 and 2012, during Hillary’s tenure as secretary of state.

In his first eleven months in office, there have been thousands of articles and stories run by major media outlets on the commercial ties involving Trump and his adult children. Some reporting is solid, and some amounts to over-the-top punditry and poor reporting with anonymous sources. Either way, as aggravating as the latter is, the attention is good for the country. It means that people are watching.

However, the current level of media attention stands in sharp contrast to the lack of reporting by many of the same news outlets over the previous eight years on transactions involving Trump’s predecessors or senior members on Capitol Hill.

This yawning gap is unhealthy. My frustration is not that the solid reporting on Trump has been too tough but that the reporting on the Obama administration was way too soft or in some cases nonexistent.

We can safely assume that if Donald Trump’s children struck billion-dollar equity deals with the Chinese government, like Joe Biden’s son did, it would make the front page of every newspaper across the country and receive a heavy rotation on the evening news.

So, where do we go from here?
Conclusion

- Corruption is not a victimless crime.

The issue of political corruption is not new to our republic, even as it has evolved and changed over the course of the last two centuries. Today, corruption is exponentially more lucrative and complex. It is increasingly hard to enforce ethics standards that hold politicians to the spirit of the law and their sworn duty to serve their country, and prevent them from using public office for personal empire building. The mind-set that this is just the way the world works is itself corrupt thinking, which denies allegiance to the idea that America is an exceptional nation.

If we are to remain an effective constitutional republic, we must face and win the war on corruption at home. We must not tolerate public service as a front for family enrichment and elite will to power. It is un-American, and has direct and dire effects on policy-making and good governance.

Current ethics laws create a zero accountability zone for the Washington, D.C., political class in general. Let me illustrate this with two recent examples pulled from the headlines.

In China, the financial giant J. P. Morgan began a practice of hiring the children of government officials. They did this because they believed that it would enhance their ability to get more business in China. When news of the practice leaked, the federal government charged the company with violating the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). In short, the FCPA says that if you give someone something of value with the hope of getting special treatment from a foreign government, you are committing a corrupt act and can be charged and prosecuted. J. P. Morgan settled with the federal government to the tune of $264 million.¹

Now imagine if J. P. Morgan had done this not in Shanghai, but in Washington, D.C. Nothing would have happened. It would be completely legal. In fact, as we have seen, special deals for the children of American politicians and the practice of hiring the children of politicians to serve as lobbyists is commonplace.

Consider another recent corruption case.

Governor Bob McDonnell of Virginia and his wife, Maureen, were given $135,000 in gifts, loans, and trips by a businessman named Jonnie Williams Sr. while they occupied the governor’s mansion in Richmond. The couple received, among other things, a Rolex watch, shopping trips in New York, and clothes. Williams, who was the CEO of Star Scientific, a producer of dietary supplements, was hoping that the state of Virginia might review his product and vouch for it. McDonnell was charged with public corruption and convicted. But federal courts later
overturned the conviction, based on existing law.\textsuperscript{2}

Now, imagine if Jonnie Williams had given those gifts to a governor in China. Had it been similarly exposed, it would have been a clear violation of the FCPA.

The question then is: Why do we have a Foreign Corrupt Practices Act but not a Washington Corrupt Practices Act? Or, put a different way, why are U.S. lawmakers (and governors, for that matter, through robust state laws) themselves not held accountable?

A Washington Corrupt Practices Act would be a first step and could be based largely on the language in the FCPA. By strengthening U.S. code on giving gifts, favors, or deals to politicians or their families in the hopes of getting favors in return—which is the very essence of bribery—we would deal dramatically with the problem of America’s Princelings. Right now, U.S. law is harsher on corrupt deals involving Chinese Princelings than it is on those involving American Princelings. That is not a good place for our country to be.

Another necessary reform: we need to broaden financial disclosures by American politicians. Transparency really is the best disinfectant. One of the reasons we are seeing the rise of American Princelings is because the adult children of American politicians do not have to disclose their financial transactions or assets.

I recognize that it might seem intrusive to expect the adult children of politicians to disclose publicly exactly what they are earning. After all, they usually do not choose to have parents who hold public office.

To strike a balance between disclosure and privacy, the adult children of America’s political leaders could at least be required to disclose transactions with foreign entities above, say, $150,000 a year. If they are working for an American corporation on a career track, we don’t need to know their salaries, but if they are involved in large financial transactions with foreign entities, we do.

Some might argue that this is unfair. But the fact of the matter is that holding public office is a privilege; it is not a right. It comes with unique burdens for oneself and one’s family, much as it does for those in military service. The goal of such ethics laws is to protect the Constitution—the pact between the elected and the electorate—that makes us a republic and not an oligarchy.

The third necessary reform relates to the phenomenon of political intelligence. After the publication of my book \textit{Throw Them All Out}, Congress passed, and President Obama signed, the Stop Trading on Confidential Information (STOCK) Act, which made insider trading illegal for government officials. It was an important reform, which was unfortunately gutted a few months later by the same Congress and president, once the public spotlight moved on to other issues.

It is great to have a law that makes insider trading illegal, but it is hard to enforce. The law is legally easy to circumvent: “political intelligence” is big business in Washington and basically amounts to the selling of information on what actions the government is going to take that might affect a company. We can tighten the STOCK Act to deal explicitly with the smash and grab problem. As with corruption in general, smash and grab is not a victimless crime. “Smashing” a company throws thousands of people out of work and disrupts the lives of many, so that someone else can “grab” and profit. Only by changing existing laws can we deter this kind of grossly unethical behavior.

Finally, a word must be said to politicians themselves. Unfortunately, many politicians in Washington believe they are entitled to on-the-job enrichment and building family empires at our expense. Some in the nation’s capital want to do the right thing. They must make clear to their
children that they will be offered sweetheart deals and that they must not take them. Back in May 1988, then vice president George H. W. Bush was running for president. He sent a letter to his eldest son, George W. Bush. “We are about to sail into unchartered waters, in terms of family scrutiny,” he wrote. “We’ve all been through a lot of inquiry and microscopic probing; however, it’ll get worse, not just for our family.”

Father advised son: “As we move closer to November, you’ll find you’ve got a lot of new friends. They may become real friends . . . My plea is this: please do not contact any federal agency or department on anything. A call from a ‘Bush’ will get returned, but there is a great likelihood that it will be leaked; maybe deliberately misrepresented.”

Ethical reputation is a legacy worth passing along, to one’s own children, and one’s country.
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Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary of State John Kerry sit with President Barack Obama as they meet with Chinese officials in 2015. Biden’s son Hunter and Kerry’s stepson Christopher Heinz had quietly struck multibillion-dollar deals over previous months with Chinese government-connected companies.

(POOL/GETTY IMAGES NEWS/GETTY IMAGES)

December 2013: The vice president arrives in Beijing with his granddaughter Finnegan and son Hunter aboard Air Force Two. Ten days after Biden left, Hunter’s firm would seal a highly unusual $1.5 billion deal with funding from the Chinese government.
Hunter Biden (left) in Beijing with his father. “Family comes first” Joe taught Hunter. Months after his father was sworn in as vice president, Hunter and Chris Heinz set up a private business and quietly secured billion-dollar deals around the globe with oligarchs and those closely connected to foreign governments negotiating with their fathers.

Engineer Szuhsiung “Allen” Ho pleaded guilty to sharing nuclear secrets with the Chinese government. The FBI charged Ho and his company, China General Nuclear Power Company (CGN), with stealing secrets with military application. CGN was owned in part by Hunter Biden and Chris Heinz’s investment fund.
Ukrainian oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky. His company Burisma has made the Biden family a lot of money. The United States backed a $1.8 billion loan to the Ukraine, much of which flowed through Kolomoisky’s PrivatBank. More than $1 billion mysteriously disappeared.

(VALENTYN OGIRENKO/REUTERS PICTURES)

Senator Mitch McConnell and Elaine Chao in 2011. The consummate Washington power couple, they have benefited financially from her family’s extraordinarily close links to the Chinese government.

(MEDIAPUNCH INC/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO)
Elaine Chao meets as a private citizen with Chinese vice-premier Liu Yandong. Her father and sister have served on the board of a company at the heart of the Chinese military-industrial complex.

(XINHUA/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO)
Pictured with then–Speaker of the House (and later disgraced) Dennis Hastert (center), former congressman Bud Shuster (left) passes the baton to his son Congressman Bill Shuster (right). Bud would go on to lobby his son’s congressional committee along with his other son, Robert Shuster.

(DOUGLAS GRAHAM/CQ-ROLL CALL GROUP/GOTTY IMAGES)

President Barack Obama and “first friend” Marty Nesbitt take in a basketball game together. Nesbitt generally kept a low profile during the Obama years but profited from his friend’s regulatory actions in a series of “smash and grab” investments.

(MCT/TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE/GOTTY IMAGES)
Marty Nesbitt playing golf with President Barack Obama. Nesbitt formed an investment firm that would follow in the wake of President Obama’s regulatory actions. When those actions nearly destroyed companies Nesbitt would buy them after their shares plummeted. Today Nesbitt serves as the chairman of the Obama Foundation.

(POOL/GETTY IMAGES NEWS/GETTY IMAGES)

George Soros, billionaire investor and backer of President Obama. As the Obama administration “smashed” energy companies, Soros “grabbed” shares on the cheap. Other Obama insiders did the same.
Jared Kushner (right) posing with his father, Charles. While Jared served as a senior White House adviser helping to steer Middle East policy, his father quietly tried to negotiate a large investment deal with the government of the United Arab Emirates.
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Chinese president Xi Jinping meets with President Donald Trump in Florida. Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump (left) have major business ties with politically connected companies in China.
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